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Abstract

Productive limitation: painting emergent abstract languages through serial 
form

Productive Limitation: Painting Emergent Abstract Languages Through Serial 
Form explores how following systems of limitation and constraint can highlight the 
emergent qualities within a serial, practice-led and abstract artistic project. To 
repeatedly limit a practice (its contents and guiding rules over time), is to engage 
in a process that paradoxically maximises the opportunities to reveal and attend 
to the productivity, diversity and subtle nuances of its outcomes. Frames of pro-
ductive limitation thus lead us to ask: how can limitation function as productive? 
and what thematic connections or discontinuities can be revealed in using this 
process?

This PhD focuses on the works from the Unstable Object series which con-
sists of thirty-eight abstract paintings exploring serial iterations of depicted form, 
limited to rectilinear and diagonal trajectories of a coloured, painted 4cm beam 
mark. The paintings are both worked on and displayed in a variety of different 
configurations and rotations. This exegesis argues that the intervening open-end-
edness regarding the positioning and orientation of the paintings connect these 
specific modular processes to ways of enacting thought, which in turn make visible 
thinking processes and actions akin to undertaking a game.

Within the exegesis, themes of spatiality and language are explored 
through philosophical interrogation using the work of theorists Jacques Derrida, 
Elizabeth Grosz and Ludwig Wittgenstein, whom I situate in propositional dialogue 
with the works from the Unstable Object series. The research focuses on Grosz’s 
theories of space and the liminal space of the ‘in-between’, Derrida’s concepts of 
trace and erasure and Wittgenstein’s text Philosophical Investigations, through 
which his pedagogical questioning of meaning through the concept of ‘language 
games’ is explored. 

As the Unstable Object series progresses, the forms that emerge become 
situated as an abstract language with linguistic potential. This is perhaps not a lan-
guage that we need to understand explicitly, but a language that contains its own 
abstract specificity which moves us toward our own ways of reading. In this way, 
the project draws new relations between the abstract, the blurry and the ambigu-
ous, which become useful tools within processes of making, reading and thinking. 

The Unstable Object series uses the repeated beam mark to slowly ex-
plore processes of building within painting, where the aim is to build forms which 
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are not recognisable as objects from the external world. The exegesis, however, 
goes on to view the works through a filter of things that are of this world—architec-
tural structures (facades or internal structures); maps and the topographical marks 
they contain (borders, boundaries, gaps and intervals); and finally, through a filter 
of expanded language (diagram, symbol and syntax). The reader is continuously 
asked to read the works through both temporal and visual frameworks. Through 
this process of imagining the paintings ‘this way, now this way’ (a method bor-
rowed from Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations), the project gathers asso-
ciations from outside the abstract that enrich and connect the research. Emergent 
anomalies and imperfections (the qualities that are made visible by implementing 
the productive constraints of the series), are pursued theoretically as research 
markers throughout the project. These elements, such as the wobbly or degraded 
edge, the mistake, and the estimate are also in direct counter to the predominant 
history of hard-edge geometric abstraction. This project allows the emergence 
of more uncontrollable forms like indecision, mistakes and intuitive thought to be 
mutually productive elements within a structure of systems and rules.

vi
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Chapter One: Introduction

Productive Limitation: Painting Emergent, Abstract Languages Through 
Serial Form

This doctoral research project, Productive Limitation: Painting Emergent, Abstract 
Languages Through Serial Form, investigates how generating and working within 
systems of limitation and constraint can highlight emergent qualities within a 
serial, abstract artistic project. This practice-led research, situated within the field 
of painting, demonstrates that methods of limitation function as a productive pro-
cess, which can be applied to any creative, serial act. In the case of this project, 
I argue for the efficacy of a range of emergent qualities that arise through these 
processes of limitation within painting. These emergent qualities that take the 
form of blurriness, traces, degraded edges, imperfections, and estimations can 
become philosophically useful—not only as specific to this project, but also within 
broader contexts. To repeatedly limit a practice (its content, its guiding rules) over 
time, is to engage in a process that paradoxically maximises the opportunities 
to reveal and attend to the productivity, diversity and subtle nuances of its out-
comes. Frames of productive limitation thus lead to the following research ques-
tions: how can limitation function as productive? What emergent qualities does 
this process reveal? And finally, in what ways is it possible to form larger theoreti-
cal and practical connections between these emergent qualities? 

This research will address these key questions in two interconnected 
ways. Firstly, I explore the productivity of limits through the studio-led inquiry of 
a painting project resulting in the Unstable Object series. This inquiry tests the 
process of limiting an artistic practice through the serial and repetitious outlay of 
painted imagery. Secondly, in the written exegesis, I situate my own work within a 
larger conversation with philosophers whose thinking is also concerned with the 
functions and potentials of limits and limitation. The work of Ludwig Wittgenstein, 
Jaques Derrida and Elizabeth Grosz is discussed alongside that of other artists 
working within the field of abstraction: Sol LeWitt, Mel Bochner, Vera Molnár, Ama-
lia Pica, Mikala Dwyer, Shusaku Arakawa and Madeline Gins, Emily Floyd, Mary 
Miss, Denyse Thomasos and Leslie Roberts. This research primarily contributes to 
the fields of abstraction, geometric abstraction, post-minimalism, conceptual art 
and systems art. Through its exploration of systems and process more broadly, it 
also contributes to the fields of creative arts, architecture, design and philosophy. 
My investigation of both process and the potential productivity of that process 
within the Unstable Object series and the surrounding exegesis, pushes the re-
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search toward an exploration of emergent forms and qualities and their produc-
tive, thematic connections.

This PhD will focus on the works from the Unstable Object series. This 
series consists of thirty-eight modular paintings, produced via a method of produc-
tive limitation to explore the serial iterations of form, largely limited to rectilinear 
and diagonal trajectories of the painted beam mark. The beam mark is a painted 
form, approximately 4cm wide, resembling a straight bar or slab of colour.

     Figure #1: Unstable Object #33 (image crop) 

The Unstable Object series uses this beam mark—a fairly abstract form—to slowly 
explore processes of building within painting, with the aim to build greater forms 
which are not recognisable as objects from the world. Yet this PhD goes on to view 
the works through a filter of things that are of this world—architectural structures 
(facades or internal structures); maps and the topographical marks they contain 
(borders, boundaries, gaps and intervals); and finally, through a filter of expanded 
language (diagram, symbol and syntax). By using the elemental, geometric form 
of the beam mark, propositions also arise from the frameworks of viewing that 
access a unique aspect of abstraction; these contain forms which might start at 
an abstract origin, travelling towards and through various frameworks or filters of 
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more figurative human association.
The process of traversing back and forth within this terrain, through the 

activity of this research, renders these painted forms unstable; it is within this per-
ception of blurriness (through multiple frameworks of reading and meanings) that 
a philosophically-useful form of instability emerges. A recognition of these forms of 
instability within the work—the visual edges that degrade and the middle points of 
indecision within the logic of decision-making—enable further investigation within 
this exegesis, alongside broader questions of structural and symbolic resemblance 
that are active within the Unstable Object series.

This research asks whether the emergent elements, which are threshed 
out through the paintings from the Unstable Object series, can be read as connec-
tive and productive—if some formative sense can be made of their emergence. To 
do this, the research looks at the potential of emergent forms to speak, communi-
cating elements of abstract non-specificity, specificity and complexity. This process 
of starting with something—an illustrative mark that must not resemble anything 
from the outside world too directly, but which comes inevitably to resemble things 
from the outside world—offers us a view of abstraction that traverses areas of life 
and experience, rather than existing at the ‘pure’ abstract point (Harrison & Wood 
2003, p. 189). By starting with something that is abstract and viewing it through 
filters of things that are more recognisable as things from the world—that is, things 
which are perhaps more figurative—the well used notion that abstraction functions 
only as a linear process applied to something that was once figurative (an idea, an 
object etcetera), also comes into question.

The paintings from the Unstable Object series contain their own frames: 
the edges of the paintings. They also contain grid-like depictions of frames made 
up of the contents of the paintings themselves. They connect to yet more frames—
next to, above and below—through the use of modular processes of arrangement. 
These paintings provide another layer still: that of frameworks that push beyond 
the visual, into theoretical and conceptual territories. The function of the frame and 
its relationship to space is always in question within this research, and the struc-
tures of the frame are examined through an exploration of the logic and associa-
tions of boundaries, borders, orders and limits. In Grids, key critic and theorist of 
modernism, Rosalind Krauss (2001, p. 50) writes about the paradoxical functioning 
of the grid, saying that grids find their activation through opposing forces; where 
they visually expand our attention outwards and inwards, our attention is never 
fixed for too long on a set trajectory or function. This wayward function of the grid 
can be seen to operate within the paintings from the Unstable Object series. This 
research explores and attends to what Derrida (1987, p. 54) refers to as ‘border 
effects’—that is, those functions that become activated within the frame and its 
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structure of borders and surroundings. These border effects are reflected through-
out this research in the questioning of what an inside and an outside may be, what 
contains and is contained, and what is connective and disconnective.

Theoretically this research explores: Derrida’s writings on frame, border, 
trace and erasure, looking primarily at Of Grammatology and The Truth in Painting; 
the de-binarised space of the in-between in Grosz’s Architecture from the Outside; 
and Wittgenstein’s playful and pedagogical exploration of meaning and communi-
cation in Philosophical Investigations. In the latter, through Wittgenstein’s concept 
of language games, the middle ground of subjectivity, and the philosophical im-
portance of blurriness are taken up. These themes are explored in relation to the 
processes, emergent forms and qualities within the Unstable Object series, as well 
as the work of other artists. 

A note on image documentation

Where some examples of images have been included throughout the text—usually 
in reference to a descriptive, emergent quality within the Unstable Object series, 
additional projects that have informed the work, or another artist’s work—full doc-
umentation of the Unstable Object series can be found at the end of the exegesis. 
The format for this last section takes the reader through each of the paintings 
from the Unstable Object series, including four rotations of each work, as well as 
examples of larger, modular configurations. Following this, there is a selection of 
exhibition installation images.

The choice to separate out the full documentation of these works was 
made in order to reflect the sense of immersive seriality that underpins the Unsta-
ble Object series. The rationale behind the fairly sparse usage of images within 
the exegesis itself, was to explore and approach images largely via the medium of 
text, whereby a shift, transfer or leap could occur. While this approach could beg 
the question, why not simply show us exactly what you mean?, we can obtain illu-
minating observations from grappling with an idea of image primarily via text.  

On Wittgenstein: to look ‘this way’... now ‘that way’ 

For Wittgenstein (2009, p. 4), through his use of language games, words involved 
‘a complicated network of similarities, overlapping and criss-crossing’. Within this 
exegesis, the Unstable Object series is explored through a similar process, by 
recognising and following similarities and overlaps between words and analogies 
which are then brought into focus through their associations to emergent forms 
within the series. Wittgenstein’s (2009, p. 211) Philosophical Investigations con-
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tains a unique pedagogical approach to the investigation of meaning, whereby he 
proposes: 
 
 You can think now of this, now of this, as you look at it, can regard it now as this,   
 now as this, and then you will see it now this way, now this. 

One of the key elements within this approach is the provisionality of how we might 
view and think of something ‘as this, now as this [...] now this way, now this;’ in 
doing so, throughout a text, we travel through multiple, shifting ways of viewing. 
There is a similar pedagogy at play within this PhD, whereby the reader is asked 
to imagine the content of the paintings from the Unstable Object series as aligned 
with different filters or frameworks at different moments. In navigating these shift-
ing ways of viewing, I draw the reader, at times, into a shared we—not to deter-
mine and restrict, but to allow for a guided process of viewing through selected 
frameworks. 

The frameworks of process, temporality and visual navigation form the 
structure of the first three chapters of this exegesis. Within these three chapters, 
further analogical frameworks are explored. These include: building/architectural 
(building facades and internal structures); maps and blueprints (spatial navigation 
through border, boundary); and ideas of expanded language (diagram, symbol, 
syntax). The research then gathers the associations of these elements as the text 
progresses. The Unstable Object series is also explored from a variety of spatial 
frameworks, perspectives and layerings—for example, frontal, stacked and topo-
graphical.

Actions employed throughout the process of making the paintings from the 
Unstable Object series—adding the 4cm beam marks one at a time, then keeping 
or erasing them—create a further framework by which to view the paintings. The 
process of making becomes implicated with the analogy of both thinking (an illus-
tration of a thought process) and also the act of taking part in a game (for example, 
each action of painting a single beam mark becomes a move). It is by a process 
of moving through these multiple visionings and re-visionings of the works, in a 
mode similar to Wittgenstein’s approach in Philosophical Investigations, that the 
narrative of content and the specificity of the research trajectory have emerged 
and evolved.

A final framework that the reader is asked to hold in their mind’s eye now, 
as they engage with this research, is that of scaffolding. Like scaffolding, the re-
search gives us access to a construction and deconstruction of the paintings (also 
a Derridean concept); however, it is one that is temporary, in that the paintings also 
read in their own right. In this way, the research framework becomes an imagined 
framework of scaffolding: a structure by which to access and explore the paintings 
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in detail. Through the associations it brings to the fore, this analogy also brings 
into question the ways in which research intervenes within the artistic structural 
process. That the content of the paintings can be viewed as resembling frame-
works themselves, and that scaffolding is another kind of framework, exemplifies 
the ways that research and art making can become reflective, embedded process-
es, ‘mirroring’ content back and forth within this systematic framework of produc-
tive limitation (Mersch 2015, p. 15).  

Situating the field

The parameters and rules applied to achieve the structural limitations of this proj-
ect, as well as the visual repetition inherent within the serial unpacking of these 
limitations, create an ideal climate through which to view the emerging content 
and possible meanings of the work. Throughout the research, I relate to Derrida, 
Grosz and Wittgenstein from the perspective of a female Australian artist and 
researcher, working within the expanded fields of painting, sculpture and abstrac-
tion. Similar to the way in which Grosz approaches her text Architecture from the 
Outside—that is to say, from the outside in, as a philosopher and not an archi-
tect—I will apply a considered approach to areas of continental philosophy, as a 
professional artist with an interest in the relations between philosophy and art, not 
as a trained philosopher. This PhD predominantly draws on the theorists Derrida, 
Wittgenstein and Grosz, whose philosophical musings on ideas of the edge, the 
border, boundaries, the in-between, trace, erasure, diagram and language games 
mobilise a series of propositions about the ways that space, form and mark mak-
ing function within the Unstable Object series. Throughout the exegesis I also 
draw on examples from the history of abstraction, geometric abstraction, post-min-
imalism, systems and process art, as well as contemporary abstraction through the 
artists Sol LeWitt, Mel Bochner, Vera Molnár, Amalia Pica, Mikala Dwyer, Shusaku 
Arakawa and Madeline Gins, Emily Floyd, Mary Miss, Denyse Thomasos and Leslie 
Roberts.

As this research project has evolved, a series of observations have 
emerged from within the works of the Unstable Object series that seek to order, 
frame and situate the project. The emergent qualities observed within the frame-
work of limitation that guides the Unstable Object series—for example, the wobbly, 
bleeding or degraded edge, as well as the larger themes of both the accident 
and the estimate—are at a direct counter to common approaches taken within the 
history of systems art and hard-edge abstraction. A well worn approach reflected 
through the lineage of hard-edge abstraction, which the Unstable Object series 
counters, can be found in Ad Rheinhardt’s influential treaty Twelve Rules for a New 
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Academy from 1953. In it, Rheinhardt (1953, p. 1) argues for a systemic approach to 
painting, whereby ‘the idea should exist in the mind before the brush is taken up’, 
going on to say that ‘brushwork should be invisible’; there should be ‘no accidents 
no automism’. Rheinhardt’s early treatise for a formless minimalism within abstrac-
tion, highlights a series of do nots that are in direct counter to the processes inher-
ent within my own systematic approach, that assist in situating the project. 

Within system-based art movements, non-human modes of making—such 
as chance, or pre-generative, rule-based approaches—have been explored widely, 
as a way to move away from artistic subjectivity towards other methods of mak-
ing. The common desire here is to ‘avoid subjectivity’ and with it, the grey area 
or blurry forms of doubt and indecision (LeWitt 1967, p.  2). My research allows for 
areas of subjectivity, indecision and unknowing, by drawing these elements into 
the equation. In this way, this research is more broadly an exploration of the more 
abstract parts of the creative process—those that I argue we rely on in any cre-
ative act—such as indecision, pauses, hunches and other intuitive, tacit thought 
processes. This research asks: how might exploring these areas be conceptually 
useful within a broader spectrum? 

LeWitt’s two treatises on process-based conceptual art entitled Paragraphs 
on Conceptual Art (1967) and Sentences on Conceptual Art (1968) also help to 
situate an influential lineage that seeks to both inform and counter this project. In 
the former, LeWitt (1969, p. 1) writes of process that: 
 
 [U]sing a simple form repeatedly narrows the field of the work and concentrates

the intensity to the arrangement of the form. This arrangement becomes the end 
while the form becomes the means.

With LeWitt’s observations in mind, his process takes on a subject-like significance: 
it becomes visually manifested through the work, whereby process takes the ma-
terialised form of truth and data. 

This approach connects to ideas of Wittgenstein’s (1922, p. 11), previous 
to his Philosophical Investigations, through his Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, in 
which he declared in proposition 1:1 ‘the world is the totality of facts’. Within this 
proclamation, logic only worked if facts were either true or false; in other words, 
what holds meaning together as a structure, were the proven qualities of either a 
definitive yes or no. Within the former approach, there was no room for erring, sub-
jectivity or doubt. However, Wittgenstein’s later work, Philosophical Investigations 
(from which this project draws), is aligned with a completely different view. The 
dominant view present in Philosophical Investigations countered his earlier work, 
in that he saw words and language (the structures by which we seek to dissem-
inate meaning) as having multiple ‘forms of life’ (Wittgenstein 2009, p. 11). Witt-
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genstein applies this concept to explore a multiplicity of meaning that we might 
attribute to any given concept, thing or experience. Here, Wittgenstein is working 
with the structures of language through a new, playful framework—that of the 
game. For Wittgenstein, games contain structures (such as rules and instructions); 
importantly, however, they also contain a number of wild card elements, such as 
tacit thought, changeability and subjectivity—all of which further link his later work 
to this research. Wittgenstein worked these areas into his discussion, countering 
entirely his earlier assertions on definitive logic. 

This early-to-late contrast in Wittgenstein’s approaches to logic and lan-
guage, also seems to illustrate a sort of spectrum by which we can view rule-
based and systems art; through it is a way to further articulate where this project 
sits. For example, while at one end—the most predominant within examples of 
rule-based art—we see artworks that are organised to generate formulas that defy 
artistic subjectivity, towards making that formula or idea represented as visual 
matter, often through serial and iterative documentation. At the other end—the end 
that is less overtly explored—we have artists who use rules and systematic ap-
proaches that are more open; that is, they allow for intervening doubt, subjectivity 
and intuitive and tacit thought to be drawn into the systematic process. 

For some reason, these subjective and open processes are written about 
less than the ‘pure’ aspects of generative processes and systems in art. The 1996 
exhibition More Than Minimal: Feminism and Abstraction in the ‘70s that is also 
discussed later within this exegesis, sought to address this imbalance of multiplic-
ity and subjectivity within post-minimalist art and systems-led practice. Its curator 
Susan Stoops, (1996, p. 6) wrote that the exhibition provided an ‘alternative to 
minimalism’s monolithic voice’. Yet at the very least, the more open and intuitive 
usages of systems discussed above have not become mythologised as gener-
alised artistic approaches, despite there being ample examples of times where 
even the most pre-generative of approaches might also hold within them elements 
that speak more to this end of the spectrum. Throughout Philosophical Investi-
gations, Wittgenstein presents a long series of unfolding propositions, whereby 
doubt and subjectivity, blurriness and a sense of not knowing are all integral parts 
of the system that are presented as useful. It is through Wittgenstein’s placement 
of these qualities as important and philosophically useful, that this research gains 
and builds upon similar insights.

In this way, this project seeks to use a method (or system) of limitation to 
actively draw out emergent elements. These elements begin to connect the work 
away from hard-edge abstraction and the more traditional usage of systems in art, 
towards a unique, practice-led investigation of emergence within contemporary 
abstraction.  
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Chapter summaries

In Chapter Two, A Process of Productive Limitation, process is presented as a lens 
through which to introduce the Unstable Object series. Through this discussion of 
process, the concept of productive limitation is discussed in more detail. Chapter 
Two explores the ways in which the processes that guide this project have been 
formed, articulated and pursued. A theoretical questioning of where the work sits 
in connection to LeWitt and Bochner’s conceptual, rule-based and pre-generative 
art of the 1960s is then examined toward a positioning of how the approach taken 
to processes used within the making of the Unstable Object series differ from a 
pre-generative approach. In doing this, Chapter Two explores how allowing sub-
jectivity and intuitive thought to intervene within the system becomes a defining 
factor for the project. Chapter Two takes an attitude of open emergence, one 
that is required by this research, in order to build groundwork towards its specific 
outcomes. These outcomes mirror and reflect back and forth, between the pro-
cesses of making and writing about the works from the Unstable Object series and 
through the themes of mark, trace and space. Chapter Two then turns to examine 
some emergent qualities noticed only through a process of productive limitation. 
Examples of this are the accident and the estimate, showing how this process 
functions to frame and limit certain qualities in order to make them visible. The 
implications of these elements are then applied to the thematic of the project, re-
lating back to process and shedding light on the ways that the rules for this project 
have been formed to include such imperfections. Chapter Two culminates in an 
exploration of how modularity—a key process within the project—can connect us 
to a theoretical rendering of a game to ask: what other kinds of games might also 
be at play within this project? To do this, examples of works by Molnár, Floyd and 
Pica are also discussed. 

In Chapter Three, Painting Compressions—A Chronology of Form, the 
reader is asked to view the Unstable Object series through a temporal lens. Here, 
the idea is introduced that the paintings include moves that are not only game-
like, but could also be seen as marking and visualising thought processes—not as 
a way of visualising the content of thinking, as much as the process of thinking. 
Within a temporal and layered field, addition, trace (middle ground) and subtrac-
tion are articulated. Chapter Three then explores works from the Unstable Object 
series through two possible frameworks that also relate to temporality: the logic 
of the painted white field via an exploration of philosophical renderings of space 
(such as Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel’s historically transient notion of Aether 
and Grosz’s defiant notion of the spaces in-between and around), followed by an 
investigation of forms of mark as they relate to temporality and decision-making, 
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via Derridean concepts of trace and erasure. 
Chapter Four, Navigation—A Visual Reading of Space and Form, returns us 

to a visual lens, where the canvases are navigated as though they were, this time, 
perhaps a puzzle or a visual map. In this way, the fields and zones of the canvases 
from the Unstable Object series are navigated through a filter of looking. Within 
this chapter, the reader is invited to explore the elements of borders and bound-
aries, intervals and gaps, as a way of reading the 4cm beam marks. This chapter 
also investigates the symbolic importance of the disintegration of borders, edges 
and lines through the theories of Derrida, Grosz and Wittgenstein. The final sec-
tion within this chapter, Logic, Language, Diagrams, discusses the relationship the 
paintings have to symbols, diagrams and language, nudging the research toward 
an investigation of a painting’s ability to be read on abstract terms. 

Chapter Five, Abstract Entanglements, contains an exploration of a series 
of discrete projects that occured on the sidelines to paintings in the Unstable 
Object series. In borrowing Derrida’s concept of the parergon (remainder), the 
term is used here to describe the relationship of projects that exist in addition 
to a major body of work—in this case the Unstable Object series. These include 
abstract scores derived originally from text, a private conversation performance 
piece, a series of wooden block sculptures and workshops involving the modular 
arrangement of geometric forms. Through the discussion of these discrete but 
related projects, we explore how each pushes the research towards an imagining 
of abstraction as social, humanist and highly communicative—via its very abstract 
nature, not despite it. This chapter culminates in an exploration of the abstract 
associations that connect us to architectural, social and political experiences of the 
everyday. This is explored through artistic examples of the works of Roberts and 
Pica, and through the serial, photographic work of the German conceptual artists, 
Hilla and Bernd Becher. This exploration solidifies the notion that one possible 
visioning of abstraction is that it is highly grounded in an experience of reflecting 
on the condition of being human; that abstraction is a useful element from which 
to draw. 

In the concluding Chapter Six, A Summing of Parts and Outcomes, a 
range of emergent connections and their broader implications are elucidated. 
This project, which starts with a structural aim—to repeat the limited form of the 
4cm beam mark as many times as possible through the series—brings us back 
to an examination of how these forms relate and connect. As this research has 
unfolded, it has responded to something that was also serially unfolding within 
the Unstable Object series—a unique relationship between the paintings from the 
series and the greater research. Through this interplay, a discussion about the 
role of abstraction within creative processes of making and thinking (within the 
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context of practice-led research) are also reached. The conclusion also borrows 
a final framework, the Derridean concept of the remainder (parergon), to suggest 
how the multiple frameworks generated throughout this project might operate and 
function. Now that these multiple frameworks have been disseminated and gath-
ered, we may notice the gaps and intervals of what has not been said. Such gaps 
allow room for the process of reading abstraction to continue to generate, even at 
its end point, toward an argument of true, abstract productivity. 
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Chapter Two
 

A Process of Productive Limitation

This chapter sets out to provide us with a necessary framework to begin to ex-
plore the Unstable Object series. We will do this by looking at the paintings 
through the framework of process, and more specifically a process of productive 
limitation: a self-devised methodology used within the making of the Unstable Ob-
ject series. Productive limitation creates a frame that essentially reduces in order 
to build. This research takes as a departure point the idea that applying limitations 
to the parameters of a project—rather than having the effect of limiting the visual 
outcomes—can be seen to have the opposite effect: limitation reveals and gener-
ates additional visual information which might otherwise have gone unnoticed. It is 
in this way that the process of applying limiting parameters to the project becomes 
seen as productive, setting a framework in place for further investigation. Terming 
this process not just limitation (to distill, or limit down) but productive limitation, 
links it conceptually to the idea that it is paradoxically, also, a generative process. 

This chapter will explore the origins of this research: it will help to build a 
picture of the project and then move towards exploring which limitations are active 
in the process of productive limitation, to show how these have emerged and 
become articulated throughout this project. We will also explore some examples 
of artworks where rules, limitations and constraints have been used consciously 
as a process, in order to understand the context and ways that this specific usage 
of productive limitation has developed in relation to subjectivity—against the more 
pre-ordained and fixed usages of systems through the work of LeWitt and Boch-
ner. In this way, we will explore how implementing structures such as repetition 
and limitation onto the practice has provided the work, specifically, with context 
and meaning that could only be reached through asking: what will a process of 
limitation teach us? 

This chapter explores the necessary attitudes that have aided this re-
search, and the emergent phenomena of a looping and mirroring of process and 
content. In doing so, we explore how these forms of limitation can reveal visual 
information that might then be used as markers to interpret and navigate the ter-
rain of this practice-led research. This unique process ultimately provides a way to 
track, mirror and map distinctive loops of image, process, idea, word and concept 
that have emerged from the making of the Unstable Object series and the writing 
of this exegesis. 

Finally, this chapter explores how processes of modularity—used within 
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the making and installation of the works from the Unstable Object series—could 
be viewed conceptually as a game. It explores how Wittgenstein’s philosophical 
concept of language games might also be connected to the Unstable Object se-
ries (and to this research), to ask: what kinds of games are in operation within the 
making and viewing of these works?

Ground work

The Unstable Object series emerged out of the recognition, during my previous 
research, that imposing limitation and repetition onto an abstract, visual project 
could lead to the generation of visual information and content that might other-
wise be lost, or go unnoticed. This concept was a key finding from undertaking a 
Masters by Research project at RMIT in 2008 and one that also led to me under-
taking this PhD. My practice-led Masters by Research project was entitled Tessella-
tion: Exploring pathways and partitions. It involved the creation of an ever growing 
set of large triangles constructed with torn rag paper that were then coloured and 
stained with pigment. The triangles were to be the same dimensions (114 x 70cms) 
with each varying in colour. The project involved creating as many of these paper 
triangles as possible within the time constraints and installing them into flat, modu-
lar compositions within a variety of different installation spaces and environments. 
This process was then serially documented. The outcome of the project was not 
as I expected. 

Within the Masters project, creative outcomes did not seem to highlight the 
sameness or repetition of the modular works; instead, the limiting parameters of 
the project were the necessary conditions that made visible the differences within 
its elements. Visual anomalies—such as the tone of each individual stained paper 
and the rough edges of the torn paper that hinted at the human touch, rather than 
the mechanical—all became highly visible. The sometimes small differences in 
dimension that the technique of hand tearing allowed, or the interstices where the 
pointed edges did not neatly fit, also became part of the syntax and visual lan-
guage. These subtle differences became the grammar that the project revealed. 

Within this PhD, I isolate the prior research outcome that placing systematic 
limitations onto content and process can function as a creative aggregate. I inves-
tigate this as a process within itself, applying it to the creation of a major body of 
paintings (the Unstable Object series), in order to see where this knowledge might 
lead in terms of the gathering of meaning. 

Terming this process not just limitation, but productive limitation links it 
conceptually to the idea that limitation is a generative process: it limits, frames and 
reduces in order to generate, multiply and build. In this way, it is also linked to the 
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theme of emergence within practice-led artistic research, which has (appropriately 
for this context) been described as containing the functional quality of much com-
ing from little (Holland 1999, p. 3). 

In the paintings from the Unstable Object series (2014-2019), of which this 
PhD is primarily concerned, the depiction of limited marks appear serially through-
out the paintings as structural, coloured rectilinear and diagonal beams of roughly 
4cm wide. The starting point for this series began a little earlier, with Part and 
Piece (2012-2013) as shown in Figure #2 below: a work that consisted of a modular 
series of constructions made from 4cm wide pine 
beams. 
 These were used to make larger frame-like structures which could fit 
together in a variety of different modular combinations. My frustration at a lack 
of necessary carpentry skills, and an impatience at not being able to create a 
structural soundness for future blueprints, triggered a shift in the making of these 
beams, which led to them being painted directly onto canvases as an alternative 
to being physically constructed. Rather than diminishing a connection between 
wall and art surface, this pragmatic shift from 3D constructed wooden relief object, 
to 2D painting (of such imagined objects) at the start of the project, only highlight-
ed the work’s preoccupation with the function of surface and positive and negative

          Figure #2: Part and Piece Combination #12, 2013
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spaces. 
 The Unstable Object series serially unpacks various versions, configura-
tions and iterations of the initial 4cm straight beam mark. The paintings reveal the 
main focus of mark making, which is limited to coloured beam marks of roughly 
4cms wide. Other accidental marks such as paint splashes, differing white hues 
on the canvas surface background, and later, the emergence of small, pale hued 
swathes of shadow-like colour, also appear occasionally within the series—most-
ly on the edges of the canvas or directly next to a rod mark. The beam marks 
are somewhat utilitarian: they might be read as architectural, perhaps as internal 
building structures, or external building scaffolding or facades. Yet they are also 
diagrammatic—they contain instructive lines, such as the demarcating lines paint-
ed on sports courts or streets that aim to guide bodies and objects through space. 
The beams also reference grids, frames, borders and boundaries. These multiple 
readings of the beam are further discussed in more detail in Chapter Four, Navi-
gation—A Visual Reading of Space and Form. As both content and construction 
material, the beam marks repeat and endure throughout the ongoing Unstable 
Object series. 

The Unstable Object series explores various configurations and itera-
tions of the coloured beam as mark, not only in the sense that these marks are 
arranged on the canvas, but also in the sense that canvases may be utilised as 
modular objects to be flipped or rotated and placed into larger configurations. 
In this way, each also have singular readings as objects in their own right. There 
is a versatility in this, whereby each canvas can connect to the next and all have 
the potential to be explored in various rotations and modular configurations. The 
process that has driven the choices and decision-making (that is, the questions 
of what goes where and why in relation to modularity) have been approached 
through experiments of trial and error surrounding potential orders. Outcomes 
of embarking on these processes of arrangement and rearrangement have been 
emergent; they have been slowly revealed through processes of experimentation. 
These research markers—the themes that have emerged from within the process-
es of arranging, deciding and viewing—are further explored within the following 
chapters of this exegesis.

It is through processes of repeating forms which are not the same but 
similar, that the emergent structures and visual and conceptual associations have 
become visible within this project. Derrida’s notion of iterability (taken from iterare 
which means to repeat) that he applied to the repetitive use of a text lends weight 
here. Derrida is referring to the performative utterances of text and its subjective 
possibilities, that are due to a chosen text being used again and again. Within the 
Unstable Object series, the repetitive (but limited) use of the 4cm beam mark finds 
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these subjectivities buried—not as is the case with Derrida’s function of iterability 
in performance of an identical text by different people, or through different sce-
narios—but rather in the paintings themselves. The Unstable Object series contain 
visual shifts and qualities that can be read due to two factors: limitation as frame-
work, and the roll out of this limitation through the iterative forces of repetition. 
These two factors are what drive limitation toward its productive function. 

The limitations in place (as outlined in the following section), were formed 
through an intuitive process of making. This research project hinges on the 
knowledge that by limiting the visual content across the Unstable Object series, a 
framing environment of emergence can be highlighted, where we might explore 
connections and disconnections, both visual and conceptual. An important factor 
applied to the limitations in place, many of which start out as tacit rules, is that 
there is always the possibility to diverge from these rules. In some instances, diver-
gences (for example, the incorporation of an accidental discovery into the process) 
are productive; at other times they have emerged as markers of what to avoid (an 
example of this being anything too illustrative that would reduce the work to one 
reading or association). Some of the latter deviations arise so repetitively that you 
can learn to anticipate and avoid them. Certain attractive, stylised visual aesthetics 
and patterns can arise from within the work that, although pleasing to the eye, can 
distract from the other, slowly emerging, greater aims of the project. This terrain 
needed to be approached carefully. Within this process, questions have arisen 
such as: is this the right direction? and what are the implications of this or that 
move? Incrementally, these questions have grown into a stronger sense of direc-
tion and structure that has allowed for some divergences to be an operational part 
of the system in place.

On articulating the limits

What does it mean, to render? What about restriction? And in painting? (Derrida 
1987, p. 4)

For a chapter that hinges on structural limitation through process, you would be 
right to wonder about the specificity of these rules and limitations. What are these 
delimiting structures?, how have these restrictions evolved? and why and how 
have they been devised and formed? I will attempt to answer this in a roundabout 
way. We will come at these questions not by shining a light on them directly—a 
process that would perhaps only serve to force some sense of clarity—but by 
approaching them tentatively. In other words, we will squint in order to see what is 
there. 

In Wittgestein’s Philosophical Investigations, we are presented with the 
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concept of a private language: a language, set of rules or proposition(s) which 
are perhaps only knowable to their author. When Wittgenstein (2009, p. 99) asks: 
are the rules of the private language impressions of rules?, he is engaging with 
the idea that there might be tacit rules also—intuitive rules which exist in a blurry 
form or impression. Wittgenstein’s prompt for us to look to these types of rules as 
also relevant, connects to the ways in which rules have formed and subsequently 
guided this project. 

Whilst this project embraces limitation and structure, the oxymoron is that 
the structures (the rules) are largely tacit—that is, they are largely understood or 
implied without being explicitly stated. This tacit knowledge is often assumed and 
taken up so quickly that it is hard to see. This, however, makes it no less valuable. 
It is not the aim here to shine a light on the blurry part of intuitive thought in order 
to make it clear; rather, the aim is to highlight these areas of conceptual blurriness 
as useful markers. There has not been the need to elucidate them completely 
during the process of making or writing; rather, these intuitive impulses are to be 
trusted as important, even in their blurry form. We can treat them as elements to 
contend with, elements that hold information that the work will (hopefully) trans-
late, or perhaps elaborate on, towards something new.

Below is a list of early-to-midpoint structural rules that were applied to this 
project. If the practice of articulating these tacit thoughts via list making were a 
regular part of this work (it is not), we might have been able to see how a list like 
this forms and de-forms, or how it merges eventually into a fairly cogent list of pa-
rameters. While this is interesting, it is not the method of this project. Instead, here 
is a list that was written one year into the PhD (with amendments that were added 
at the third year point, marked with an asterix). These were the points where the 
works had been made and repeated sufficiently long enough that a pattern was 
forming, where it seemed safe to begin to articulate these emerging rules. 

Rules (early): 
 
 • Each painting will consist of marks taking the form of (4cm) beams.

 • The frameworks these beams create may be broken or joined (beams   
 may join or remain disconnected)*

 • Each beam will be straight (not curvilinear)

 • Each beam may be of any length
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 • Each beam may be any angle

 • Beams may overlap over the top of other beams*

 • Beams will usually be one colour at a time (this has evolved somewhat as  
 the project has progressed)

 • Beams can be delineated by freehand, through tracing around the 3D   
 wooden beams, or by the application of masking tape

 • Beams (or any other space within the paintings) should not be measured.   
 All diameters and lengths should rely on estimation, repetition and    
 memory*

 • The space around the beams (the ground and subsequent layers) should   
 be shades of white, although there may be exclusions to this
 involving small areas of pale colour (this evolved to include two 
 experiments whereby the white was replaced with a pale, coloured   
 hue)

 • Literal depictions of things from the world should be avoided as they are   
 a distraction 

 • For a painting to be finished it must first operate as a singular work

 • The paintings may be flipped, rotated, and arranged into modular
 combinations both whilst they are painted, and again when they are
 exhibited 

 • Modular paintings will largely take the format of 1.5m squared canvases   
 (although divergences and exceptions are also allowed)

 • The paintings following these rules must be repetitively and continually   
 made and exhibited throughout this project 

Although there are generalisations, gaps and contradictions in these rules (and 
perhaps these are even more apparent to the outsider), they are as applicable 
now as when they were written. The rules above are a sound description of the 
limitations that are in place, and on which this project hinges. 
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The usefulness of the middle ground: limitation, subjectivity and logic

The space in-between is the space in which things are undone […] the space of 
subversion and fraying, the edges of any identities limits. (Grosz 2001, p. 92)

Within abstract art movements—and more specifically within the areas of mini-
malism, post- minimalism, systems, chance, rule-based and conceptual art—we 
can see many artworks where plans and limitations are consciously set in place in 
order to generate meaning, give agency to processes and to de-center the author. 
In Logical Conclusions: 40 Years of Rule-Based Art, Marc Glimcher (2005, p. 158) 
writes that systems and rules:  

Stand first and foremost as an alternative to faith, magic and intuition. A rule ideally 
removes the possibility of interpretation. A system creates, automatically. Both lack 
the human tendency to influence outcomes; they are dispassionate and objective, 
expressing their nature faithfully as long as they are allowed to run. 

The quote above echoes the predominance of this approach within the field, 
which was also as LeWitt (1967, p. 1) suggested, used to ‘negate subjectivity’ and 
allow the process to essentially speak for itself. There are many artworks like this 
that allow the grammar and syntax of a preconceived plan to be played out, either 
by the plan itself, or via a computational system as generator. But what of the 
examples where subjectivity is involved? Is subjectivity involved even where the 
aim is to exclude it? And is there a place within these areas for a systems-based 
practice that contains both a process-led structure and an intervening, intuitive 
thought?

In 1975, the artist and pioneer of digital art Vera Molnár (1975, pp. 185-189) 
wrote: ‘this may sound paradoxical, but the machine, which is thought to be cold 
and inhuman, can help to realise what is most subjective, unattainable, and pro-
found in a human being’. Molnár dedicated her life to the invention and exploration 
of computer-generated systems for making art, and yet within these systems, she 
allowed for human intervention (she would modify the systems during the process 
of carrying out the work). According to Studio International (2018), Molnár favoured 
‘an instinctive method that enable[d] greater receptiveness to the unpredictable’—
an approach she has been known to call ‘the conversational method’. Through this 
method, Molnár often explored the iterative impact of small imperfections and their 
role within a system, to become a form of generative contaminant that often went 
on to define the overall visual pattern. Although she was working with much more 
concrete systems (usually computer algorithms), her approach to working with sys-
tems aligns with this project in the ways in which Molnár welcomed idiosyncrasies, 
imperfections, mistakes and subjectivity as useful elements into the formula. 

The idea of process as a vehicle for meaning is not a new one. Many art-
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works implement parameters or self consciously devised, process-based limita-
tions through the application of generative rules, instructions, serial blueprints, 
algorithms, codes, systems and other schema (some pre-determined and some 
open-ended). In fact, the production of most art comes with some tacit (or more 
concrete) sets of rules or constraints. Therefore, the usage of limitation as process 
is not a new one. Limitation is an integral part of thinking and making across many 
fields of research; it is dealt with almost constantly as a factor that aids creativity, 
to the point where it becomes a given that a set of restraints of some form or other 
are usually in place. Limitation could, in a broader sense, simply be viewed as any 
form of structure that defines a project. 

However, within artistic practices and movements that have conscious-
ly and rigorously used the idea of providing limits or constraints, the end point 
is often a direct reflection of the processes or constraints that have been set in 
place. In this we see something unique: the concept, plan or idea travels towards 
an objectness or fulfillment. We see this in Bochner’s works from 1966-2001, 36 
Photographs and 12 Diagrams. In these works the artist is exploring iterations of a 
rule relating to the arrangement of wooden blocks, whereby the governing rule is 
that a stack may only be next to another stack of the same size, or a stack taller or 
shorter by one unit. The documentation of this serial project displays topographi-
cal and elevational rotations of the photographed arrangements, alongside plots 
of the arrangement as hand drawn gridded diagrams. We find another key exam-
ple in LeWitt’s Open Cubes, from 1974: a self exhaustive piece where each possi-
ble variant of an open cube is constructed and serially displayed and documented. 

These two examples suggest the plan sets the actions in place and the 
work subsequently ensues, so that what we see is the playing out and the pure 
objectness of the plan itself. Yet what is inescapable, and possibly glossed over 
historically at times, is that subjectivity still intervenes. In the case of Bochner’s 36 
Photographs and 12 Diagrams, we might also ask the questions: did the diagram 
get created before as a blueprint for the arrangement, or after as an illustration 
of it? What is the portion of a process that we are not seeing here? The artist 
explores arrangements based on their governing rule(s), but within this, are there 
other deciding aesthetic factors relevant to the process? With plan-based work, al-
though we are provided with what seems to be a clear and ample amount of infor-
mation within this structure, there are still gaps. Particularly when the information 
documented is presented to us in the manner of an almost scientific, type of visual 
evidence—blueprints, plans, diagrams, black and white photography etcetera. 

In a greater sense, we must also connect to Wittgenstein here, because 
when read closely, his writings in Philosophical Investigations bridge the gap 
between rule following, formula and intuitive thought; an unstable area that I am 
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proposing that this exegesis, my practice and the works from the Unstable Object 
series collectively explore. Here he writes ‘intuition is needed at every step to car-
ry out the order’ (Wittgenstein 2009, p. 81). What Wittgenstein means by this is that 
even with the specific logic and framework of language in place, words often defy 
a concrete example. In the areas where these forms of logic collapse, other areas 
such as intuitive observation (and the reading of communicative gestures), come 
into play as a necessary component within the act of rule following. 

A necessary connection should also be made to the 1996 exhibition More 
Than Minimal: Feminism and Abstraction in the ‘70s, which sought to highlight 
the more subjective, humanist and organic elements of systems-based and post-
minimal abstraction from the 1970s. This exhibition proved a way to incrementally 
address the imbalance created by its artists, such as Donald Judd and Robert 
Morris who argued for a pure approach that disallowed the themes of subjectivity 
through a visual rendering of otherness and a minimal objectness. 

LeWitt’s work, and his conceptual writings in Paragraphs on Conceptual 
Art (1967) and Sentences on Conceptual Art  (1968), at first glance aim to negate 
the more subjective areas of thought and doing. One part of this process is where-
by LeWitt invites others to make his works. Whilst this outsourcing disconnects 
the artist somewhat from the plan, it inevitably involves the caveat of subjectivity. 
A key part of LeWitt’s practice is that his intentions are interpreted by assistants. 
While it might seem at first that this is a clear process—because, after all, there are 
plans or instructions to follow—within these instructions is the potential for further 
subjectivity. This subjectivity intervenes when we ask how the plans function: 
whether they cater for every possible scenario, if they are detailed enough, and if 
they leave any room for even a shadow of a doubt over decision-making for the 
assistant.

It could therefore be argued that subjectivity intervenes, even when the 
aim is to shut it out. It is revealing to read through the experiences of technicians 
and assistants who have worked with LeWitt where it shows us first hand the grey 
areas, even within a plan that is well thought out. From hearing their perspective, 
we begin to see the idiosyncrasies and the parts of process that we do not neces-
sarily apprehend when we view the finished piece (but which are nonetheless very 
much part of the story of the work). Jeremy Ziemann (Working with Sol LeWitt 2011) 
was LeWitt’s principal assistant who specialised in working on his ongoing, large-
scale sculpture series, Structures, speaks of the process of working with the artist: 

His directions, even though some would think they were so vague, it always 
seemed so clear to me what Sol was doing. I think I had a strong sense of what 
he may or may not want, and I also had a sense of perception and obsessiveness 
about building things.
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In this particular working dynamic, there is clearly a relationship where more than 
just instructions are at play. Fascinatingly, there is a sense of tacit knowledge at 
work where Ziemann seems to get what it is that LeWitt is reaching for. Wittgen-
stein (2009, p. 8) writes that when describing something that one person has in 
their head to another person, they need to give instructions and examples, so that 
the listener can ‘guess their drift, to guess your intention’; when that person says 
they understand what is meant, really what happens is that ‘various interpreta-
tions of explanations come to his mind, and he picks one of them’. This statement 
touches on the impossibility of a perfect translation. This recognition of the middle 
ground, the grey areas outside of the logic of clear instructions that go along with 
subjectivity and translation, leads us to question if there is room for a yes, no, and 
importantly, a maybe within the logic of LeWitt’s method of working.

There are other documented examples of occasions when, despite instruc-
tions being in place, the plan and outcome of the work needed to be amended. 
Perhaps the gallery floors could only take a certain weight—as was the case of 
cardboard boxes in the dimension of bricks being substituted for concrete bricks 
(Working with Sol LeWitt, 2011). Again, the plan deviates. In Naples, on the con-
struction of a large structure, Ziemann arrived to find that there was no concrete 
available for construction. As the plan stipulated concrete and this was not avail-
able, the work ended up being made from marble (the other choice was for a 
volcanic material that might chip or break and would be harder to stack). Marble 
has its own unique materiality and agency which goes on to inform the outcome of 
the work. When asked about the process of working as LeWitt’s assistant, Ziemann 
(Working with Sol LeWitt, 2011) says he worked with his own choice of the ‘clean 
execution of a clear idea’. Despite all efforts by LeWitt to make the plan and idea 
as clear as possible, and by Ziemann to make execution as clean as possible, the 
middle ground of subjectivity still intervenes. Yet, the focus is largely on the clarity 
of the plan, and the carrying out of an idea, which means the subjectivity and blur-
riness that exist on the margins of most plans are not talked about as much as the 
former elements of LeWitt’s inspiring and enduring practice.

While LeWitt’s instructions might be exacting, this exactitude can also high-
light the idiosyncrasies of a given installation space. Curator Julie-Ann Delaney 
(in Wall Drawing #1136 by Sol LeWitt, 2012) from the Scottish National Gallery of 
Modern Art, describes the installation of LeWitt’s Wall Drawing #1136, recognising 
that it unexpectedly ‘pulls out the architecture of the space’, where the parame-
ters were applied to an architectural space that was warped. (The space had a 
slight but persistent curve in the skirting board and was therefore not completely 
squared). In this way, even the most definite equation becomes subjected to sur-
face anomalies and material specificities. 
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Through LeWitt’s work we see an example of an artist whose serial and 
instructive practice— despite having the aim to make visual an idea whilst mini-
mising the interruption of subjectivity—also makes visible elements and vagaries 
which cannot be preempted but do nonetheless emerge. LeWitt’s work can reveal 
the potential subjectivities within its own limits and structures, which are in turn 
valid subject matter. This action is similar to the premise with which this chapter is 
preoccupied: that the more we limit a form or process, the more (qualities, matter 
et al.) this limitation can reveal.

Much of the pre-existing writing on the usage of limitation through the 
application of systems, describes artworks playing out via self-exhaustive per-
mutations and iterations that follow specific rules or equations to reach a desired 
outcome. Within these cases, the visual nature is not expressly important—it is 
the former idea, and the act of undertaking it that takes precedence. This method 
relies on negating subjectivity so that the initial plan can speak. 

This project is informed by, yet differs from, a pre-generative approach to 
making. Firstly, although there is a plan and there are a set of limits and restrictions 
in place, intuitive divergences are allowed for, where the plan may be amended 
as it is played out. Secondly, the subject matter of this research has literally be-
come a visual exploration of the very thought and decision-making processes (the 
erring of decision-making and the grey areas of subjectivity) that process-based 
art movements largely attempt to avoid. The Unstable Object series is formed by a 
series of serial decisions and indecisions occuring during the course of making—
the same thing LeWitt spoke of avoiding in this specific type of conceptual system 
or process-led work. This process marks the middle ground of indecision, and with 
it also, areas of not knowing. 

This project would not operate the same way if an exhaustive permutation-
al approach was taken. The work would then bypass the middle ground and with 
it the vacillations of indecision, doubt and tacit thought as its emergent subject 
matter. That approach would not allow the work to hold an idea as durational and 
unfolding, or to explore the becomingness of an idea; rather, it would explore the 
ways a set plan or blueprint can become an object. Without a process of produc-
tive limitation in place, the moments of decision-making, pause and amendment—
the grey areas, the indistinct, the areas of blurriness that have become visual 
and (subsequently conceptual) markers for this research—would remain lost. The 
works from the Unstable Object series do not explore every single permutation or 
order possible from a modular standpoint either; subjectivity and decision-making 
are therefore invited into the forming of the methodological system of productive 
limitation that guides this project.

Within this project, processes of limitation provide a structure that also 
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contain the fluidity of subjectivity as an intervening force; subjectivity is thereby 
an integral component of the task at hand. As is also discussed in detail within the 
subsequent chapters, Painting Compressions: A Chronology of Form and Nav-
igation: A Visual Reading of Space and Form, one viewing of the work is that it 
mirrors thought and action through marking the decisions required to make the 
work—that it does this through the placement of each beam mark. In this way, 
subjectivity is invited back into the equation; the yes, the no and the fertile middle 
ground of the maybe become a valid part of the equative process.

Part of the making: on accidents and estimates

The Unstable Object series hinges on the usage of serial repetitions of limited 
forms; we might associate this more readily with mathematical planning and preci-
sion, than to an idea of the estimate. Yet as the previous section introduced from 
a historical and theoretical viewpoint, the works from the Unstable Object series 
defy notions of pre-planning, the hard-edge and mathematical. From a distance 
(Figure #3), the works from the Unstable Object series often read as though they 
might be hard-edged, clean-lined and mathematically ordered, but on closer view-
ing (Figure #4) they give way to a very different reading. 

         Figure #3: Unstable Object #8
 

The width of beams in the Unstable Object series are not pre-marked or measured 
with a ruler; rather they are taken from the memory of what the 4cm beam looks-
like (roughly marked up with tape, or applied freehand), to allow the width to differ. 
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                 Figure #4: Unstable Object #8 (image crop)

When that difference is significant, we notice it as a further anomaly or nuance 
within the language of the painting. It is important to note that earlier works from 
the series often appear more hard-edged than later works. As the series pro-
gressed, elements such as the wobbly edge or even small differences in width of 
beams emerged. The act of noticing these elements (made visible through a pro-
cess of limitation) has led to a more in-depth exploration. For example, in sections 
of Unstable Object #8 shown above in Figures #3-4 and throughout many other 
examples of the Unstable Object series within the documentation of this exegesis 
and its final exhibition), we see varieties of beam width that have stemmed from 
a point of abandon, whereby the exact 4cm width has become far less important 
than the memory of what it feels like to make this mark. Over time, the depiction of 
the beams has become a repetitive act, almost second nature. When the differenc-
es created are significant enough, we notice them as further anomalies or nuances 
within the language of the painting.

                     Figure #5: Unstable Object #26 (image crop) 
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This last observation is integral to the reading of the works. It is through the id-
iosyncrasies that are produced and articulated by a process of limitation that we 
are provided with one of the research markers that emerged out of this project: 
the estimate. The shared ground of estimation and memory, when applied to the 
practice, activates a relationship between body, hand, eye, brain and art surface; 
a relationship which allows for deviations and shifts to become apparent. In Maura 
Edmond’s 2015 review of my exhibition Forms Of Life at Daine Singer (the second 
solo exhibition featuring the still unfolding Unstable Object series), Edmond (2015, 
p. 1) writes: 

 As per Wittgenstein’s concept of language-games, Sellbach’s paintings are 
 conceived as a series of possible pieces, moves and arrangements all governed   
 by rules of play […] for the newer works in the show, those same rules seem to be   
 unravelling. The painted lines are just approximations of the original timber planks,  
 the colours milkier, the edges blurrier, marks have been made and then 

redacted.

The process of productive limitation allows us to articulate a practice of repetitive 
estimation with iterations and divergences that create a rich amount of diversity. 
The existing structures in place allow us to see small differences or movements 
from the plan, when they occur. The use of actively applying these movements 
(approximations, estimations and small incremental differences that veer from the 
limitation) allows further movement within that structure, whereby the structure 
becomes unstable. 
 The concept of the estimate connects with an idea of the importance of 
blurriness, as set in motion by reading and reflecting on Wittgenstein’s Philosoph-
ical Investigations. The estimate lends itself to the tacit, the imperfect, the ap-
proximate, but also to an uncensored utterance, a trial—in this case also a phys-
ical connection with the spatiality of the canvas—a marking, a reaching towards 
something. That the works from the Unstable Object series are demarcated—not 
through pre-planning or any mathematical measuring up of space, but via a sort of 
comprehension of space and human proximity as it relates to the artist and view-
er—is important knowledge pertaining to this research. 

In Philosophical Investigations, Wittgenstein (2009, p. 97) writes (in a prop-
osition that is intended to be in dialogue with us, the imagined subject), that ‘“this 
body has extension.” To these words we could respond by saying: “Nonsense!” - 
but are inclined to reply “Of course!” - Why?’.

One reason could be that the body connects via extension to the activities 
by which it is surrounded. For example, a body connects to a painting through the 
qualities and dimensions within it, both through processes of making and in view-
ing the work. That Wittgenstein thinks we are inclined to reply of course! to this 
question, indicates that we might already intuitively know and experience these 
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links. 
Due to the consciously limited and visually repetitive content of the can-

vases, there is an element whereby most can be placed next to the other and hold 
some form of reading that relates to the body of work as a whole. The specific, 
aleatory effect of this arrangement would not have been as productive, were it not 
for the limitations in place. When canvases from the Unstable Object series are 
placed modularly, the beams connect and disconnect, continue and discontinue as 
though they were intended to do so.

 

Figure #6: Unstable Object (modular combination #3)

 

Figure #7: Unstable Objects #24 , #32 and #31 

The combination of sameness and difference, for instance, means that layering or 
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stacking a canvas on top of another one creates an overlap from the image 
behind; we can easily read this as a potential idea for a whole new image. New 
layerings of modular dialogues are therefore easy to create within this system, 
such as can be seen in Figures #8 and #9 below. 

 

Figure #8: [Left] Unstable Objects #26 and #37 (stacked) 
Figure #9: [Right] Unstable Objects (various, stacked)

This outcome was an accidental product of the process: had the works not been 
serial in nature and similar in their repetitive forms, the ways in which they connect 
not only modularly, but also in stack formation would not have been noticed. The 
accident, along with the estimate, has become crucial to the unfolding of the meth-
odology of productive limitation. The history of this discovery is also evident in 
the forms of discontinuity, breaking or jarring of beams, and a fracturing of space 
that was explored after first observing these occurrences from the natural, chance 
combinations of stacked paintings. 

There is a crucial example of another leading accident in Unstable Object 
#33, as shown in Figure #10 below. In the application of white paint, a drip has 
fallen down through the cross section of two beams, narrowly missing their ex-
act apex and falling slightly to the side of it. This drip made me pause, because it 
seemed to articulate something specific that I could not say. I did not wipe it away, 
rather I left it there as a marker. The drip serves the accidental purpose of split-
ting the x axis cross section, creating an incidental fracture that is close to but not 
completely down the middle of it. This is echoed by a solid white gap element at 
the end of the top left zone of the canvas, and another painted white redaction or 
gap below it. All three areas seem to differentiate disparate qualities of gap. Gaps 
will be discussed as their own research marker within Chapter Four, Navigation: A 
Visual Reading of Space and Form, however, the significance here is that this drip 
was a way of noticing that types of gap were in existence, with their qualities and 
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functions being conceptually relevant.
 The beam motif which plays out through the Unstable Object series in the 
form of a variety of iterations, also originates from a mistake. As previously dis-
cussed, the sticks were originally constructed 3D objects, made from 4cm beams 
of wood. I subsequently decided to paint these structures rather than physically 
continue to build them. However, this is not where the 3D beam and the painted 
2D
beam stop being relational. I continued to paint onto the 3D beams, primarily be-
cause they were a surplus material that I wanted to use up. I would also paint them 
to use extra acrylic that would otherwise dry out. The beams became a testing 
ground, almost like a palette for colour mixing. They also became a space of much 
freedom in the sense that rather than being limited to one colour per beam, they 
tended to be more expressionistic, freeform, almost lyrical in their use of colour 
and form. They were limited by their dimensions, but apart from that, a myriad of 
swirling colour and gesture could take place within their boundaries. They 
remained visually connected to the Unstable Object series because they were

Figure #10: Unstable Object #33 (image crop)
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made in tandem. The use of colour and the commonality via dimensions of beam 
both reflects this kinship. Working on the painted 3D beams provided a useful 
outlet and balance. The beams have been exhibited as sculptural pieces, often 
appearing near or adjacent to the Unstable Object series, most significantly in An-
tonia Sellbach: Open Fields at Heide Museum of Modern Art in 2016-17 as shown 
below in Figure #11.
 Yet there is a further way that this chance occurrence informed the produc-
tivity and trajectory of the Unstable Object series and this research. In the studio, a 
couple of these beams were at one point stored leaning in front of a painting from 
the Unstable Object series. What occurred was interesting: the 3D painted beams 
became like compositional tools; when placed in front of the canvas they allowed 
an experimentation with potential arrangements of beams to be explored.
 In a photograph it is almost impossible to decipher if the beams are placed 
in front of the painting or painted in; they contain so much similarity that the brain 
wants to code them as being one, and yet they are not. For example, in Unstable 
Object #26 shown below in Figure #13. 

            Figure #11: Stick Works (crop) from Antonia Sellbach: 
            Open Fields, at Heide Museum of Modern Art, 
            2016-2017. Image by Christian Capurro 
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         Figure #12: Unstable Object series work in progress, 
          pictured with beams in front

 

         Figure #13: Unstable Object #26
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I explored painting the already painted 3D beams back onto the canvas, alongside 
the more traditional usage of single colour beams that typify the Unstable Object 
series. This is where the work briefly inhabits the illustrative element of painting 
what is there. Shadows cast by the beams arranged in front of the paintings were 
also used as potential compositional ideas.
 Whilst the works from the Unstable Object series use a method of apply-
ing tape (but not always, sometimes the beams are also depicted by hand), it is 
important to point out a way in which this process differs from hard-edge abstract 
painting techniques that also use tape. Those techniques often involve a process 
of planning and preparation that requires the work to be delineated and marked 
out before execution. Once the areas that need hard-edge lines have been laid 
out with tape, the tape is then painted, first with white undercoat to seal the edges 
and prevent bleed, and then later, after that has dried, with the designated hue. 
This specific approach counters my own process, where tape has been laid with 
little concern for bleed; also where beams are laid one at a time, slowly revealing 
an emergent structure rather than all in one go. This provides a freshness, a way 
to respond to the trial and error elements of painting.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Figure #14: Unstable Object #20 
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While chance intervenes within the system, it is important to also delineate here 
(again, as this is also mentioned in Chapter One: Introduction) that this system of 
productive limitation does not only operate or play out through chance operations, 
it looks at how chance intervenes. The idea of chance is highly connected with 
early, abstract forms of intuitive thought, yet they are often both confused. In an 
interview with Hans Ulrich Obrist, Molnár (in Obrist 2019, p. 85) says:  

If you replace the word ‘random’ with ‘intuition’, there you have it. With intuition, 
suddenly you say – now what if I used a curve instead of a straight line and what 
sort of a curve? And then you try it – that’s intuition. Randomness does the same 
thing.  

Perhaps we are quick to say that something we do not know we are doing comes 
out of chance and not intuition, but chance and intuitive thought are highly con-
nected as a kind of topos. 

There are many times where the chance arrangement of a series of works 
has informed further works, or where an accidental mark or an estimate has creat-
ed a dissonance that aided it in becoming noticed as a quality. These small shifts 
that are revealed through the repetition and sameness of the process of limitation 
become productive elements. The process of productive limitation allows for this 
process of revealment: within this framework, incremental shifts, anomalies and 
accidents can become recognised and fed back into the intuitive system in both 
productive and connective ways.

Applying an attitude of openness and emergence to process

Ideas are complexes of coexistence. In a certain sense all Ideas [sic] coexist, but 
they do so at points, on the edges, and under glimmerings which never have the 
uniformity of a natural light. (Deleuze 1968, p. 168)

This research hinges on the paradoxical phenomenon that applying limitation onto 
a project can make visible information that might otherwise go unnoticed, in order 
to ask where this information might lead. This research tests whether a process of 
limitation can function as a vehicle that generates information that is useful or per-
tinent to the area of research in some way. Whilst I had tested, during my Masters 
research, the hypothesis that limitation and repetition make things you might not 
have noticed become more visible, the productive capabilities of limitation have 
led to a further question that is central to this practice-led PhD: what might we do 
with this resulting information? The question posed at the start of this project was: 
if something can be noticed or revealed within a structured framework, does that 
make it relevant or necessary? In other words, is the knowledge that productive 
limitation behaves in a generative way enough in itself, or are these visual anom-
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alies and other results just as important in terms of informing the narrative of the 
research? Noticing the phenomena of productive limitation is one thing, but inves-
tigating where the information revealed might lead us—the processes and forms 
by which the information might find itself connected—provides the research with 
another layer of complexity. 

The potential finding that there might be no sense or connection to the 
visual outcomes of these works would by no means prove this research pointless, 
but it does highlight the element of trust and danger inherent within taking an 
approach of not knowing. As with most research, particularly that which is prac-
tice-led, there are associated risks, unknowns, potential dead ends and haphaz-
ard elements. Within this particular research we also have the looming question 
of whether the visual elements will be meaningless or unconnected—potentially 
of no use to the research—leaving us with some form of nonsense with which 
to grapple. In the text that translates into English as Off the Beaten Path, Martin 
Heidegger refers to the physical and conceptual trails and dead ends of the wild 
forest wanderings which he calls Holzwege. As we ramble and forge these new 
paths, meaning begins to emerge. These wanderings may seem chaotic—or per-
haps even esoteric in their reliance on intuition as guide—yet these divergences 
and trails are a necessary part of approaching research that is practice-led. 

A certain attitude needs to be applied to the process of embarking on this 
research, which now requires some description. The attitude in question allows for 
a sense of open emergence—a term I use here to describe an attitude where trust 
and openness have been applied to the process, framework or muscle that gener-
ates meaning—and has been an important factor in sustaining and supporting this 
research. To engage in research that is practice-led—or what Shaun McNiff (2013, 
p. 2) describes as ‘improvisational’—is in Sabine Silberberg’s (2012, p. 1) words, to 
be involved in a ‘process [that] is characterised by uncertainty, by a searching and 
by emergence as responsive to aspects of the process’. In this way, a basic sense 
of allowance has had to occur: a loosening of preconceptions and idealisations 
and a letting go of the idea that aesthetic outcomes can be preconceived, forced 
or controlled. 

Surely this sense of searching and uncertainty is somewhat at odds with 
more structured, systematic and rule-based approaches to artistic practice. At this 
point LeWitt’s (1967, p. 1) famous statement springs to mind: that ‘to work with a 
plan that is preset is one way of avoiding subjectivity […] the plan would design the 
work’. This project differs from LeWitt’s well trodden approach to structuring and 
processing. Whilst a limitation of parameters are set in place, there is also a large 
degree of open-endedness within the structure of this project, allowing for struc-
ture and looseness to work together in a way that is reflexive. 
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Within this research there is always the caveat that divergences from the 
rules are possible. These divergences lessen the capacity of the rules to stifle the 
work, and assist the work to cultivate what Wittgenstein (2009, p. 11) referred to as 
‘forms of life’: that which we can choose to read here as multiple, agency-filled and 
practice-led trajectories. 

These rules are formed intuitively and then followed, out of curiosity, to see 
firstly what they make visible, and secondly what we might learn from that visibility. 
It is in this way that the elements that might be viewed as rigid (those which limit 
and frame the research) ,are deeply implicated with elements that are also much 
more intuitive and freeform. Within this push and pull between the structure of 
limitation and the looseness of subjectivity, a specific type of guiding attitude is 
also necessary. According to McNiff (2012, p. 27) in Art as Research: Opportunities 
and Challenges, practice-led work requires ‘a willingness to live with uncertainty 
and contradiction’ and to ‘let go of certainty in order to find truth’. Throughout the 
process of undertaking this PhD, this attitude has grown more resolute as the work 
has emerged. Coming to terms with unease and cultivating a sense of trust in not 
knowing has steered the process, allowing these feelings to be both natural and 
necessary components of the task at hand.
 The following factors have been key elements in allowing the research to 
prosper and function. Firstly, the research has relied on an enduring sense of trust 
that the process utilised would create information that was useful in some way. 
Secondly, it has required a sense of persistence, whereby my own, and later, the 
reader’s attention must be placed onto the possibilities within the limited outlay of 
content. Thirdly, it has required an openness to what that content/meaning/infor-
mation might actually be. As the process has unfolded, so has meaning. This un-
folding would not have occurred would the content have been forced into (other) 
frameworks, or been pre-fabricated or sped up. A sense of trust and openness—as 
well as an allowance of reflexivity within the process of making and writing about 
the work—have allowed the process to lead and unfold meaning, despite the 
research outcomes emerging slowly and in ways that did not initially seem particu-
larly connected at all.

A reciprocal mirroring of process and content

While a process of limitation has been implemented throughout the Unstable 
Object series, there are limits that can be observed visually throughout the marks 
made on the canvas—making them not simply limited, but containing their own 
limits. In this way, limitation is an active element within both process and content. 

Throughout this PhD, there are multiple mentions of mirrorings and lay-
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erings, where process as well as visual and conceptual outputs have become 
interwoven. This is because these connections persist as an outcome—as ob-
servations that surface again and again, throughout the PhD and across its the-
matics. The technique of writing this exegesis has been, in part, to allow for the 
emergence of ideas to occur during the writing of the text, rather than as isolated 
afterthoughts. 

In the text Epistemologies of Aesthetics, reflexivity within process and con-
tent in practice-led, arts-based research is described as: 

A literal turning back on itself or mirroring; an inversion or conversion not only in 
relation to an object and its content, but also in relation to the form, the processes 
used and the work’s means, materiality, mediality’ (Mersch 2015, p. 15). 

This mirroring occurs both within the works from the Unstable Object series and 
this research. The process of making relates to the writing and thinking processes, 
to the point where they share a symbiotic connectivity that exists across mediums. 
Dieter Mersch (2015, p. 15) continues to write that: 

It is neither the artist or the recipient who reflects. Rather reflexivity takes place 
as an event within constellations and their composition in order to, through them, 
draw something out that could not be otherwise elicited.

The purpose of this writing is, in part, to explore how placing limits (in this case 
onto a serial painting practice involving repetition and the limited usage of form) 
assists us to reveal visual information that might ordinarily go unnoticed. It also at-
tempts to trace how this visual information contains emerging markers which lead 
to the enriched contexts and meanings we find within these chapters. One such 
marker is the aforementioned idea of the framework itself: a concept that can be 
explored in a number of ways, which will be elaborated on below. 

The issue of frameworks—that the research uses methodological frame-
works via a process of productive limitation, that the works from the Unstable 
Object series bear resemblance to frameworks themselves—is an important one. 
Frameworks function visually through the coloured frames on the canvases from 
the Unstable Object series. They also function as modes of working, of process, 
and in a third way as conceptual frameworks that emerge from the series. For 
each way of viewing these, there is a channelling back and forth—a mirroring of 
the process of dealing with frames. The innate ability of the frame to both narrow 
down (so we can notice and scrutinise information) and expand out (so that we can 
connect and generate new ideas) also provides a self-referential, mirroring and 
overarching analogous framework for making and writing about the paintings from 
the Unstable Object series. 

As these conceptual and visual frameworks are followed throughout this 
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research, we see instances where larger modular works are made up of multiple 
paintings. The frames have connected and expanded to create something big-
ger, but what also becomes visible is the capacity the works have to be displayed 
and exist also as solo and separate objects. This observation urges us toward an 
exploration of a conceptual reading of what a frame is and what it can do: it can 
shut down, simplify, isolate and delineate, but it can also connect, generate and 
expand with great potentiality. We can look at frames and we can of course also 
look through a frame as though it were a lens; we can look outside of it to what 
it does not contain but is nonetheless relational to. This section has focused on 
the processual functioning of frames in the Unstable Object series. Chapter Four, 
Navigation: A Visual Reading of Space and Form will also include a visually-led, 
conceptual unpacking of the frame within the Unstable Object series. 

All artists experience mirrorings and creative loops within their practice 
in some form. It can be argued that while these phenomena are a common part 
of the creative process, a conscious attempt at recording or tracing these obser-
vations is less frequent and potentially, therefore, more valuable to the field. An 
overview of a selection of these visual markers—which are all informed by and 
share the same common denominator, that is, that they all explore the limit—is also 
further discussed in Chapter Four. 

Engaging with the ideas that emerge through the process of implementing 
a productive limitation, requires us to flit between looking at the Unstable Object 
series through various frameworks. With this approach, we can fall into proces-
sual ways of thinking that expand to include: thinking with an image and thinking 
through an image and sometimes, rather than thinking about an image, a reversal 
can occur whereby the image can become about thinking too. We need to be 
aware of the layers in thinking that are necessary, as well as the role of abstrac-
tions in our processes of thinking—holding a place for the abstract within our 
thought processes. It is within the relationship these modes of thinking have to 
the visualisation of thought and process via abstraction, painting and writing, that 
an awareness of the qualities and modes that making and thinking require, have 
begun to emerge within this project. 

Modularity: games of building, building games

We now turn to a discussion of how game elements might be functioning within 
the Unstable Object series, toward a greater understanding of the kinds of pro-
cesses that are at play within this research. While some emergent readings of 
games are brief—involved in the making or bobbing to the surface before becom-
ing defunct—others are more enduring and become notable, activated forms. It is 
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the former examples that are examined here. 
The common defining factor in the types of games that have surfaced upon 

making/interacting with the Unstable Object series, is the issue of modularity. This 
section seeks to address this use of modularity and to explore the types of games 
that are operational within this project. In this way, we consider the role of process 
and modularity as they relate to the game elements in the Unstable Object series 
as well as within this research. Through this, we also connect to Wittgenstein’s 
Philosophical Investigations and his own exploration of the definition and peda-
gogical function of games, as well as to Grosz’s descriptions of space as a connec-
tion to a game-like cognitive zone of questioning. 

As this chapter has already explored, the works from the Unstable Object 
series are made according to rules and carried out serially. In this way, they con-
nect to games through their guiding processes and constraints—all of which set up 
a game-like framework. Yet within this framework, there is the additional aspect of 
modularity (that the works are designed to have the capacity to be rotated and dis-
played in a variety of different combinations), activating a further game-like layer.

Within the early pieces that precede the Unstable Object series, for exam-
ple the wooden puzzle sets from the series entitled Part and Piece (explored in 
more detail in Chapter Five, Abstract Entanglements and pictured below in Figure 
#15) we can see an early, direct link to games situated within the research. The 
individual works Gameboards 1 to 6 from this series are scaled to a handleable 
size and contain moveable pieces that sit on a gameboard. There is a proposi-
tional nature to this work in that it is an open-ended work that was designed to be 
interacted with. There is no set outcome or goal that needs to be reached, apart 
from the process of arranging and rearranging.

         Figure #15: Part and Piece Gameboard series 1-6 
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As this research project progressed towards a more scaled-up approach to 
games—through the large-scale paintings of the Unstable Object series—the 
concept of games became activated through the use of modularity. The act of ar-
ranging and rearranging is one of the most direct ways in which a game of process 
occurs and functions within this project.

Modularity is a process of arrangement that relies on certain limitations 
(such as limiting the dimensions of each piece), to ensure a commonality: that the 
pieces will tessellate or fit together. Modularity is a generative approach which 
allows for an expansion of outcomes. Modularity can also be a process of action 
within the Unstable Object series; where this is placed next to that within the pro-
cess of arrangement, we are physically moving pieces around—a process that has 
clear implications when it comes to how we view the visualisation and enaction of 
a process itself.

The artworks from the Unstable Object series have gone through pro-
cesses of being rotated, arranged and rearranged to create new associations 
and non-fixed outcomes, rather than existing as individual pieces up to their own 
frame. Rather than aiming to record this process, whereby every permutation or 
order would be documented, the works from the Unstable Object series have 
been exhibited in ways which are sometimes modular, sometimes slightly set apart 
and sometimes singular. Yet they all go through initial processes of rotation and 
arrangement that lead to these decisions. It is through this usage of the works as 
large, modular pieces that we connect to the action of playing a game that is a 
function of this series. The central game, regardless of whether it is engaged by 
the viewer or artist, is one of dividing, arranging and apprehending objects and 
spaces. 
 In Architecture from the Outside, Grosz (2001, p. 1) writes that: 
 
 Space, by definition, is outside us […] space appears to us to subsist even when 
 we leave it undivided, we know that it can wait and that a new effort of our 
 imagination may decompose it when we choose […] it never ceases to be space, it  
 always implies juxtaposition, and, consequently, possible division. Abstract space 
 is, indeed, at bottom, nothing but the mental diagram of infinite divisibility. 

In echoing the quote above, canvases that begin as open fields are serially demar-
cated and space is fractured, compartmentalised, ordered and re-ordered. This is 
highlighted again whereby, through the aspects of modularity, separate canvases 
have been placed alongside others to form larger wholes. A good example of this 
can be found in Modular Wall Piece for Heide shown below in Figures #16-17: a 
large modular work that was exhibited as part of Antonia Sellbach: Open Fields, 
a solo exhibition that featured permutations of works from the Unstable Object 
series. Modular Wall Piece for Heide—pictured here both in its process of arrange-
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ment and the modular arrangement in which it was finally exhibited—highlighted 
the game within the activity of enacting these processes of making. There is a 
game in dividing and demarcating space. The canvases from the Unstable Object 
series begin blank; this blankness alludes to space, making the canvases also 
whole, spatial structures. They also contain compartments and demarcations of 
space within their frames. When interchanged modularly, they can exist as greater 
wholes. As decisions are made, there is a game of demarcation that applies as 
much to the making of the works as to their subsequent arrangement, and then 
finally also to the ways in which they are viewed and apprehended.

Figure #16: Modular Wall Piece for Heide, image by Christian Capurro

When the works from the Unstable Object series are viewed, there is a puzzling 
out of the logic, the order, the intentions within the arrangements that have been 
chosen—which also connects to Grosz’s passage above. In this game, the viewer 
perceives their own internal logic of the painting’s syntax—of what is where—
which also connects to a questioning of the purposes of words such as what and 
where (also operational within Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations). A more 
detailed exploration of the ways we might navigate and perceive this element is 
found in Chapter Four.
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FIgure #17: Modular Wall Piece for Heide during the experimentation and configuration 
stage of its installation

An additional game of making sense of connecting and disconnecting to and from 
theme and idea, is also activated within the greater research across artmaking, re-
search and writing. This is a game of modularity that positions the works from the 
Unstable Object series as a modular element—alongside the readings of philoso-
phers such as Derrida, Grosz and Wittgenstein—and the emergent piece of writing 
to which it relates. The previous chapter section, A reciprocal mirroring of process 
and content, discussed the mirroring back and forth of ideas that has been an out-
come of this research. Within this mirroring—a phenomenon of this research—are 
the ingredients for a game; the artwork, the research outcomes and related crit-
ical readings become like surfaces that bat back and forth. In this way, the same 
processes that are used to make the Unstable Object series—for example, mod-
ular processes—begin to be used to bring the Unstable Object series together, to 
arrange the ideas and place them alongside other theories and critical reflections 
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through which they can be further aligned. The game-like sense of experimenta-
tion that modularity lends, is thus heavily implicated within the processes of this 
project—both in the sense of the Unstable Object series as subject, and also in the 
larger sense of the whole body of research.

In Philosophical Investigations, Wittgenstein looks at the difficulty in defin-
ing what makes up a game through propositional, internal dialogues with imagined 
collaborators. One example is where he writes: 
 
 It is as if someone were to say, “Playing a game consists in moving objects about   
 on a surface according to certain rules...” - and we replied: You seem to be   
 thinking of board-games, but they are not all the games there are. (Wittgenstein   
 2009, p. 6)

Wittgenstein’s exploration of the concept of a game as expansive is a useful 
framework. Within the quote above, Wittgenstein refers to the generalisations and 
assumptions we automatically make, which in turn oversimplifies the aiding of a 
definition regarding the concept of a game. 

Amalia Pica’s work from 2013, entitled A � B � C (read as A intersection 
B intersection C) shown below in Figure #18, captures both the playful and polit-
ical aspects of modularity. In one version of this work, performers stand in a row 
of three, holding colourful and translucent perspex geometric elements in front of 
their bodies. While there is no system in place to denote which of the many per-
spex forms leaning against the gallery wall of the exhibition that the participants 
should choose, the rule is that each form should overlap with the one next to it in 
the spirit of a performative Venn diagram. A discussion of the political implications 
of this process of modularity and performativity via simple abstract shapes will be 
elaborated further in Chapter Five, Abstract Entanglements. 

Figure #18: A � B � C, Amalia Pica, 2013
Source: Museum of Modern Art, 2013 
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Albert Einstein had a simple theory which visualised the process of the way we 
think. This was a visioning of thought process which functioned outside of (or 
perhaps in addition to) language, in a zone that is connected to the origins of 
sensation and the abstract. Einstein (2010) coined the terms combinatory play and 
combinatory thought as a visual analogy for thinking, whereby disparate elements 
(to be thought of as modular pieces) are placed together to create new and unique 
information. He argued that this connecting together of elements—individual 
thoughts and fragments, separate elements to be placed together into modular 
configurations—lead to the invention of new ideas. 

Einstein’s analogy for the mechanisms of creative thought is one that leans 
on objects that most of us will find both formative and familiar—the analogy of 
separate elements, or thoughts, as building blocks. Playing with building blocks 
is a common part of Anglo-Saxon early learning pedagogy, since the invention of 
the kindergarten by Friedrich Froebel in 1837. Einstein’s simple visual analogy of 
creative thought and invention, draws on this formative process of assembling 
new combinations of building blocks into larger shapes and forms, which come to 
represent the makeup of an idea.

The process of combinatory play—as both an analogy related to thought 
and the action of playing with actual blocks—is also clearly apparent in the ori-
gins of modernism and postmodernism. As Norman Brosterman (2002) argues 
in Inventing Kindergarten, the kindergarten movement had an impact on future 
generations of creative practitioners who grew up being versed in its aesthetic 
pedagogies. The aesthetics in question, of simple geometric forms and primary 
colours, broke with previous, more figurative approaches to early learning. Before 
the beginnings of the abstract art movement, or the Bauhaus movement, Froebel 
kindergartens utilised simple geometric forms and modular shapes, enabling ac-
tivities of handling and working with these forms through block play, colour theory, 
paper folding and weaving. 

Artist Emily Floyd’s work also focuses on early childhood games, play, 
learning systems and pedagogy. Her artwork often references the work of Rudolf 
Steiner and Froebel, along with other early learning pedagogical frameworks, de-
picting forms reminiscent of modernist wooden children’s toys. Within this nexus 
of learning and form, Floyd’s work embraces modularity in a number of ways. In 
her work entitled Organic Practice (2009), Floyd has created timber sticks etched 
with URL links, each of which relate to an expanded element of the research that 
informs her practice. Each stick is like a modular form which might be taken and/or 
handed over, as though this information has been given a new modular materiality 
that is treated here as a gift. In this way, Floyd seems to fuse modular forms with 
language and ideas, highlighting the open-endedness and modularity inherent 
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within organised forms—whether they be geometric, typographical, or even zones 
of research and the hierarchies of access applied to them. Floyd’s work Abstract 
Labour—permanently installed at the entrance to Heide Museum of Modern Art—
also insinuates a kind of modularity. Although the pieces are not movable and do 
not directly tessellate, they reference scaled up typographical, geometric forms 
and building blocks (forms which allude to modularity, arrangement and rearrange-
ment), which appear like a utopian playground, as an ideal site for games and play. 

In a letter which appeared in An Essay on the Psychology of Invention in 
the Mathematical Field, Einstein (1945, p. 147) argues that:  

Taken from a psychological viewpoint, combinatory play seems to be the essential 
feature in productive thought—before there is any connection with logical con-
struction in words or other kinds of signs which can be communicated to others. 

He continues by saying that: 

The words or the language, as they are written or spoken, do not seem to play any 
role in my mechanism of thought.The psychical entities, which seem to serve as el-
ements in thought are certainly signs and more or less clear images, which can be 
‘voluntarily’ reproduced and combined.  There is, of course, a certain connection 
between those elements and relevant logical concepts. 

Perhaps the signs to which Einstein referred are linked to a kind of abstract sensa-
tion: a gesture towards zones or groupings of abstract thought as territory, rather 
than thought simply occurring through words. Einstein’s observation touches on 
the link between thought and pre-language. Here we begin to see the separa-
tion of thought from words; from within this, a space occurs right at the start of 
a thought, which is more connected to the sensation and origins of the abstract, 
than it is to language or words per se. This space of becoming is explored further 
in the next two chapters. By placing this against that, by tessellating two pieces so 
they fit together and are read as one made up from two, we are seeing artworks 
as objects that exist, not as pictorially complete within their own frame, but rather 
elements that add and subtract from larger compilations—building blocks towards 
larger pieces or wholes. As we actively think, we make launches from one con-
cept or idea to the next; we build larger ideas, larger forms and thus a connection 
between abstraction, modularity and thought opens up. 

As we have read above, modularity is a dominant process that involves 
nearly all works from within this project, connecting them to various readings of a 
game. Modularity can be seen to be operational within the making and installation 
of the paintings from the Unstable Object series. It can also be seen as connected 
to enacting decision-making processes, in embedding a visualisation of a thought 
process into the context of how an artwork is read. 

While limitation can provide us with restraint (such as can be seen in the 
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processes and operational systems used in the making of the Unstable Object 
series), aspects of modularity offer us a sense of open-endedness and potentiality. 
In his book Iterationen, researcher Hans-Jörg Rheinberger (2005, p. 4) (who looks 
in depth at the workings of process within scientific discovery and relates it to 
creativity and arts research), claims that ‘experimental ordering is the core of sci-
entific activity’. With this in mind, this research project is perhaps more connected 
to traditional methods of scientific discovery than otherwise imagined. Modularity, 
or experimental ordering  as Rheinberger puts it, is a game-like process which is at 
the heart of this project. 

Wittgenstein (2009, p. 200) refers to the ‘primitive language games’ of 
children as significant, as games that are negotiated via tacit and experiential pro-
cesses that ‘need no justification’. This leads me to ask: what occurs when we use 
a modular approach to the designation of object and function within a game? 

As I reflect on my own childhood games, there is one that stands out as 
being very connected to, and informing, this research. As I recall it, this game 
involved running a “hotel” in the garden. The curved, high brick front wall and 
bronze numbered wooden gate became the grand entrance to the hotel, the 
leafy tree next to this becoming the main building of the hotel itself, with each of 
its branches being another level of the hotel. At the foot of the tree was a carpet 
of grass which was to serve as the dining hall of the hotel. To the other side of a 
narrow dirt path that ran through that same space, was a low retaining wall where I 
would prepare food for guests. The surface of the smooth terracotta bricks served 
as my kitchen bench. Growing just next to this wall was all the food we would 
need. A succulent plant that resembled peas was obviously to stand for peas. Oth-
er plants stood in for whatever they might almost resemble. Near the edge of this 
wall was a Bird of Paradise plant. It had long leaves and if you were careful, you 
could pour water into them where it would gather and hold deep at their concave 
base. All you needed to do was tip the leaves and a clear spout of water would fall 
from these “taps”. In this game, an ordinary game for a child, each new connec-
tion that was made was exciting: connections were formed between things from 
the real, figurative world, and things which were also from the figurative world but 
their use re-configured. What gave the game its power was that it was entirely 
made up of things that almost resembled other things. Every element seemed 
special because of the leap that was required to understand and imagine its new 
purpose. 

On reflection of this childhood game, there was also a certain reaching that 
was required to make the connection between the function of these objects in the 
game, which both activated and made the game more exciting to play. Wittgen-
stein (2009, p. 217) refers to this when he asks us to imagine a game played by 
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children wherein: 

They say of a chest, for example, that it is now a house; and thereupon it is inter-
preted as a house in every detail. A piece of fancy is woven around it. 

Wittgenstein then asks:  

And does the child now see the chest as a house? “He quite forgets that it is a 
chest; for him it actually is a house.” […] if someone knew how to play this game [...] 
and exclaimed with a special expression “Now it’s a house!”- he would be giving 
expression to the lighting up of an aspect. 

The natural occurrence of these leaps, or reachings in childhood games—the idea 
that this will stand for that, and as Wittgenstein (2009, p. 217) puts it, ‘the lighting 
up’ of those aspects—also connect to art, perhaps most obviously to the Dada-
ists through their process of applying names to images that should not coincide. 
Within the René Magritte painting The Key to Dreams (1935), we see a similar form 
of modularity at play: the word that does not correspond to the image (and could 
therefore be seen as a separate or disparate element, not simply the counterpart 
to the image) are combined, revealing unlikely relationships. For example, the 
painted depiction of a horses head appears above the words “the door”. If word 
and image are imagined to both be functioning and modular objects, this break-
ing down of logic and meaning via modularity gives as much newfound agency 
and power to the word beneath, as it does to the image above. There is an active 
sense of placement behind that work—between this word and this image: those 
that are out of place with each other, but have been actively placed together to-
ward a new statement that involves a form of reaching to be understood.

However, the specific type of reachings that the works from the Unstable 
Object series contain potential toward activating, are perhaps less surrealist in 
nature than those implicated in the example of the childhood game. Instead, they 
are linked to a game of reading and questioning the functions of placement, mark 
and symbol within abstraction. By placing this here, that there, but also of reaching 
towards concepts—this is like this, this could be that, what is this etcetera—the 
playful and questioning approach by which Wittgenstein grapples with language is 
once again brought to mind. 

Yet there is more in the recollection of a childhood game than the concept 
of reaching, and the separation of objects from their meaning as it relates to the 
works from the Unstable Object series. There is also a sort of modularity at work. 
When this stands in for that we are arranging concepts; sliding aside functions and 
meanings to allow for the arrangements of alternate functions and meanings. We 
are engaged in a combinatory game of modularity that is suddenly larger than the 
game elements that are at play in the making and apprehension of the works from 
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the Unstable Object series. This arrangement of concepts connects with language 
and a kind of abstraction that exists through words such as this and that, which of-
ten function like placeholders. This concept is explored in further detail in Chapter 
Four, Navigation: A Visual Reading of Space and Form. 
 If we imagine (another proposition reminiscent of Wittgenstein) that the 
modular processes inherent in the forming of the works from the Unstable Object 
series are akin to processes of building, we find ourselves once more in interest-
ing conceptual territory. Viewing the modular process as a game that is akin to 
building can connect us conceptually to the idea that depictions within the Un-
stable Object series (the serial outlay of the 4cm beam) do in fact resemble built 
structures. Once this analogy has been made, a further game proposition might 
be to ask: do these structures resemble forms that are in states of construction or 
deconstruction? and are these structures stable or unstable? These are game-like 
questions that carry on throughout this research, that we can continue to ask of 
the Unstable Object series. 

Next we will use an example of a Wittgensteinian language game, the first 
within Philosophical Investigations. It uses a building analogy. Wittgenstein offers 
a string of words, with each being an active element in the structure and function 
of the game. These words are: block, pillar, slab and beam. That he uses the word 
beam as a description is a happy coincidence, the significance of which is not lost 
in relation to the works from the Unstable Object series and their own serial de-
pictions of beams. In Wittgenstein’s proposition, “A” (first builder) calls the names 
out when they need the element of block, pillar, slab or beam; “B” (second build-
er) then brings the element that has been asked for. Wittgenstein offers this as a 
simple system, then traces its trajectory to ask what might be problematic within it. 
It is a fine system until the need arises for new functions to be devised. 

At this point, Wittgenstein (2009, p. 8) offers an addition to the rules of the 
game to now include not only the names of builder and objects, but also places—
for example ‘d-slab-there’, with ‘there’ being designated through the usage of a 
map with coloured zones. Within the reductive structures of this primary language 
game experiment, Wittgenstein highlights the ways in which such an elementary 
form of language could be utilised, but also how it functions to push out subtlety 
in ways of carrying out an order. For example, when builder “A” proclaims, simply 
‘Slab!’ do they really mean I will need a slab? or perhaps pass me a slab now? 
Do they ever want to suggest that it is fragile, or that it be carried with care? Are 
all slabs truly the same (can they all be identified as simply slab), and is there any 
need to differentiate further between these categories? In this way, Wittgenstein’s 
initial language game is an exercise in reductivity. Wittgenstein explores and fol-
lows the logic within the language game, attempting perhaps not to solve it clearly, 
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but rather to attempt to answer through it in some way, shape or form. As he does 
this, he leads us further into his exploration of the functions of language as it re-
lates to object and meaning. By offering propositions that take the form of strings 
of words (as though these are the only elements we might at that moment need), 
Wittgenstein engages in a type of reductivity that is also linked to abstraction. 

Throughout the process of making and writing this PhD, there have been 
times where Wittgenstein’s language games have been echoed within the dis-
semination of the work from the Unstable Object series. In the following Chapter 
Three, Painting Compressions: A Chronology of Form and Chapter Four, Naviga-
tion: A Visual Reading of Space and Form, examples of a similar method of de-
scribing the functions of the paintings via strings of words has been used. As such, 
these examples can be noted as forms of language games that are also present 
within the research at large.

The paintings from the Unstable Object series use the dividing of space 
and modularity to experiment with physical and visual orders, as well to explore 
the process of thinking itself and a visualisation of thinking as process. They 
present concepts that draw participants towards a game-like sense of grappling 
with and unfolding logic and cognition. The works from the Unstable Object series 
are created following tacit rules and instructions; an aspect that also aligns itself 
to the process of a game. The works also connect to readings on Wittgenstein’s 
language games (a text that has been read almost side by side to the making of 
the work). 

The concept of productive limitation also assists in providing a game-like 
framework, as the system through which this research is made possible. In this 
way, a larger space has become activated between the making of the paintings 
from the Unstable Object series, and the writing of this exegesis. An energetic 
flow of ideas is established between the painted images and the theoretical con-
cepts unravelled in the research, making for an overarching sense of a game that 
draws connections and enriches meaning between the art, reflection, research 
and writing. 

Within this chapter, we have been building quite expanded layers of 
games—all of which are useful as we progress onto the following four chapters. 

Making a move

While we have explored some of the links that process has to the concept of 
games, we now need to explore the ways that paintings from the Unstable Object 
series are connected to thought processes, and indeed implicated within a recip-
rocal push and pull between enacting (thinking) and recording thoughts. In the 
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next chapter we will extend this notion of games further, toward an examination of 
serial move making, to ask in what ways temporality, layering and a sense of inner 
chronology are operating within the works. To do this, the next chapter makes the-
oretical moves toward an understanding of how Derrida and Grosz philosophically 
reckon with mark, space and trace. 
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Chapter Three 

Painting Compressions: Chronologies of Form   

This chapter will explore how the ordering and action of events, and by extension, 
seriality via the layered compressions of mark and trace, are activated within the 
Unstable Object series. Here we examine the paintings as palimpsests that serve 
to illustrate the unpacking and layering of serial thoughts and decision-making 
processes inherent within the making and possible articulations of the work. This 
observation brings us closer to understanding the ways in which works from the 
Unstable Object series might also be activating elements of a game. Through this 
we turn to the Wittgensteinian concept of language games as a way of seeking 
resemblance. 

This chapter will explore key symbolic themes within the Unstable Object 
series, through a questioning of the purpose of the painted white field (space) and 
its relationship to object, mark and erasure. It will do this via a discussion of He-
gel’s concept of Aether, Grosz’s descriptions of space and the Derridean concept 
of trace. Actions of layering imply a sense of duration in the way that each mark 
made on the canvas can be read like a serial move, appearing within the liminal 
space of the amorphous white fields. The paintings begin to function like compres-
sions of time/thought: they hold the history of decisions made and grappled with in 
ways that are also readable to the viewer. This is accentuated by the limitations in 
place, in other words this can be noticed due to the rules and parameters applied 
to the painting content.

Therefore, we will also turn to an exploration of chronology and the order 
of events—how the forms, marks and colour of painted matter (as well as con-
cepts themselves) exist and are arranged within constructed temporal frameworks 
through which they can be perceived. The famous 1979 text by Krauss (1979, p. 
51), Grids, explores the ways the grid could be seen to ‘declare the modernity of 
modern art’ through two specific filters—one spatial, the other temporal. While this 
exegesis does not explore the theoretical stances of the grid per say, it views the 
trajectories of other imaginings and offshoots that might visually relate to the grid. 
What it does share in common with Krauss is an investigation into ways of viewing 
through the layered means of space and marking as well as that of the tempo-
rality of a gridded space to which she refers. By conjuring analogies of imagined 
timelines—not only in relation to the serial layering and arrangement within the 
works, but also in terms of viewing each mark as representing one of many serial 
decisions applied throughout their making—we begin to explore the concept of 
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timelines that are non linear. Perhaps these timelines stack vertically or loop and 
repeat; these orderings and behaviours question the idea of a pure start or end 
point within both research and practice. 

This chapter will also consider how viewing sequences and orders of 
events within the paintings connect to a larger question of how the word abstrac-
tion functions within this specific research. The themes of clarity and blurriness, 
concepts which are introduced through Wittgenstein’s writing on the symbolic 
importance of the image that is imperfect or unclear, pull this research towards an 
articulation of one key way in which abstraction is functioning within this project. 
 
 

Marks are moves: the actions of thoughts 

To fully understand the connections between these aforementioned concepts and 
the paintings from the Unstable Object series, we need to lay some contextual 
groundwork and take a few conceptual leaps. The paintings from the Unstable 
Object series explore a type of serial duration, and by extension, a marking of 
thought and decision-making processes. As delineated in Chapter Two, A Pro-
cess of Productive Limitation, each painting contains a series of depictions of the 
4cm beam mark. These beams may be of varying colours (mostly one colour is 
chosen per beam), might be orientated to any angle but are never curvilinear, and 
are always painted one at a time to function as serial marks onto the canvas. Via 
the process of limitation (and thus also repetition) inherent throughout this PhD, 
each beam mark within the paintings has come to symbolise an action or move, 
much like the moves made in a board game or puzzle or in the process of build-
ing something. It is in this way (by making moves) that we will now investigate the 
layerings and palimpsest within the paintings from the Unstable Object series.

The second leap we need to take between process and concept is that of 
the way the marks are referred to: as moves and serial actions (always, the aspect 
of games is not far away from the theoretical framework).Via extension, these 
marks might also function as representations of thought. This can be justified by 
the basic knowledge that there is a thought signaling each serial move made, 
therefore each move also comes to represent a reductive thought. In A Shape of 
Thought, a book on the artist Mikala Dwyer (which documents the exhibition of 
the same name held at the Art Gallery of NSW in 2018), Dwyer (in Rothnie 2004, 
p. 30) references a way of looking at objects as ‘‘cooled ideas’ and as ‘thinking’ 
that has slowed down or cooled into forms’. Here Wayne Tunnicliffe (2018, p. 11) 
reflects that Dwyer uses this concept to ‘think through matter and meaning’. The 
text Thinking Through Painting is another which also references more broadly the 
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ability to think, not only about, but through and with, an image within the context of 
contemporary art. 

In the making of the paintings from the Unstable Object series, there is 
a serial unfolding of marks which can be seen to take the form of thoughts. Yet 
this unfolding is not only available to the artist in real time whilst the works were 
being made. As I explore below, this serial unfolding is available to the viewer also, 
through the limited forms of the beam mark, and further differentiation via colour 
choice of each mark. Embedded within their surface, these paintings hold a his-
tory of marks which allude—via the deliberately limited content and subsequent 
grammar and syntax within each work—to a visual, serial and durational unfolding 
of thought and decision-making. An example of this can be seen in the following 
Figure #19, Unstable Object #32, which now resides in the RMIT Gallery collec-
tion, and is an example of the most layered image from the series. This was also 
worked on for the longest duration of time. The layering and thick application of 
white paint is most evident in this example.

Figure #19: Unstable Object #32 (image crop). Image courtesy of RMIT Gallery

In his essay The Serial Attitude, Bochner (1967, p. 28) describes this connection 
between serial orders and the processes with which we think, when he writes 
that ‘types of order are forms of thought’. This observation highlights the serial 
processes and combinatorial ways in which we think (as explored in the previous 
chapter) and by extension, how we might make thinking visible through art making 
and seriality. Given this sense of ways in which the beam marks might begin to 
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be seen to symbolise the seriality of an unfolding thought process, we turn to an 
exploration of what the spaces around them might tell us about what is occurring 
in the work.

Situating the purpose of the painted white field

Within the paintings from the Unstable Object series, multiple layers form, only to 
be connected within the milky white substrate of the canvas, its primer and sur-
face. The coloured marks on the canvas can function as marks of moves made, but 
what is the purpose of the pale white, variegated paint, primer and ground? Does 
that function as the negative space, the opposite to the positive of the coloured 
beams? If the marks begin to stand for moves, then what do the white areas stand 
for within these compressions of thought and action? 

Questioning the purpose of the white fields within the Unstable Object 
series brings to the fore a questioning of surface which is certainly not new, but 
rather a well trodden path within the history of abstraction over the past 100 or so 
years. The evenly spread attribution to every part of the object of a painting to be 
infused with equal materiality and meaning (surface, frame, materiality etcetera) 
that Clement Greenberg argued for in his painting treatise Modernist Painting 
(1959), disconnects from the hierarchical, literal picture with divisions such as fore-
ground and background. Through the history of abstraction we have come to view 
paintings not as depictions, but rather, as objects; in turn, we have come to see 
their object-ness and materiality as having its own communicative agency. This 
theory involved giving way to the idea that an abstract painting might have a back-
ground or foreground in the traditional Euclidean sense. In this way, abstraction—
as entangled as it is with geometry and the decorative—often occupies a different 
type of space: one that is often connected to the sublime and the otherworldly 
(because of its apparent difference to traditional depictions of the real world), yet 
equally connects to a mind space, as the space of imaginings, concepts and thus 
to thinking itself.

It would be one perspective to suggest that the white primer and ground 
throughout the Unstable Object series serves purely as a symbolic background 
environment for content. Yet spending more time considering what the painted 
white fields might represent within the paintings has yielded something more 
complex. This neither-nor, blurry middle ground that surrounds the coloured beam 
marks has grown in significance as the project has progressed. As the processes 
of repetition within the project have brought up more and more symbolism, the 
pale, misty spaces, fields and gaps have become the space and matter in which 
these marks exist—where they either come into focus or are subsumed. 
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 Investigating the purpose and meaning of these billowy and blurred white 
areas of paint that are visually evident in every painting from within the Unstable 
Object series, has also begun to link to simultaneous readings of Wittgenstein on 
the importance of blurriness. This has led to a recognition of these concepts as 
emergent within my own work. The following is a quote from Wittgenstein’s (2009, 
p. 38) Philosophical Investigations in which he offers the importance of the blurry, 
the indistinct and the unclear, presenting these elements and qualities as both 
useful, legitimate and revealing:  

 One can say the concept of a game is a concept with blurred edges. - “But is a 
blurred concept a concept at all?”- Is a photograph that is not sharp a picture of a 
person at all? Is it even always an advantage to replace a picture that is not sharp by 
one that is? Isn’t the one that isn’t sharp just what we need? 

As an integral part of the linguistic turn movement, Wittgenstein’s Philosophical In-
vestigations pushed for a questioning of the cognition of meaning as being univer-
sal; in it, words break down and become less of a key towards any kind of mutual, 
set understanding, and more a key towards the multiplicities of understanding, 
misunderstanding and subjectivity. These multiplicities signify ‘forms of life’ with-
in a given subject (Wittgenstein 2009, p. 19). When Wittgenstein refers to the 
concept of a game above, as being a concept with blurred edges, he elicits from 
the reader a questioning of what the elements are that make up a game. What 
we define to be a game becomes a concept with blurred edges by its very con-
founding-ness and reticence to be neatly defined. From this initial observation, he 
explores whether concepts can be accepted as concepts when their boundaries 
are blurred. When he asks above ‘is a photograph that is not sharp a picture of a 
person at all?’, he nudges towards the idea that there is something inherent within 
the blurriness of an image that might capture something important (Wittgenstein 
2009, p. 38). Then finally when he  asks ‘is it even always an advantage to replace 
a picture that is not sharp by one that is?’ we are brought even closer to recognis-
ing forms of blurriness as useful in some way. We can then also abandon the idea 
that things that are blurry must become sharp by default, questioning the assump-
tion that only when they exist with a clarity and definitiveness can they be useful. 
Wittgenstein finishes the aforementioned quote with a question that lingers: ‘isn’t 
the one that isn’t sharp just what we need?’. Wittgenstein introduces blurriness as 
conceptually and symbolically useful in a way that had been disavowed by mathe-
maticians and logicians (such as Gottlob Frege, who we will discuss later through 
the binary concept of the excluded middle). This middle ground and grey area of 
unknowing or indecision has become key within the emergence of this research; 
this blur is evident also within the paintings from the Unstable Object series. 
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          Figure #20: Unstable Object #7 (image crop)

Wittgenstein’s argument pulls this research towards the idea that concepts, words, 
objects, and images exist within states of forming and flux that allow us to explore 
the usefulness of visual or metaphorical blurriness and clarity. This leads us to ask 
the question: could it be that the image that is unclear (or in the context of the 
Unstable Object series, the amorphous blur of space in the painted white fields, 
the traces of marks and the edges that are imperfect, that soften and blur meeting 
those spaces), contain just as much specificity and usefulness as images (or defini-
tive marks) made more overtly clear? 

In light of the quote above, and through further discussions on blurriness 
and specificity within Wittgenstein’s work, I begin to situate the white fields as 
being an environment of blurriness through which more definitive forms might 
emerge and recede. In some ways, this observation also makes the uneven, amor-
phous white primer surface a testing ground: a symbolic, liminal space, perhaps 
even activated as a game space. Thinned milky white layers of paint redact or go 
over moves that do not look right (as defined through the interplay of subjectivity 
and rules discussed in the previous chapter), pushing them back into the blurred 
white space—into a history and a compressed layering of actions. Wittgenstein’s 
quote about the blurry edges of the concept of the game gives weight to the im-
portance and usefulness of visual elements, such as the blurry, the amorphous or 
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the indistinct within the works from the Unstable Object series.
Investigations into the function and meaning of this white field also begin 

to link to a number of other theories and descriptions of space, such as Hegel’s 
concept of an Aether and more contemporaneously, Grosz’s writing on spatial 
relations in Architecture from the Outside. Through these examples, we begin to 
situate spaces and markings not only through the instinctive processes by which 
this project was formed, but also by additional layers of philosophical theory that 
become woven in by way of this exegesis. 
 Hegel’s (in Gruner & Bartelmann 2015, p. 1) ‘historically transient notion’ of 
the Aether lends weight when exploring what the white fields in the Unstable Ob-
ject series might come to represent. Hegel’s concept of the Aether went through 
a variety of evolutions, many of which apply here. The Aether has been described 
as the ‘reality of possibility’ as well as ‘being in the form of its concept’ (Gruner & 
Bartelmann 2015, p. 1 & p. 59). Both descriptors seem appropriate in summing up 
the symbolic meaning of these painted white fields and the symbolic possibility 
they hold within. Yet throughout his writing Hegel formed a growing and changing 
assertion of what the Aether was and was not, making it a more slippery subject 
to capture. In his first assertion of the Aether, Hegel (in Gruner & Bartelmann 2015, 
p. 1) characterised it as ‘absolute matter’. Later he conjectured that the ‘Aether is 
everything, in explicit contrast to merely ‘permeating’ everything, whereby the 
Aether is constant in an invariable state of being in ‘unstainable [sic] clarity’ (Grun-
er & Bartlemann 2015, p. 59). In his third assertion of the Aether, Hegel describes it 
as something which is ‘not yet itself’, which is ‘not yet its own truth’. In each asser-
tion there is some evidence of an order, process or chronology hinted at within the 
text: the Aether is not yet itself, then it is everything, it is constant (these could all 
be read as durational moments of becoming). Then there is the unstainable clarity 
of the Aether in the second assertion, which we might read as something that has 
been worked and re-worked until it becomes very clear. This is quite different to 
the reality of possibility, which suggested a creation and forming that might appear 
as early on a conceptual timeline. It is in these ways that Hegel’s serial definitions 
of an Aether have, at different times, encapsulated varying moments of creation 
that span concepts of chronology.

There is much we can borrow from Hegel’s changing concept of the 
Aether. Especially pertinent is the assertion that it is something that is not yet itself. 
This alludes to a sort of sense of becoming which is useful to consider, both as 
a metaphor for the processes inherent within this research—to cultivate a sense 
of trust and open mindedness in allowing research outcomes and information to 
emerge slowly through the usage of processes of limitation and modularity—but 
also in terms of the purpose of the painted white field, as a visual space that 
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allows a similar, slow emergence and disappearance of marks and moves. Re-
gardless of the multiple and complex readings of the Aether, we could perhaps 
propose that here, it connects us to a visual and temporal environment for matter 
to exist within and conceptually form. This definition is particularly helpful as we 
negotiate the terrain of the painted white fields within paintings from the Unstable 
Object series.

In Architecture from the Outside, Grosz (2001, p. 162) describes space as 
functioning:  

Not simply as an ether, a medium through which other forces, like gravity, produce 
their effects: it is inscribed by, and in turn inscribes those objects and activities 
placed within it.

Grosz posits that rather than function as an empty receptacle for actions, objects, 
content and so on, the relationship between space and object is far more com-
plex, with each informing the other. Here she explores the theories of the space 
between things: 

The space in between things is the space in which things are undone, the space 
to the side and around, which is the space of subversion and fraying, the edges 
of any identity’s limits. In short, it is the space of the bounding and undoing of the 
identities which constitute it. (Grosz 2001, p. 116)

The works from the Unstable Object series contain many visual areas that we 
could apply to Grosz’s descriptions of space. They contain anomalies, rough edg-
es and wobbly lines (renderings that apply to the previous chapter’s exploration of 
estimation and accident); they are often allowed to remain rather than being fixed 
up and/or suppressed. The white fields within the paintings never fully exist as an 
other; rather they merge with these edges via a mutual disintegration, as the areas 
where the content of definitive marks dissolve. On close viewing of the works from 
this series, we find that they break from any definition of hard-edge geometric 
abstraction. The lines and borders are never solid. When scrutinised, even the 
hardest of edges seem to have potential to break down, where often there has 
been no attempt for these edges to be hard from the start. This leads us to ac-
knowledge that there is a multitude of detail existing at the edge: temporal matter 
and detail that reminds us that the space around the objects in the paintings from 
the Unstable Object series is not the background, nor is it as symbolically different 
to any other matter depicted within the canvas surface. The matter existing at the 
edge merges with content itself—it crosses and melts the limits. A further discus-
sion of the dissolution of the limit can be found in Chapter Four, Navigation: A Vi-
sual Reading of Space and Form, through an examination of border and boundary 
within the Unstable Object series. 
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Examining philosophical references in relation to symbolic, metaphorical 
space and environments through the lenses of Hegel, Wittgenstein and Grosz—
and comparing these to my own investigations into the painted white fields within 
the Unstable Object series—nudges us closer to the following concept: these 
painted white fields function as spaces of becoming, as environments that reveal, 
subsume, enfold and contain. They are filmy, made up of particles and amorphous 
blurry, clouded areas; they can become a part of what they surround where they 
meet at the edge. They envelop, they are linking—behind, in front, in-between—
but there is a temporality to this way of viewing them: there is a before, a during, 
and an after.

The logic of the definitive mark, the subtracted mark and the trace

The overarching aim for the paintings within the Unstable Object series is always 
to build something. As outlined in the previous chapter, one of the limiting rules 
of this project has been that what is built does not resemble any real or detailed 
structure or thing too closely, as this resemblance would then distract us from oth-
er emerging content. With this basic aim in place, structures emerge from within a 
process of making, one move at a time, where the structures are formed in a pro-
cess that is akin to building. Whether we view this process through the conceptual 
framework of a game (for example, creating the work by making sets of unfolding 
serial moves within a larger framework), as a physical process of construction 
(building the work piece-by-piece), or as a hybrid of both (there are games within 
processes of building too), it remains a serial record of thought and action. 

When making the work, I do not know what kinds of structure will unfold; 
the planning and thinking is in the making. Structures are built beam-by-beam in 
an experiential and intuitive way during the process of painting—a process that 
was explored previously in Chapter Two, A Process of Productive Limitation. With-
in the paintings from the Unstable Object series, one-by-one multiple layers are 
added, each depicting a coloured beam. They might connect with other beams to 
create new, colourful, geometric structures, or float on their own within their fields 
of white. Some marks on the canvas represent a move that we see clearly, yet 
there are histories of previous moves imbedded in the surface of the paintings. 
These areas are less clear, they are more blurry—there is a form of trace. I did not 
consciously set out to explore this layering or palimpsest, or to leave these trac-
es, rather these traces emerged through the process of making. Within this pro-
cess-based framework, and within the paintings, each move becomes symbolically 
important. 
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                   Figure #21: Unstable Object #36 
           (image crop)

 
If we view each beam depicted as a serial move, we soon find ourselves confront-
ed with three categories of mark. The first is addition, defined as a move that was 
made and kept. The second is subtraction, where a move is made, scrutinised and 
erased entirely from view. The third is somewhere in between these two binary 
moves and could perhaps be best described as the either/ or option: the middle 
ground or trace. These three categories serve as somewhat reductive but none-
theless descriptive markers for thought documented within a temporal framework. 
For example, when we see that something was there and it has now gone, we 
immediately connect to a form of seriality—a layered history of unfolding events 
within that painting. When we see something is still there but there has been some 
questioning in relation to whether it should be there—where it has been semi-ob-
scured—it brings into being a kind of flux or state of becoming within the painting, 
where we are not completely sure whether that move is coming or going. With the 
first category of move, a mark has been made: an addition, a firm affirmation that 
boldly exists within the painting. With the second category, something has been 
trialled and quite firmly erased from view: this is therefore the sign of a clear ne-
gation where we can barely see any evidence it existed. In the third category, the 
mark was made and then obscured, but it is still relatively clear: it is a trace. 

This idea of trace could be seen to counter the following quote from Frege 
(in Geach & Black 1980, p. 159), the German mathematician, logician and philoso-
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pher whose work has been cited as inspiring the linguistic turn: 

A definition of a concept […] must be complete; it must unambiguously determine,
as regards any object, whether or not it falls under the concept [...] the concept 
must have a sharp boundary [...] a concept that is not sharply defined is wrongly 
termed a concept. Such quasi-conceptual constructions cannot be recognised as 
concepts by logic. The law of the excluded middle is really just another form of the
requirement that the concept should have a sharp boundary. 

There is no room for legitimacy within the indeterminate grey area in Frege’s 
framework of logic. The law of the excluded middle, also known as the excluded 
third, is one of the three classic laws of thought—the first two of which (the princi-
ples of contradiction and excluded middle) can be traced back to Plato. The law 
of the excluded middle disallows a middle ground in any proposition; the answer 
must be either a yes or a no—there is no maybe. Frege’s propositions on the logic 
of the excluded middle were clearly an influence on Wittgenstein, where many of 
his propositional responses within Philosophical Investigations countered these 
key elements of Frege’s work. In some instances, Wittgenstein even names Frege 
within a proposition, as though being brought into the conversation. Wittgenstein 
effectively picks up at the point where the former logic of an excluded middle 
established by Frege fails. Wittgenstein looks at the middle ground—the indis-
tinct—and applies it to imagery and concepts. When he writes that the image that 
is not sharp is ‘just what we need’, he is arguing that there is a symbolic usefulness 
to images that are not sharp or clear (Wittgenstein 2009, p. 38). In this way, the 
middle ground, the blurry and indistinct come once again to the fore.

This affirmation of middle ground as philosophically important, aligns with 
the ways in which I situate the trace of marks. This leads me to ask: why are the 
areas which leave a trace or which blur the lines so useful in terms of the unfolding 
logic of the paintings from the Unstable Object series? Perhaps it is natural here 
to proceed with a discussion of the trace, as it is this trace that connects many 
elements of the paintings in terms of their logic. By looking at the role of the trace, 
this research veers into the terrain of Derrida (1978, p. 394), who situates his con-
cept of the trace as relating to an expanded, non-linear sense of chronology:  

This trace relates no less to what is called the future than what is called the past, 
and it constitutes what is called the present by the very relation to what it is not, to 
what it absolutely is not; that is, not even to a past or future considered as a modi
fied present. 

The trace, described by Derrida as an ‘anti-structuralist gesture’ (in Bernasconi & 
Wood 1988, p. 3) is an undoing of the traditional structures of text. It is also a con-
cept that begins to connect very closely to what has become a questioning of the 
context and purpose of the marks within the Unstable Object series. 
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       Figure #22: Unstable Object #5 
       (image crop)

Derrida’s sense of the trace has come to stand for the existence of the mark within 
the Unstable Object series, as that which has been visibly erased. The earlier 
Heidegerrian concept of sous rature (which translates to under erasure), is also 
connected to the Unstable Object series, where both concepts provide a vehicle 
for the discussion of a trace or mark that is left behind. Derrida’s trace is specif-
ically linked to the idea of the necessity of crossing out or redacting a piece of 
text, while allowing the strike through of the text to remain visible, thereby giving 
a new meaning that hinges explicitly on the action of erasure being and remaining 
visible. Within the paintings from the Unstable Object series is a play of traces, 
a description borrowed from Carl Olson in The “Différance” That Makes All the 
Difference: A Comparison of Derrida and Sankara when writing about Derrida’s 
usage of the concept of trace.

This concept of trace is useful to consider as we begin to discuss the 
marks within the paintings and the ways in which they function within this research 
in terms of a sense of chronology. Grosz (2001, p. 61) writes that:  

The trace, entails a notion of constitutive inscription: before the word and the 
thing, before the distinction between space and its ‘contents’, texts and their 
‘ideas,’ is an originary and impossible trace or difference that always infects the 
purity of the container with the impurity of its contents, and vice versa. 

The sense that there is an abstract something occurring before the more clearly il-
lustrated thought or idea, is key to this research; through the trace marks through-
out the series, we are constantly reminded of a sense of chronology. One ques-
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tion that arises here is: is the trace something that is becoming, or has it already 
happened? 

In works from the Unstable Object series, there are also marks which have 
been erased: these recede and yet are often not entirely erased. That they might 
still remain visible is important. This neither nor middle ground—this third option 
that breaks down the binary logic of addition and subtraction, of yes and no—
lends the work a sense of inner chronology that allows the paintings to represent 
compressions of action and marked time. The paintings from the series also begin 
to function as compressions of the decision-making process (of what mark goes 
where, when and why); it is in this way that we might see the paintings as dense 
compressions of abstract thought. 

My solo exhibition Here, There, This, That, Yes, No, Maybe, which took 
place in 2015 at Bus Projects in Melbourne, featured works from the Unstable 
Object series at the mid point of this PhD; this exhibition marks the moment where 
I came to apprehend that the decision-making processes within the making of the 
works had also become the subject matter of the works. Where I isolated a limit-
ed pallet of decisions from which to work with, this set of isolative and instructive 
delineations also functioned as questions—here?, there?, this?, that?—to which the 
answers yes, no and maybe were my reply. All marks made related directly, and 
could be traced back to the use of these words. It was particularly useful in isolat-
ing the middle ground as subject matter for this research; that there was a maybe 
that existed, which was just as important in terms of recording the marks made as 
the yes or the no. The maybe that activated the trace in the paintings—the erring, 
uncertainty, indecision and middle ground within the decisions—was partly what 
led me to understand that the research was veering into the territory of looking at 
what it means to record a decision-making process. Beyond functioning as actions 
or moves within a game, the paintings were marking thought and decision-making 
in the process, and with it the durational chain of thoughts that are involved in any 
creative making or building process. This linking of the marks on the canvas to 
words that represented points within the decision-making process was a pivotal 
moment within the development of this research. It is important to point out the 
way that this information emerged—from the research processes set in place, and 
a sense of curiosity of what would emerge from within a limited system, rather 
than externally—was an observation reached through making, thinking and reflect-
ing on the visual practice itself. 

This was an observation that also set the work on a path towards explor-
ing the links between not only abstraction and thought, but by extension abstrac-
tion and language—both in the context of the Derridean concept of erasure, but 
also in terms of the choices and functionings of words (here, there, this, that, yes, 
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no, maybe). Selections or lists of words that create defining structures—or tac-
it, emerging rules—are also used within Philosophical Investigations, taking the 
form of language games. Wittgenstein’s use of such language games is reflected 
here in the format of the list of words that emerged to define a temporal aspect of 
the Unstable Object series—one that also holds space for the logic of the middle 
ground. 

To return to this concept of the trace and a working definition with which 
to proceed, visually the traces of the beam marks in the Unstable Object series 
contain the white milky matter of the white field, of the primer and canvas surface 
as a thin film over the top of a mark once made. The trace is where the foreground 
and background of the paintings become complicated—where the mark becomes 
buried and/or emerges. Within these paintings, the trace connects symbolic object 
with symbolic space, binding these two elements together. This trace also serves 
as evidence of the indecision within a decision-making process; it allows us to 
see the middle ground, the reachings, trials, possibilities, nuances, imperfections, 
hesitations, pauses and/or ambivalence connected to making a move or action in 
an abstract context. The trace is also the sign of something emerging or receding: 
it is another temporal tone beyond the other more clear and definitive marks that 
are also in existence. Trace is evidence: a marker of the workings of some form of 
chronology at play; a serial unpacking of process beyond the binary of a definitive 
yes or no.
 

Colour: another form of temporal difference

To not have mentioned colour in any detailed way until this point might be unex-
pected, particularly as it is such a large part of how the works from the Unstable 
Object series can be read. However, rather than being overlooked as subject 
matter, colour has been, up until this point, momentarily paused to allow room 
to discuss some of the other themes of this research that build groundwork and 
context for it. While this chapter does not look to the vast history of theory on co-
lour that exists, it is important to now explore how colour intervenes in a temporal 
sense, becoming part of the differentiating grammar of the work. In his painting 
Twelve Rules for a New Academy, Rheinhardt (1953, p. 1) purposefully inhibited the 
use of colour, referring to it as a ‘distracting embellishment’. He refers to colour as 
containing ‘barbaric’ and ‘unstable’ qualities, stating that colours ‘suggest life and 
cannot be completely controlled’ therefore they ‘should be concealed’ (Rheinhardt 
1953, p. 1). Within my own practice, the destabilising aspect of colour enables a 
positive recognition of the agency of colour within a system that is otherwise fairly 
set. Within the works from the Unstable Object series, colour is never a distracting 
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embellishment, rather another form of syntax. 
The limitations of this project—especially through the repeated use of lim-

ited forms—constructs a space whereby the use of colour will further differentiate 
the individual marks. In this we begin to read each beam as a mark occurring at a 
different time. Colour, therefore, jolts us into reading the arrangement of the visual 
frameworks—as made up of individual, serial moves, or as individual building 
materials of serially added beams, rather than as continuous lines or structures. 
Yet it is not just the variations of colour for each beam that achieve this outcome 
the differentiation of tone across various beams also helps us distinguish and 
read a temporal difference within the painted field. With the laying down of each 
mark, various colour and tonal choices come into play to activate another layer 
of decision-making. Throughout the Unstable Object series, colour choice has 
been largely instinctive, an expressive freedom within the otherwise quite limited 
constraints that often frame the research. These choices can be arbitrary, random, 
odd, selective, or pleasing and for any of these reasons, combinations can be re-
used and repeated, dialled back or kept. It has been important to not overthink or 
create any kind of definitive rules or system of colour that would limit this research. 
For this reason, the subjectivity of which colour choices are made becomes less 
important than the fact that choices are being made and thus recorded through 
the paintings. When a colour detracts from the aims of the painting, it can easily be 
buried and a new colour layered over the top. In this way, there is an experimental, 
quick and flowing rhythm of trial and error occurring throughout the experience 
of making the work. Colour becomes a further illustration of choice that is then 
marked within the work. 

Colour allows a variety of effects—such as rhythm, formings, continuity, dis-
continuity, coming forward, receding and overlapping—to be explored across the 
limited and repetitive laying out of moves and forms. Colour also becomes a way 
to allow for continuity and/or discontinuity within a structure. Colour can override 
the system of serial additions of separate beams by linking more than one into a 
commonality. Rheinhardt’s (1953, p. 1) opinion on the use of colour as disruptive 
comes to mind again here, where colour is used in the Unstable Object series for 
this very reason to provide another layer—as an unstable, disruptive force. 

Colour differentiates a step further between the delineation of this mark 
and that. Perhaps most importantly in the context of this chapter, it allows us to 
view the rods serially. When we view the paintings as compressions of thought—
and therefore also of time—the differentiation of coloured beams allows for each 
beam to be allotted its own feeling, moment, or experience. In much the same way 
that a moment in time would capture its own quality, the colour of each individ-
ual beam creates a specificity, categorically separating it from those around it. 
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However, tracking or describing these experiences is not the aim of this writing. 
Instead, we begin to see the potential for each coloured beam to be read as 
unique moments (a decision, a thought), as occurring within time. In the context 
of the connections that the Unstable Object series have to engaging with a sense 
of chronology, colour is used as an experimental and expressive device holding a 
vast amount of distinct and varied qualities. It is also a way to serially track deci-
sions and differentiate moves, lending the works from the Unstable Object series 
a further temporal context or layer.
 

A zero of form

This chapter asks the reader to view the paintings from the Unstable Object series 
as layered palimpsests, of compressions of temporal marks and moves. Within 
this context, we also examine the works from the Unstable Object series through 
a chronological lens. A series of questions are asked, such as: which came first? 
What is the order of events? 

French philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty (2005, p. 1) explores the impos-
sibility of holding onto, or perhaps truly experiencing, a chain of moments, when 
he writes: 

With the arrival of every moment, [the moment’s] predecessor undergoes a 
change: I still have it in  hand and it is still there, but already it is sinking away 
below the level of presence; in order to retain it, I need to reach through a thin 
layer of time. It is still the preceding moment, and I have the power to rejoin it as it 
was just now; I am not cut off from it, but still it would not belong to the past unless 
something had altered, unless it were beginning to outline itself against, or project 
itself upon, my present, whereas a moment ago it was my present. When a third 
moment arrives, the second undergoes a new modification; from being a retention 
it becomes the retention of a retention, and the layer of time between it and me 
thickens. 

I propose that there is a similar thickening occurring within some of the painted 
white fields of the Unstable Object series. As beam marks are laid one-by-one, 
they begin to resemble decisions laid over time—this too implies a form of serial 
layering. These observations lead us to view the works from a chronological view-
point—that is, as vast compressions of mark and action, that hold embedded in the 
painted surface a series of moves or moments.  

We will now briefly move to a painting that existed at an alleged or per-
ceived start point within the history of abstraction, to discuss an early and non-in-
tentional example of palimpsest and seriality.

In 1915, Suprematist Kasimir Malevich (1969, p. 19) famously proclaimed, ‘I 
have transformed myself in the zero of form’.. He was referring to his work Black 
Square, which became a symbolic point of origin or purity within the disparate 
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formings of abstraction, as well as an alleged starting point for his own themes of 
serial exploration of geometry and placement. The zero can be seen to be sym-
bolic of the potential of linear time (it is the starting point), yet as Briony Fer (1997, 
p. 10) points out in On Abstract Art, archival X-rays of the painting Black Square 
revealed many years after it was painted, that underneath the image of the black 
square was ‘another composition […] with diagonal coloured elements—of a kind 
which it is usually assumed Malevich produced after […] the square’. Fer describes 
this discovery as signifying a ‘fictional logic’ within Malevich’s order of emergent 
forms. Perhaps the paradox within this fictional logic is that for there to be an or-
der—any order at all—a sequence must be made. These sequences are not always 
pure or linear: they loop in on themselves, they are experimental, cross reference, 
and go forwards and backwards many times, layering as they go via a palimpsest 
of action, decision and mark making. Any engagement with chronological order 
and seriality might be a slightly more plastic process than first imagined. Seriality 
is tied up with decision-making—after experimenting with many orders, when do 
I decide this should happen? and at what point does one clearly decide that one 
has really started? 

Perhaps it was only after Malevich’s later work had been laid on top, that 
an idea about what came first could really be made. In this way, it could be argued 
this zero, this charted point of origin, could only ever be artificial or constructed 
after the fact—after prior experimentation and groundwork was laid. This evidenc-
es the subjective, uneven ground of seriality as it relates to process in art making: 
questions of what comes first, of sequence and order, of how decision-making 
processes can intervene with concrete or visual processes, all come to the fore. 
 

Seriality emerges as process, as thought, as loop 

The connections the Unstable Object series has to process, logic, content and 
meaning (all of which also connect art making and art viewing to actions and visu-
alisations of processes of thought) exist within serial loops. These start as research 
markers and form into loops, gaining momentum with each addition of more 
meaning, context, hints, inklings and/or suggestions towards greater, sustaining 
research loops. At the core of each loop has been a frequent questioning (across 
the contexts of where it is being asked, through the art, of the art and of the think-
ing) of the unfolding of an order. Perhaps it is important to ask why it is necessary 
to try to come to know an order of events at all. Do we need a zero at all? (Even 
a fictitious one?) What does seriality or the unpacking of a sense of chronology 
within the Unstable Object series have to offer us in terms of context, meaning, 
and content? Is a linear order what we will find?, or can orders be circular, looping 
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back on themselves in the same ways as thoughts? Order is of course paramount 
when we are reading a text. First, the order of the letters make up the word, and 
then the words themselves become strung together into lines that we can read left 
to right. The emergence of circular thought loops—observations about the work 
that make it difficult to trace which came first (the work or the thought)—nudge us 
towards a way of thinking about serial orders as not always linear, but looping: a 
useful perspective with which to also view the work.

Processes of seriality are present within this research in two main ways. 
The painted works from the Unstable Object series are formed via layered com-
pressions of serially laid marks. There is a sense of chronology imbedded within 
surface which is related to the thought process that links the content to seriality. 
By examining the process of thinking made visual, not only do we see modularity 
at work (as discussed previously in Chapter Two), we are also seeing seriality at 
work. Where the works are designed to function in a variety of combinations—to 
be arranged in many serial orders—these processes are also connecting them to 
the thought processes inherent in their making. Experimenting with modular or-
ders and physically moving paintings around is another way of physically enacting 
thought and decision-making.

Seriality also intervenes within the subject matter of this ongoing series 
through the visual depiction of content, as it crosses across from one painting to 
the next. The continuum or use of repetitive forms and their syntax (the beam, the 
gaps and spaces between beams) from one painting to another, enriches this no-
tion of seriality; it allows us to see an unpacking of one idea in a variety of different 
ways, and the sameness and difference that emerges from within this process. 
Because the content is limited, we notice when beams do not meet up from one 
painting to another (dissonance) and when they do (continuity). The visual lan-
guage of the works that read back and forth, up and down and in various orders, 
explore incidental connections and disruptions that are revealed as subject mat-
ter, purely through the framework of productive limitation and repetition. In other 
words, we only notice these things and they are revealed as research markers due 
to the use of forms of seriality and the limitations that are in place. This reading 
back and forth across the works—letting them connect, expand and contract—is 
also a serial loop. There is no fixed start or end point, both physically within the 
temporary arrangements of the paintings—in the ways they can connect modular-
ly, outwards toward the walls, floor and ceiling—nor is there a solid or fixed start or 
end point where one idea emerges and the next continues. 

The paintings from the Unstable Object series have become like serial 
propositions, instigating and asking abstract questions, taking us to a point where 
we do not necessarily know or find important what came first—the art or the idea.
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A note on thinking and reading (in) abstraction 

This chapter seeks, in part, to highlight the ways that we read and respond to ab-
straction as innately connected with the ways in which we can also think abstractly 
and respond to abstraction within our thinking. While this chapter explores how 
the paintings from the Unstable Object series can record serial moves or thought 
processes in a visually reductive or abstract way, the research needs to turn briefly 
to look at how abstraction is already embedded within the ways in which we think 
and interact with the world. 

In Reductionism in Art and Brain Science, Eric Kandel explains the con-
cepts of top-down and bottom-up processing within the way we think when pro-
cessing something visually; he applies this specifically to how we relate to abstrac-
tion within art. Bottom-up processing allows us to:  

Extract key elements of images in the physical world, such as contours, 
intersections, and the crossings of lines and junctions […] we use these rules to 
discern objects, people, and faces; to ascertain their placement in space. (Kandel 
2016, p. 22) 

These rules—which have become evolutionary innate, as ways of taking in the 
world that are present in some form from birth onwards—are just one process that 
the brain applies to an image. Kandel (2016, p. 22) argues, on the other hand, that 
top-down processing—which allows us to apply to an image our ‘attention, imag-
ery expectations and learned visual associations’—is particularly useful when bot-
tom-up processing has left us with questions about what we are looking at, when 
we need to fill in the gaps. For instance, he writes that top-down processing is: 

Critical for suppressing components of the visual scene that we unconsciously 
deem irrelevant. Our recognition of an image takes place serially; it requires us 
to shift the focus of our attention frequently, linking relevant components of the 
scene and suppressing irrelevant components. (Kandel 2016, p. 22) 

In this way we engage with top-down processing to ‘resolve the remaining am-
biguities’ we are left with after bottom-up processing (Kandel 2016, p. 22). Kan-
del argues that when viewing abstract art, our top-down processing comes into 
play, whereas brain scans show that figurative art often relies more heavily on 
bottom-up processing. The top-down processing that connects us to individual 
subjectivity is perhaps a big part of how we locate meaning in connection to the 
abstract image. 

However, what Kandel does not explore within this study, is how the 
evolutionary innate process of bottom-up processing—which we regularly use to 
identify objects and to move spatially through the world—is also deeply connected 
to viewing not only figurative works, but to those that are abstract. Our movements 
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through space in daily life involve a constant connection to the reading of other 
proximities, markings and spaces. Often this is quite abstract; these are reductive 
views, relating the space our bodies take up to the spaces around us. The taking 
in of a full scene and its extraneous figurative elements are beside the point here; 
however, the lip of a concrete curb, or the dimensions of a passage or doorway 
are of utmost importance to reading and thus moving through space—yet both 
belong to the figurative world around us. The reading of spaces such as these also 
needs to be fairly precise to keep us safe, which would lend itself to the argument 
that we are well tuned and practiced at being cognisant of subtle spatial shifts and 
dimensions. There is a whole part of the human brain that does just that. Whilst 
Kandel argues that top-down processing within the viewing of art becomes acti-
vated when we view abstraction (more than it does with figuration), he perhaps 
bypasses the notion that abstraction also holds within it many everyday spatial ob-
servations and assessments that we are well primed to read. In this way, abstrac-
tion is connected to functional life and the everyday—a concept that is explored 
further in Chapter Five, Abstract Entanglements. Consequently, the way that we 
process and think about abstraction and its meaning as an artform, is also related 
to the ways in which we move through the world. 

In the previous chapter, we explored Einstein’s concept of combinatory 
thinking through modularity. Here, we revisit the concept of visualising an idea by 
turning to the start of that idea: the part before it becomes fully formed—a blurry 
placeholder, an inkling set aside as provisionally adequate but assumed to require 
linguistic information, further shading and articulation. This is an abstract origin 
which might contain a large amount of specificity and information that we are 
surprisingly well tuned to read. There is a vast history of research into the ability of 
the mind to think abstractly, emotionally, visually and without (and/or before) lan-
guage or with only the partial usage of words (for example, using the occasional 
word as symbol or marker of a zone of thought, rather than using full sentences). 
We connect to thoughts that are blurry, vague and unclear constantly, yet these of-
ten become articulated quite quickly into more concrete thoughts. In this way, we 
are well tuned to dealing with this early abstract knowledge; its origin is of some 
importance that can lead us somewhere. As discussed above, a knowledge of 
how to read abstraction is already deeply embedded within the way that we think 
and negotiate the world—if we become aware and attuned to reading its nuances.

Before there are words involved in a thought, we are still thinking, we 
always have something: an abstract precursor, a symbol, a forming of an idea, aim, 
hope, proposition. Thoughts can exist without words. A leap is required towards 
what that something is for the thought to come to its fruition. This blurry something 
that momentarily defies language, has embedded within it enough unique specific-
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ity to attract, form and gather words with the aim of further articulation and context 
within language. In situations of being pre-lingual (as is the case with babies, for 
example), our brains embody a sea of abstract knowledge, emotions, impulses 
and sensations. The area of thought that is pre-language—that is, our earliest 
moments of thought—is therefore closely linked to the domain of the abstract. We 
have been grappling with, trading and dealing in these abstract elements from 
before we can remember.

When we consider those moments when thought comprises more of a sen-
sation—or a sort of early, blurry or blank specificity, which is therefore comprised 
of an abstract element—we see that these elements are more unclear and specu-
lative by necessity. Abstraction is entangled with, and embedded in, the ways in 
which we think. The lack of clarity that we might imagine abstract elements pro-
vide, does not make these qualities a lesser function. Rather, it adds to a sense 
that there is something useful within these early abstract moments of thought: that 
abstraction or abstract elements might be implicated in the origin of the object, 
thought or concept itself. 
 In her book How to Do Nothing, artist and writer Jenny Odell (2019, p. 4) 
observes that ‘[nothing] is neither a luxury or a waste of time, but rather a nec-
essary part of meaningful thought and speech’. She continues, ‘the function of 
nothing here—of saying nothing—is it the precursor to having something to say’ 
(Odell 2019, p. 4). Odell describes the agency and nuance within the activity of 
doing nothing from a perspective that the world is burning out through its capital-
ist approaches and a hyper attention to screens and technology—both realities of 
which make doing nothing a radical and useful act of refusal. Yet it is an equally 
appropriate observation here too, where the necessity and usefulness of blank or 
abstract parts of thought and speech are being brought to bear on the research. 

Abstraction is strongly linked to the way we interact with the world. We are 
well versed in reading very specific dimensions, shifts in tone, spaces and distanc-
es—which are some of the hallmark lexicons of many abstract works. Perhaps, in 
order to understand or connect with abstraction in art, we need to re-connect to 
the ways in which we are already primed to read and respond to abstract, blurry or 
ambiguous forms in our living and thinking.  

The timeline and axis work both ways: abstraction as verb

In proposition 108 from Philosophical Investigations, Wittgenstein (2009, p. 51) 
asks:  

But what becomes of logic now? Its rigour seems to be giving way […] — But in 
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that case doesn’t logic altogether disappear? — For how can logic loose its rigour? 
Of course not by our bargaining any of its rigour out of it — The preconception of 
crystalline purity can only be removed by turning our whole inquiry around. 

Imagine a continuum—a serial timeline—whereby a traditional, figurative represen-
tation of the world lies at the very beginning with a complete or pure abstraction 
existing at the other end. It is often assumed that we must, in some way, have 
started with something that is clear, lifelike or figural in order for it to become ab-
stracted. This is one commonplace reading of the point in a hypothetical timeline 
that abstraction could be placed as occurring, but we could just as easily argue 
that it might occur at multiple points along the way, or indeed at the beginning. 
Therefore, figuration and abstraction might also sometimes operate as transfor-
mative or connective states that lead to each other. It is useful to imagine some 
sort of timeline, however, in order for us to begin to view abstraction as a kind of 
state or process which is applied to chronology and time. Just as something might 
become abstracted, abstraction might also be a point of origin. A question now 
comes to the fore: is abstraction a secondary state that is applied to something 
that was once clear, or an original, primary state containing its own specificity, 
language and generative rules? Alternately, can abstraction exist as mutually con-
nected to its opposite (figuration) or through multiple states, and as an action or a 
verb?

This research prompts the paradoxical notion that abstraction, when 
related to thinking, might occur not only as a secondary process—a state applied 
to something that was once sharp, clear, or figuratively representational—but also 
as primary on the timeline. I propose that this blurriness, which, to use Wittgen-
stein’s (2009, p. 38) assertion again is ‘exactly what we need’, contains within it 
all the specificity we require to go forward in our reading (both visual and textual). 
By attempting to isolate and explore an expanded definition of abstraction within 
this project, we are able to see how these readings begin to emerge from, and/or 
further inform, the research. The knowledge garnered—that abstraction and other 
early, indistinct or blurry states contain useful specificity—becomes a key outcome 
of my artistic practice and this research. 

When something abstract exists at the start of a linear timeline—where, for 
example, we have started with an image that is not figuratively apprehendable, 
which we could call an image that contains elements that are blurry or unclear—
we need to be able to read the specificity that is nonetheless inherent within that 
abstract image, in order to proceed towards what comes next. It is here that I 
pause to consider how this research looks at the way visual marks might be seen 
to represent thoughts abstractly, to link visual processes of mark making with the 
process of thinking. With this in mind and before a thought has been translated 
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into words, we might ask: how do we define the abstract space just before it? Is it 
a sensation?, a hunch?, a visual concept? or an inkling? This space is not exactly 
blank, but it does contain qualities of blurriness. Here, as we are questioning how 
we situate abstraction—not as a noun or a thing, but as a verb—the example of 
qualities of thought before (or perhaps outside of) language becomes a useful 
analogy for the way in which abstraction is functioning in this project.

As we examine abstraction via these serial and chronological terms, a 
tracking of the origins and stages of a thought can also occur in parallel with this 
discussion. The serial chain of a thought might start with a thought beginning (a 
sensation, an inkling, hunch, intuition or tacit knowledge) and then language oc-
curs within the longer chain. By the time we are at the point where language has 
been applied, the thought has already become.  

Timelines that read back and forth on a left-right axis are not the only met-
aphorical way we might look at abstraction as a state. Abstraction can also be ex-
plored in terms of reduction; as a topographical compression or a vertical layering 
down, rather than the horizontal movements of a timeline. In this way, we can view 
a metaphorical stack or pile of many layers. As they relate to the Unstable Object 
series, stacking and layering processes were discussed in the previous chapter. 
The reductionist movements within art hinged on the principle that expression 
should be set aside to allow for purer states of clarity—an ideology that resulted 
in the presentation of simple distilled forms. The origin and definition of the word 
reductive—a word that is often synonymously linked to abstraction—is taken from 
Medieval Latin reductivus, from reduct (past participle stem of Latin reducere) 
(Online Etymology Dictionary, 2017) to mean something that ‘leads or brings back’. 
To be lead back indicates a logic of having already gone forward (to the place with 
more detail or more visual information). We are retracing our steps backwards, we 
are sloughing away the unnecessary information until we can get back to some-
thing pure or simple that exists at the core. Always, it seems, within the discussion 
and descriptions of abstraction and the abstract, are subtle references towards its 
functioning in a serial or chronological context. 

In a letter to a friend, Piet Mondrian (in Blotkamp 2001, p. 81) once wrote: 
 I want to approach the truth as closely as possible, abstracting everything until I 

come to the foundation – still only an outward foundation! – of things. It is for me a 
clear truth that one does not want to say something ‘specific’, it is then that one says 
what is most specific: the truth. 

When Mondrian (in Blotkamp 2001, p. 81) writes that he is abstracting everything 
until he comes to ‘the foundation’ as ‘still only an outward foundation!’, he is 
alluding to the idea that there is ever a foundation, an origin or a core element at 
all that might be abstract. His writing also alludes to the nonsensical logic that the 
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specific and non-specific might in fact be mutually intertwined. If we were to follow 
this logic, we might imagine yet another timeline: perhaps one that spirals inwards 
towards an internal core.

To situate abstraction as a verb—a doing word—is therefore to explore 
the notion that there can be varied actions, states and spatial imaginings of ab-
straction. As a verb, abstraction implies that rather than being either a start or end 
point, abstraction can be an action—a way of viewing and thinking. Just as some-
thing can become abstracted, something can begin as abstract; we can freeze 
the many points along the spectrum where the abstract intermingles with things 
or concepts that are perhaps more figurative or clear. Viewing abstraction as a 
verb suggests an action or process of activity and movement: we might imagine 
abstraction as a dial that moves both ways along a timeline, nudging towards the 
observation that objects and concepts are often in states of becoming as they 
change between non-hierarchical states of clarity and blurriness.

By imagining visual chronologies and timelines—that is, in investigating 
the order of events as they unfold in the paintings from the Unstable Object se-
ries—we momentarily find ourselves looking at the functions of abstraction quite 
broadly. In doing this, abstraction as a topic becomes infinitely expanded. There is 
much scope for further re-imaginings and clarifications in what the word abstrac-
tion might mean. While this PhD certainly does not propose to formulate any form 
of concise re-imagining or reconfiguring of abstraction—nor does it offer a new 
place for it to sit historically—I will be referring to specific ways abstraction might 
be functioning within this research, with the aim of isolating and expanding on 
these observations. Here, we are using the research framework in place to investi-
gate how abstraction is functioning in this project; how it is impacting the ongoing 
emergence of the research, which might in turn incrementally add to a greater 
imagining of an expanded way of viewing abstraction. There can be no discussion 
of the order of events, or relationship between abstraction, image and thought 
without grappling with how abstraction itself functions—visually, contextually, in 
theory and in practice. 

Whilst looking at abstraction and figuration on a continuum, the key access 
point for both is language. Language is the place of intervention: a point of transla-
tions and connections, adaptations, further formings, groupings and classifications. 
It is useful to think of abstraction and figuration as elements that both function as 
aggregates for something more complex—whether an idea, concept, or thought. 
Within the context of this research, abstraction becomes the verb, the movement 
and the action of a unique state appearing at varying moments in time.

As it relates to the paintings from the Unstable Object series—through 
the temporal focus of this chapter—abstraction begins to look more like a tempo-
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ral state, as a process that could operate on a forward or backward axis. Where 
something becomes abstracted or originates abstract, both of these states still 
connect to a sense of becoming, rather than existing as a static pure state in a 
vacuum. Abstraction is viewed here as a process and a verb that is implicated 
within an order of events; as that which might move forwards or backwards from 
a variety of start and/or end points. Yet no matter where it occurs and on which 
imaginary timeline, abstraction seems to be always operating as a generative con-
duit towards something. Just as thought goes through a sequence or a process of 
becoming that is serial and modular, so to can this active form of abstraction.

As a means of creating a basis upon which to build and expand further, this 
research leads us to a definition of abstraction as an active state or verb, existing 
within a temporal context and containing paradoxical amounts of specificity that 
we are well tuned to read. This abstraction defies hierarchical forms of chronology; 
it thrives on mutable perspectives and readings which will continue to be explored 
throughout this exegesis—particularly in Chapter Five, Abstract Entanglements. 
Rather than existing as a state of stasis or pause, abstraction as it applies here, to 
this project, is active, moving and always reaching towards something. As with the 
modular, serial forms which emerge from within the Unstable Object series, ab-
straction and the potent sense of becoming it contains is connective.
 

The Unstable Objects as palimpsests and compressions 

This chapter has explored the ways that temporality and seriality relate to abstrac-
tion, as well as to the paintings in the Unstable Object series. Paintings from this 
series have been explored through frameworks of temporality, whereby the reader 
has been asked to view the works as compressions of action and thought—both 
in the forms depicted and in the works’ larger clusters and processes of arrange-
ment. Through this process, delineations of yes, no and maybe have emerged as 
operating within the works from the Unstable Object series. The work has gath-
ered additional philosophical associations, taking the form of Derridean notions of 
the trace, Wittgenstein’s arguments for the blurry space of the middle ground and 
Grosz’s expanded readings of space. 

This cumulative knowledge has been accessed through viewing paintings 
from the Unstable Object series through a temporal lens. In this way, the works 
have become a temporal testing ground, a thickened, expanded space, that 
holds a history of marks and moves. The thoughts regarding origins and ways of 
recording serial thinking have also linked to a way of re-examining how abstrac-
tion functions within the project, and how it might therefore function outside of 
it. As thoughts and research observations are played out, they connect to a form 
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of serial temporality which, on closer investigation, are not always linear. Within 
the research, paintings and ideas move forwards and backwards through loops, 
entanglements, false starts, pauses and repetitions. These looping, serial connec-
tions—those which are also reflected back to us via the content of the paintings 
from the Unstable Object series—speak less of fixed origins and more of forged 
pathways that repeat so frequently and endlessly throughout our processes of 
thinking and making, that we forget (or perhaps find less interesting or pertinent) 
any sense of a linear start or end point. 

The third option for the serial recording of thought and action via pa-
limpsest—that is referred to through the answer of maybe—is perhaps the most 
important delineation to have been made within this chapter. The function of this 
maybe allows a recognition (within a temporalised framework of viewing) of the 
in-between, wobbly, degraded and blurred as subject matter. These grey areas of 
thought build on the process groundwork laid in the previous chapter, to reveal 
how this project is guided by a systematic approach that allows for intuitive pro-
cesses. These processes take the form of an exploration of the middle ground of 
subjectivity, as well as an exploration of accidents, imperfections and areas that 
lack hard-edge delineation within the paintings from the Unstable Object series.

This chapter has positioned us to now turn towards those areas where the 
more binary (yes/no) demarcations begin to break down in a visual field; it is at this 
point that we will move to another way of viewing the work. In the next chapter 
we shift our lens on the Unstable Object series from the serial or temporal, to one 
which is purely navigational. Looking with fresh eyes, we will explore the paintings 
from the Unstable Object series; not via a temporal spatiality, but through a visual, 
symbolic mode of navigation to explore the notion of a this and a there. The next 
chapter will discuss Grosz’s approach to the de-binarisation of space and Wittgen-
stein’s musings on boundaries and gaps, allowing an expansion of discussion of 
the works from the Unstable Object series and their logic, toward a way of reading 
the canvas via abstract means. 
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Chapter Four
 

Navigation: A Visual Reading of Space and Form  

The previous two chapters have asked the reader to consider the paintings from 
the Unstable Object series through the respective lenses of process and tempo-
rality. In this chapter, the Unstable Object series is explored via a mode of visual 
navigation, being temporarily freed from a process-based or temporal lens. Nav-
igating the canvas requires a visual and conceptual shoring up—an appraisal, an 
investigation. The repetition of content within the Unstable Object series provides 
us with a language that is to be understood as the grammar and syntax required 
for our reading. This chapter will explore this process of reading, whereby the 
canvas becomes a site, a map, a blueprint, a visual terrain, and perhaps even a 
language that can be navigated and read on abstract terms. 

We pursue this reading through an investigation of the ways that visual 
frames function within the Unstable Object series. We then consider the breaking 
up of those frames, through an investigation of the border as a site that contains 
conflicting associations and matter. The border is the area that demarcates, but it 
is also the area that dissolves. Next, the gap, or interval is explored as the space of 
the in-between. This in-between is not a nothing space, rather a space that holds 
important information we might find useful. In this way, we navigate the fields of 
the canvas via a game-like questioning of space and its functions, to ask: what is 
positive?, what is negative? and how do the two relate? Finally, we reflect on the 
cumulative relationship between mark, symbol, diagram and language to explore a 
painting’s ability to be read on abstract terms.

To navigate and read the canvas—to make sense of its contents—is to 
locate areas that are similar or different. Within the Unstable Object series the 
viewer is required to locate structures, borders and spaces in an attempt to ascer-
tain an abstract form of narrative within the what and the where, the this and the 
that, and to attend to a type of specificity that resides somewhere between clarity 
and blurriness. Wittgenstein (2009, p. 211) saw words like this and that as vessels 
that contain unique and subjectively blurry specificity—these demonstrative nouns 
could be used and reused, deferred and re-deferred: ‘you will see it now this way, 
now this’. — What way? There is, after all no further qualification’. As discussed in 
the introduction to this PhD, when Wittgenstein incites us to look at one thing in 
a number of ways, he seems to do so—not to test out many ways and pick only 
one—but to shift across a number of ways of looking and thinking in order to 
arrive somewhere that is almost blank. This approach follows through the entire 
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text of Philosophical Investigations, with a long string of propositions that ask us 
to imagine scenarios, games, or objects in a way that also pushes his text toward 
revealing an abstract power to language. This is not, I would suggest, the main or 
overt outcome of the text from a broader standpoint, but it is embedded in the text 
through references to clarity and blurriness, as well as through his usage of terms 
such as this and that, here and there, and through his usage of open but indicative 
symbols such as “X” to display a philosophical proposition.

It bears mentioning that what is observed in the text below, relating to the 
paintings from the Unstable Object series, does not encompass them, describe 
them fully, or in any way seek to wholly define them. Each viewer will (and should) 
of course, see them from their own multiple perspectives. This text should be 
viewed as a key to further navigate the canvases, but in the most non-prescriptive 
sense possible. 

The observations below start as a series of notes and fragments about the 
paintings; the material then concludes via four structured sections that present 
ideas regarding not only what has been noticed and observed visually, but how 
these observations relate to a more thematic reflection of the works’ contents. 
This was a stylistic choice, to allow a sense of becoming to be activated in the text 
as well as in the paintings. As we reach this point where making descriptions of 
something that is already on a path to describing something itself is necessary, it 
is also important to hold caution with our approach. On this, Wittgenstein (2009, p. 
210) writes:  

Here we are in enormous danger of wanting to make fine distinctions. — It is sim-
ilar to when one tries to explain the concept of a physical object in terms of ‘what 
is really seen’. — Rather, the everyday language-game is to be accepted and false 
accounts of it characterised as false. The primitive language-game which children 
are instructed in needs no justification; attempts at justification need to be reject-
ed.

Bearing this in mind, I now ask: when I look at the paintings from the Unstable 
Object series, what do I notice, visually? 

—Painted zones of white: these white fields are not simply the background, 
but we can see that they often exist in front of some of the beams, as 
though an enveloping mist or film. I also view these areas of white as areas 
of energy and flow. As I apply the paint it feels almost like sweeping a 
floor—sweeping the energy out through articulated channels of the canvas 
and beyond its physical edges. There are areas of white that contain many 
different shades of white; there are other areas that I want to be bright and 
clean, with thick, reflective, impenetrable slabs, and yet others are more 
hazy and filmy, revealing a history of moves made onto the canvas. (Anoth-
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er assessment of these areas of white can be found in the previous chap-
ter, Painting Compressions: A Chronology of Form). In relation to the beam 
marks, these areas of white paint can often be contained to iterations of 
square, rectangle and triangle forms. 

—Painted beams: running along horizontal, vertical and/or diagonal axes of 
varying lengths. Some beams are one colour, while others contain sections 
of colour that stop and start. These beams are of varying opacities; some 
come forward, some sit flat and others recede or become a trace. These 
beams form larger structures; sometimes they meet with another beam, 
other times there will be a gap between beams. Some beams overlap. 
The beams never seem to directly illustrate any object or thing, in fact one 
reason for deciding a beam has been placed as a wrong move is when 
something obvious from the figurative world (the outline of a house with a 
roof, for example) or decorative world (a repeated diamond pattern) emerg-
es. This would be one reason to dial a move back, allowing it to recede 
into the white filminess, where its descriptiveness would otherwise distract 
from other more abstract, emerging narratives. (This concept of redaction 
was also discussed in detail in the previous chapter). On the other hand, 
there are times when the beams do come to represent a symbol or a 
form—such as a ‘—’ or an ‘X’—which we could read as a way of inhabiting a 
given space, as an act that can simultaneously serve the function of deem-
ing a space void, or else claiming it in some other way.

—Interstices and connection points: those points where the beams either 
join together or conversely, do not meet. This discontinuity is even more 
readily apparent over larger spatial zones if it is repeated, so that the gaps 
where a beam ends are the same each time—not closed off by a bordering 
beam but ending in space. This insinuates an end to one structure of com-
monality and the start of another—an edge between parts. Intervals, gaps 
and the points in-between become part of the dialogue, as another way to 
read and navigate the space. 

—Texture as it relates to beams: wobbly edges of beams, scribbly textures 
of paint on beams, rough application onto beams, shiny or matte paint on 
beams, blurring of beams, thick colour blocking of beams, beams that over-
flow with paint, transparent layers over beams (so that where a crossover 
occurs we might see two colours merge), opaque layering over beams 
and/or careful and precise application of beams. Texture here becomes 
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another point of difference. Smudges, bleeds, drips, estimations and imper-
fections or mistakes are also a point of textural difference. The language 
is not only consisting of the repetition of beams and the structures they 
make, but also a reading of their inherent, collective qualities—we notice 
the differences in texture and application because the content is in other 
ways repetitive and limited.

—Painted forms: shadowy or pale coloured shapes (which are not beam 
marks). Occasionally there are shadowy sections, which, while almost 
merging with the white fields, are of another pale colour that differentiate 
it as a hue/subject. They are often organic, rounded, stretched forms; they 
usually seem to be directly correlated with the edge of the canvas or of a 
beam, which further accentuates their relation to a shadow.

—Colour: a variety of colours are applied to the beams. Some canvases 
contain a multi-coloured selection of beams; others contain a more limited 
pallet of coloured beams; and some contain only one (or a few) colour(s) of 
beam. Colour effects the reading of the beams—that is, the ways in which 
we read the logic of the painting’s inherent structures. For example, a box 
made up of three navy blue beams and one pale blue beam might read as 
open because the difference in colour allows us to see it this way, despite 
the box having four connecting beams and otherwise reading as closed. 
A box comprised of entirely different coloured beams might not read as 
readily as a box at all, because the difference in colour becomes a distrac-
tion to the rhythm and pattern of compartments and boxes (something that 
was also explored in more detail in the previous chapter). We might then 
look for similarities and continuities elsewhere, perhaps in the repetition of 
colours as they appear scattered across the canvas. In this way, colour aids 
the structures that are built, but sometimes disrupts the pattern, allowing 
us to see new patterns within the canvases. 

There is an element of construction or deconstruction to the arrangements of 
the beams, implied through questions such as: do the beams build or dismantle 
structures? and what processes are active in their making that remain visible in 
their viewing? While some beams appear structurally sturdy, others seem more 
unstable. This is echoed in the sense of fragility in some of the beams; the ones 
with wobbly lines and edges that show their degradation, and the gaps and inter-
vals between beams that show a discontinuity in space, are elements that lead to 
a sense of structural unsoundness or instability. When we read the paintings in a 
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way that is uncertain of their state of construction or deconstruction, they begin 
to occupy a temporal space of potentiality that can be perhaps both at once. This 
leads us once more to Derrida and Grosz, who both explore within their work a 
complexity within reading space.
 

Frame-working (the activity of frames)

In Derrida’s The Truth in Painting, he introduces the reader to a discussion of the 
frame through an analogy to the passe partout. This, he insists, should not be tak-
en as one possible meaning of the word—that of a key—but rather as the hinged, 
cardboard framing device that often frames and holds artworks in place within 
their external frame. Derrida (1987, p. 11) muses on this functional object, bringing it 
to bear as a practical action, saying the passe partout: 

Works the frame, makes it work, lets it work, gives it work to do […] The trait is 
attracted and retrac(t)ed there by itself, attracts and dispenses with itself [...] It is 
situated. It situates between the visible edging and the phantom in the center, 
from which we fascinate. 

He goes on to write that:  

Between the outside and the inside, between the external and the internal edge-  
 line, the framer and the framed, the figure and the ground, form and content, 

signifier and signified, and so on for any two-faced opposition [the trait] divides in   
 this place where it takes place. (Derrida 1987, p. 12)

Within this observation is a description of a certain type of activation: a functioning 
of the frame expelling outward and repelling inward, which is useful here. For Der-
rida, the frame is a space with multiple functions; his usage of the passe partout 
connects also to Krauss’ observations of the grid. Krauss delineates two main 
conceptual functions of the grid as the centrifugal and centripetal, which both lend 
weight here. The first, centrifugal, reaches outward ‘compelling our acknowledge-
ment of a world beyond the frame’ (Krauss 2001, p. 1). However, Krauss also muses 
that the grid simultaneously functions as a centripetal force, where we are drawn 
‘from the outer limits of the aesthetic object inward’. This multidirectional, wayward 
nature of the grid—this simultaneous force that limits our attention inwards and 
extends it outwards, possibly both at once—connects to the ways the frames func-
tion within the works of the Unstable Object series. 

In her essay [FRAME. MID. CRUX] Frame Works: Antonia Sellbach, Abbra 
Kotlarczyk (2019, p. 2) writes about the game of frameworks that is opened up 
within the Unstable Object series, proposing that: 
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It is in marking out this terrain so evidently, yet with no clear pathway as to where   
 we are being persuaded to read the stress as falling, that Sellbach reinforces the   
 game-like qualities of these works. 

In this way, the game-like elements that are present within this project can become 
fused with the kinds of activities that Krauss and Derrida refer to above—those 
which occur in and around the frame. Kotlarczyk continues by asking: 

Is the artist, for example, asking us to focus in or around these highly keyed frames 
as brackets? Or, are we rather being encouraged towards a polysemous reading   

 in and across and between, or even in negation of, the anti-restraint of their  
 attendance?

Some notable examples that lead us to look both outside and inside the frame—
qualities displayed that activate and ‘work the frame’ (Derrida 1987, p. 11)—are 
included below in Figures #23-25. 

Figure #23: Unstable Object #26
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Figure #24: Unstable Object #36             Figure #25: Unstable Object #27

 
Within this series, however, there are not only painted, depicted frames we have 
to contend with. A consideration of the original physical frames of the canvas as 
individual, modular objects, and the potential frames that are created by joining 
one modular canvas to the next, also need to be recognised. In doing this, frames 
could be seen to be activated within the Unstable Object series in the following 
ways: as depictions of frames within paintings; as paintings that also operate 
as both solo and modular frames through their objectness; and of multiple and 
changeable visual frameworks, which build and connect across, up and down, 
from canvas-to-canvas. 

These three categories for the reading of frames that are visibly operation-
al, also lead me to ask: how is this also a depiction of process within the Unstable 
Object series? By creating not just visual frames, but conceptual and processual 
frameworks, we find ourselves at a point of critical nexus. The visual depiction of 
frames and the limiting processes of framing the practice are relational, mirrored 
and connected. In this way, the depictions of frames and frameworks from the 
Unstable Object series most certainly reflect the research processes that inform 
them. They run in tandem alongside the research in ways that can be followed and 
read—that speak to the ability of abstraction to be both read and written (paint-
ed)—where content and process become fused, both conceptually and visually.

Perhaps this observation goes with the territory of writing about frames: 
that by their very nature they operate in ways that are connective, but also inclu-
sive and exclusionary. Just as there are greater frameworks in place regarding 
process—that of productive limitation; that which frames and limits in order to 
generate—we are also dealing in multiple visual frameworks. Such frameworks are 
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further built upon through a process of placing one canvas beside the next and 
so on, in a modular fashion. These processes of framing—of placing frames side 
by side; of dealing in process-led frameworks; and in navigating visual frames—
connect to Derrida’s musings on the frame via the passe partout. We might now 
borrow from Derrida’s (1987, p. 11) references of ‘working the frame’ and ‘border 
effects’. Part of the way we can investigate these visual and conceptual framings, 
is through a process that we might now call frame-working, which highlights the 
unique connections that have been drawn together regarding the relevance and 
treatment of frames within the Unstable Object series.

What are we to make, however, of those incomplete frames (of which there 
are many) within the Unstable Object series? 

Figure #26: Unstable Object #34             Figure #27: Unstable Object #31

How do the paintings that reveal these forms of openness or fracture serve as a 
philosophical gesture towards an exploration of a breaking down of frames? In the 
next chapter section we will move towards a temporary dismantling of the frame, 
down into the smaller units of border and boundary. Just as we have observed 
frames that are closed and frames that repeat and connect, we can see frames 
which are open or incomplete within the Unstable Object series; this signals the 
next shift of thinking, towards a temporary dismantling and unpacking of these 
frames, down into smaller visual and symbolic elements—those of the border/
boundary and interval. 

Borders and boundaries 

In Chapter Two, A Process of Productive Limitation, limitation was explored 
through the context of a specific and innate relationship to process. Here, we turn 
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to an investigation of the limit as visual border and/or boundary, offering readings 
of the border/boundary as both illustrative mark and building material, to assist us 
in navigating the works from the Unstable Object series. In this section we explore 
the border/boundary as a method to demarcate and navigate space, and to acti-
vate the abstract nature of words such as this, that, here, and there. We also ex-
plore the dissolving of border/boundary, away from a binarised approach, towards 
a more mutable reading of spatial logic via Grosz—that which can be seen through 
imperfect details such as crumbling, degraded, blurry and/or rough edges. These 
qualities become the site through which the border/boundary and its surrounding 
space(s) meet, as well as a conceptual site for the discussion of the mutability of 
space within the Unstable Object series. 

Borders and/or boundaries can read as a language of sorts. They are 
seemingly reductive, with an inherent, readable binary quality that is intrinsically 
linked to the visual aesthetics of abstraction. From an etymological perspective, 
French geographer Anne-Laure Amilhat Szary (2015, p. 1) writes that ‘boundaries 
and borders are essential to our territorial alphabet’ in that they are ‘symbolic 
artefacts that help [us] understand spatial discontinuities’. This assertion begins to 
situate the border/boundary as a kind of visual language: a mark and an action of 
demarcation that we can begin to unpick. In the context of the Unstable Object 
series, the border/boundary as visual limit is a site that differentiates a here and 
there, a this and that, without which we would have no reason to discuss these 
points of difference or areas of the canvas, nor the words that seek to describe 
them. The borders/boundaries within the Unstable Object series allow for a slow 
unfolding and experimentation—a questioning of space and difference. 
  The painted, coloured beams which stand as the most repetitive marks 
throughout the Unstable Object series function as borders/boundaries that carve 
into the fields of the canvas. As we apprehend these borders/boundaries, we 
are brought into a sort of cognitive game of what is where. The dimensions of 
the beams also resemble instructional markings, such as those found on roads 
or sport courts. At this we begin to ask further questions, such as: what are the 
intended functions of these spaces?, what is where?, which borders/boundaries 
are closed and which create open spaces?, which borders/boundaries are con-
nected? and what greater structures do they create? Similarities can also be made 
between this game and Derrida’s (1987, p. 54) acknowledgement of border effects, 
through which he reflects on similar cognitive activities—for instance, a question-
ing of what belongs to the border and what does not—a reading that is raised 
upon viewing a border. 
 The repetitive usage of borders/boundaries within the Unstable Object 
series helps us to navigate the field of the canvas; they dissect the field of the 
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canvas, breaking it up into smaller zones, frames and boxes as is evident in Figure 
#28. 

             Figure #28: Unstable Object #8 

Some borders/boundaries are shared, while others are exclusive; some areas are 
left open, while others are closed off. In some cases, the white areas of the canvas 
flow freely between areas that are bordered, finding escape out the edges of the 
canvas. Therefore, as much as the serial laying down of borders/boundaries is an 
exercise in building and becoming, it is also an exercise in dismantling—in break-
ing down, and breaking up, space. 

Outside of the Unstable Object series and within the larger sphere, there 
are many types of borders. For the purpose of this writing, I will focus on a few, 
both organic and built. Bodies have borders (our skin, our outline but also our 
emotional limits). Natural ecological borders—such as the borderline of creek to 
land or groves of trees to open fields—operate, as do multiple, constructed, terri-
torial borders of place, land and country. From a social viewpoint, difference, class, 
gender and race are also constructed borders. Borders/boundaries in space may 
be visible or invisible: they might be diagrammatically illustrated through a map or 
guide, physically built (walls, fences) or insinuated (difference of material, colour 
or texture adding to an assumed function of space). This is equally appropriate in 
social contexts, where borders or difference can be insinuated as well as concrete. 
Borders can, of course, also be conceptual: words, ideas, language and concepts 
all have borders. The particular borders/boundaries that take place within the 
Unstable Object series are not only entities with visual, diagrammatic and place-
ment reading functions. Within the series, the border/boundary has also come to 
function as a concept that operates as a delineation of the building and modularity 
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of concepts themselves. 
In Logic Immanuel Kant (1988, p. 129) refers to space as being made up of 

a variety of borders, noting that:  

Area is the border of the (three dimensional) physical space, while itself being a 
space; a line is a space that is the border of an area; a point is the border of a line, 
but still remains a location in space. 

This quote is useful because it pulls us toward a more nuanced questioning of 
what a border contains, and how it relates to the space around it.
 It is helpful at this point to bring into play the considerations of architectural 
space that Grosz makes in her book Architecture from the Outside, namely that 
of the relationship between an inside and an outside. Her perspective, from the 
outside in, from the viewpoint of a philosopher and in many ways also an outsider, 
enables her to span physical, architectural spaces through to metaphorical and 
imagined spaces. Grosz visions these spaces as mutable and reflexive, as having 
symbolic or metaphorical significance in their own right in terms of research, con-
cepts and ideas. Borders often initially conjure a sense of binary positions, a read-
ing that there is space to either side of a border—a positive/negative endowment 
of ownership and/or identity over a space. This binarised reading of the border—
no matter what type of a border—is a diagrammatic way of reading two sides with 
a line between, as an either/or logic. Grosz (2001, p. 65) explores a less binarised 
approach to the philosophical reckonings of the border, when she writes that: 

[It is] significant that Derrida, does not attempt to abandon binarized thought or to   
 replace it with an alternative; rather, binarized categories are played off each other, 

are rendered molecular, global, and are analyzed in their molar particularities, so 
that the possibilities of their reconnections, their realignment in different “systems,” 
are established. So it is not as if the outside or the exterior must remain eternally 
counterposed to an interiority that it contains: rather, the outside is the transmut
ability of the inside.

 
Rather than read paintings from the Unstable Object series in binary form, we can 
see they reference what is at first glance a binary language (a here as opposed to 
a there). Thus we begin to look at the ways in which the border/boundary might 
also have the potential to dissolve or break down—to inhabit a blurry or degraded 
edge.

In Philosophical Investigations, Wittgenstein (2009, p. 499) refers to ‘jump-
ing over a boundary’; he reminds us that borders/boundaries are not always re-
strictive, that they can also be playful provocations—cues or aids used to interpret 
and navigate space. Wittgenstein uses the concept of borders and boundaries nu-
merously throughout this text, as a metaphor for the limits and edges of concepts 
(for example the concept of a game or the limits of language). He writes: 
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When one draws a boundary, it may be for various kinds of reasons. If I surround 
an area with a fence or a line or otherwise, the purpose may be to prevent some
one from getting in or out; but it may also be part of a game and the players are 
supposed, say, to jump over the boundary; or it may show where the property of 
one person ends and that of another begins; and so on. So if I draw a boundary 
line, that is not yet to say what I am drawing it for. (Wittgenstein 2009, p. 499)

This is a useful way to look at borders/boundaries, where it allows us to see their 
potentiality. This is something explored in the following chapter Abstract Entan-
glements, where the border potentials of physical beams have been noted. It also 
allows for a questioning of the border/boundary: that its function as a dividing 
device not necessarily be assumed, rather, that borders/boundaries might inhabit 
a space of becoming and mutability. Perhaps the game of b/ordering space that is 
played by reading the spaces and functions that are alluded to (in the laying out 
of borders), is a game that exists on a number of levels. It is played by the person 
painting these borderlines move after move, and again as the painting is being 
navigated by the viewer(s).

The primal experience of drawing a line in the sand with a stick, of carving 
intention into a space or surface, is the decisive, abstract beginning of something. 
Malevich’s classic painting Black Square (discussed in the previous chapter Paint-
ing Compressions: A Chronology of Form) was referred to by the artist as marking 
a zero of form. With this in mind, and in context to the Unstable Object series, the 
first border/boundary line applied here—as a mark onto a surface or in abstract 
space—is surely the first of form: the first action required to split a formless form, 
or a zero space, into two parts. From here on, endless lines of border/boundary 
marks and additions can be made which split and multiply into endless configu-
rations and demarcations of form. This movement insinuates intention: it creates 
what Derrida calls différance, a concept that encapsulates acts of intention, indeci-
sion and becoming. A line splits the space on either side of that line in two, so that 
we question the functions of either side of this border/boundary whereby a ‘ten-
sion’ is created (Schwartz 2015 p. 136). The border/boundary absorbs this tension, 
but at what cost?

In the context of the Unstable Object series, the border/boundary is the 
place where this and that, here and there, intersect; it is as much a space of con-
nection as one of disconnection. Grosz (2001, p. 71) writes that Derrida:

 
 Insists on bringing the outside, the expelled, repressed, or excluded, into the in

side by showing the constitutive trace it must leave on that which must expel it 
(that is, the impossibility of keeping borders and delimitations clear-cut).

 
Here we understand the border as both continuity and discontinuity. Rather than 
being a non-space or a negative space, border lines also take up room. This is a 
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liminal space containing both passive and active readings, yet it is also a shared 
border belonging to the spaces on either side of it. Astrid Schwarz (2015, p. 136) 
writes that ‘concepts of borders/boundaries are necessarily ambiguous concepts: 
they form a link between two semantic fields and also provide tensions’. In this 
way, the border functions as a marking that brings into the abstract lexicon of the 
painting’s equation an idea of difference: an abstract distribution of space and line 
whereby the closer we look at this border, the more its edges begin to degrade. 
What appears functionally clear and precise becomes, on closer viewing, blurry 
and ambiguous. Once again we can recall what Wittgenstein (2009, p. 38) says, 
that:  

One can say that the concept of a game is a concept with blurred edges […] Is it 
ever always an advantage to replace a picture that is not sharp by one that is? Isn’t 
one that isn’t sharp often just what we need? 

When we look closely at the paintings from the Unstable Object series, we notice 
many examples of border lines with uneven, blurred or degraded edges. It is not 
simply a metaphorical breaking down of the meaning of borders/boundaries that 
we are discussing, rather it is a phenomena that is also occurring visually in the 
paintings themselves. The closer we look at the edge, the more we notice a myr-
iad of detail: an instability, a crumbling or a giving way. It is within this blurriness, 
this ambiguity, that the destabilisation of the border/boundary becomes appar-
ent. The coloured beams that we can now refer to as borders and/or boundaries, 
provide the serial structure for the paintings; they also reveal imperfections, such 
as a seeping spillage out from within their edges. At what point does the edge 
break down? and does this dissolution break the binary of this and that, of here 
and there? The space on either side of the borders/boundaries are white, paint-
ed fields. As the edges dissolve into this light space, we might begin to imagine 
a molecular, misty film of matter that becomes airborne and viral, connecting the 
border/boundary with the space around it (similar to the de-binarised visioning of 
space mentioned above by Grosz through her readings of Derrida). What belongs 
to the edge and what belongs to the surrounding space? The tension created by 
drawing a border/boundary is impacted by the paradoxical observation that both 
borders and boundaries are instructive lines that can connect as much as sepa-
rate. 

In this way, it could be seen that the borders/boundaries from within the 
Unstable Object series activate a type of cognitive process in the viewer: one that 
relies on a grappling with abstract forms of visual logic as they relate to sameness 
and difference. This particular language is mutable: conceptually it either folds in 
on itself or expands outwards as one that can be either/or/both at once. This con-
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cept is reflected within the print work of Shusaku Arakawa entitled Still Life (A Line 
Is a Crack) from 1967. The print displays the written text of its title as content in a 
similar way to a lot of Arakawa’s ouvre of work, as a playful proposition concerned 
with language, communication and meaning. It is useful to mention this work here, 
where its line—which is positive, which draws, divides and marks—might as eas-
ily be read as the negative, the hole or crack, the relief space. This connects yet 
again to the terrain of Derrida’s concept of différance: to spaces which hold trace 
and defy the traditional structures of language. A demarcation of surface provides 
us with many similarities and differences, which become ways to navigate and 
read the canvas via a sort of abstract cognitive logic. 

Through the demarcation of space and the serial laying of borders/bound-
aries, we also begin to link language—not only with the paintings from the Unsta-
ble Object series, but with a sense of abstraction and the abstract that operates 
via a discussion of this and that. These abstract potentials are not only of zones 
and spaces, but also of words. Language, it seems, contains abstraction and the 
abstract just as much as thought processes do. As we navigate the works from this 
series, we become absorbed in a process of naming space. Words such as this 
and that, here and there, that temporarily reference space (and are only activated 
when in direct reference to visual space) become highlighted as abstract contain-
ers or empty boxes—in their abstractness and emptiness these conditions become 
useful research markers. For example, what use is the word this if it is not placed 
next to an image? Even when disconnected from an image, this contains a blurry 
kind of specificity—an agency of its own. 

In this section, we explored the dismantling, or deconstruction of complete 
frames toward a further exploration of the units of borders and boundaries. We 
now turn towards the activity of imagining the spaces around, inside and outside 
the border/boundary, as well as the intervening matter of edges of border/bound-
aries, through an exploration of intervals and gaps within the Unstable Object 
series.

Intervals and gaps 

What does it mean to reflect upon a position, a relation, a place related to other 
places but with no place of its own: the position of the in-between? (Grosz 2001, p. 
90)

In this section we look at the interval or gap in a number of ways. Firstly, we look at 
visual gaps and intervals in the Unstable Object series—those areas that take the 
form of small spaces between painted beam marks, as well as more open areas 
of white painted space. We then view these gaps and spaces through a Derridean 
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lens, to examine their relationship to text. Secondly, we look at conceptual gaps 
that function like abstract leaps within thinking, which are also required through-
out the research process. The knowledge that we gain—as it inhabits this research 
project—has traversed all elements of the process, rendering it unique. With this in 
mind, we lastly examine how reflexive the connection between the conceptual and 
painted gaps are. We consider this in terms of an ever present topos throughout 
this project, connected to the ways that thinking, making, research, evaluation and 
reflection have occured, not of but through and around the works from the Unsta-
ble Object series. 
 Unstable Object #26 shown below in Figure #29 is a good example of 
gaps and intervals that occur within the works. Here the eye is drawn towards the 
empty areas of slits, breakings and gaps as they appear to elaborate the language 
of the painting further—to bring attention to the functions and meanings of the 
marks laid. However, similar gaps and empty spaces are also apparent in every 
painting from the series.

 
          Figure #29: Unstable Object #26 (image crop)

In a similar way that the word this does not become devoid of meaning once 
separated from its designated accompanying image, the nothing space of the 
interval or gap still contains its own blurry specificity and its own agency: it is made 
of matter; we can still seek to describe it; it still relates to the elements around it; it 
serves a function; it is useful to us. There is an abstract importance to this nothing, 
where nothing is always, still something. Here we will look at the gaps in the Un-
stable Object series through two lenses: i) as the becoming space of redacted text 
(Derrida’s concepts of différance and erasure) and ii) as liminal spaces that hold 
within them the important and often blurry information of the in-between. 
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Through Derrida we are invited to view the gaps between, around and 
behind words to be as philosophically significant as the words themselves. The 
Derridean concept of erasure that was explored in the previous chapter, Painting 
Compressions: A Chronology of Form, occurs as an expansion of the logic of text 
to allow for a sense of becoming, divergence, flux and mutability—a conceptu-
al space opened up by visioning text as a series of activated symbols within an 
equally activated space. Derrida’s concept of erasure can be connected to a sense 
of super knowing, or perhaps a not knowing, within a text—text as disobedient. 
The crossed out words that sit—still visible—beneath the mark of erasure, become 
something other; they are like little leaps or gaps in knowledge. In other words, 
they are useful. The trace might operate a bit like a wildcard within a sequence 
of text. The process of crossing out and maintaining both the word and the cross 
through it, provides a space around what came before and what goes after, that 
allows for a reaching toward meaning. 

As with the seemingly simple logic of reductivity surrounding the border 
or boundary, the reductivity of the gap can also be read as an abstract language, 
where even the gap in-between tells us things. Rather than support a binary 
reading, Derrida (2016) acknowledges the in-between as holding significant in-
formation. By this logic, we can almost read text as a pattern, reduced to a bina-
ry relationship of words as dots, and the spaces between words as dashes. Yet 
the caveat here—of trace or erasure, as the third element that is connected to, 
but different from, text and space—destabilises the binary relationship between 
these components, thus activating différance. In the previous chapter we explored 
in some detail the links between the redaction and erasure of beams from the 
Unstable Object series. This was covered both from the perspective of beams 
being symbolic of moves (and therefore also temporality), as well as being abstract 
indicators of thought processes in conjunction with the Heideggerian and Derrid-
ean concepts of sous rature and erasure. However, we have not yet explored how 
these concepts relate to the resonant importance of the gap or interval. 

The gaps and intervals in the Unstable Object series take the form of lim-
inal space; they create a rhythm and provide differentiation. Yet rather than being 
empty or negatively charged (although they might be that at times as well), they 
have the potential to be the connective matter that allows us to read and navigate 
the symbols and marks from the series. They also have connections to music and 
composition, which will be explored further in Chapter Five, Abstract Entangle-
ments. In the paintings from the Unstable Object series small gaps in-between 
beams, taking the form of wedges or slits of white are evident. We can also find 
larger gaps or areas of space which sometimes read as box-like zones. A series of 
questions are prompted: is this empty space?, is it enveloping?, is it flat?, does is 
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contain, or is it contained? and/or is it positively or negatively activated?
The space in-between holds important meaning; it is not a flat, negative or 

background space, but rather a spatial site through and in which further complexi-
ty is revealed. This brings us once more to Grosz’s (2001, p. 93) observations that:  

The in-between is the only space of movement, of development or becoming [...] 
the space in between things is the space in which things are undone, the space to 
the side and around, which is the space of subversion and fraying, the edges of 
any identities limits. In short, it is the space of the bounding and undoing of the 
identities which constitute it.

Derrida (1976, p. 74) refers to intervals and spacings as an ‘articulation of space 
and time, the becoming space of time and the becoming time of space’. It is per-
haps through these intervals and gaps that we connect to a sense of becoming in 
its richest sense. Gaps are also paradoxically connective, yet in their abstractness 
and emptiness they are activated areas of nothing—we conceptually leap over 
gaps to make connections that would otherwise be impossible to make. Theodor 
W. Adorno (in Cook 2008, p. 12) referred to a ‘constellation’ or cluster, whereby 
disparate (visual or conceptual) elements become connected via a sort of trail or 
leap between themselves as objects or subjects. This solidifies the idea that even 
gaps or empty spaces are activated and useful, where they contain connective 
matter. 

We need abstraction, empty spaces, ambiguity and blurriness in order to 
create; conceptual leaps and gaps are paramount to the creation of any project. 
Gaps are like the reachings over and through the abstract condition that acts of 
thinking often require in order for us to garner new knowledge or create new 
things. Gaps are leaps that take us from a departure point to a point of arrival with-
in our own navigations, whereby we take a brief but crucial leap of not knowing. 
These transitions through—and encounters with—nothingness, these gaps and 
intervals (either in activity or content) are important. They can lead us to a place 
where we can think in complexities that find useful the unclear, the blurry and the 
abstract. Following these gaps—‘the shifts, jumps and slips encountered as one 
moves from one symbolic form to another’—is critical to the functioning of this re-
search as we continue to negotiate the terrain of these specific artworks and their 
accompanying text and ideas (Knoespel 2001, p. 1).

At this point we move to more conceptual readings of the gap, in terms of 
the trajectory of the ideas that exist behind this research, where it becomes useful 
not to know. There are many points of not knowing that have occured during this 
PhD and, yet, rather than it being a negative element, it has a power. Not know-
ing is more like a deferral that, perhaps again, links to Derrida’s différance: it is 
a space that is held through the knowledge that it is important for me to not yet 
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know. In this way, there have been many gaps, intervals and necessary holes in 
knowledge throughout the process of undertaking this project. 

In their book Mechanism of Meaning Arakawa and Gins (1988, pp. 102-103) 
have written that ‘part of all doing is blank, and so too all using, No [sic] meaning 
without blank’. This statement leads us toward what an investigation of the work 
from the Unstable Object series is also moving toward: the idea that the gap or 
interval is useful for its very nature or quality of blankness; that the information that 
is left out is still information that we need to notice.

The gaps and intervals in the works from the Unstable Object series 
connect us to two ideas: that the work in some way assists to reflect the action 
and process of thinking—gaps or pauses in time, gaps of important or necessary 
unknowing—as well as a sense of reading these visual gaps as important and or 
necessary because of how they inform a constructed space. That there is a similar-
ity and repetition of the topos of the interval across both areas—the visual prac-
tice, the conceptual research—comes as no surprise; this is another example of a 
mirroring of visual concept and research. The visual gap is therefore interesting 
from both visual and conceptual viewpoints, where both ways of thinking of gaps 
help us to explore the processes of emergence, becoming and forming that have 
been central to this research.
 Rather than recede into a physical and conceptual background through 
this reading of the gap, the areas of interval, gap and space in the paintings seem 
to be charged with force: they demonstrate and reside in areas of space; they 
qualify that this is not that; they become the zones that contain a spillage where 
the language of logic breaks down: the messy, rough, wobbly or blurry edge. 
These gaps become a powerful and enveloping space of becoming. Just as the 
painted white fields can symbolically redact, they can also submerge or become a 
space from which the beams emerge. 

Logic > diagram > language

Language is a labyrinth of paths. You approach from one side and know your way 
about; you approach the same place from another side and no longer know your 
way about. (Wittgenstein 2009, p. 88) 

Encouraging linkages between the areas of image, thought, diagram, word, text 
and abstraction has had a productive influence in terms of the ways in which this 
project has been thought through, with and later, about. This section will address 
the idea that the Unstable Object series can be viewed as containing a hybrid lan-
guage, and will be our final major analogy to bring to bear on the series.

In Derrida’s (1987, p. 4) The Truth in Painting, he asks ‘does speech-act 
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theory have its counterpart in painting? Does it know its way around painting?’ By 
fusing the intentions of both speech and action—and connecting them as he does 
to painting—Derrida (1987, p. 3) seems to want to know what it is specifically, when 
analysed as containing ‘utterances’, that a painting is saying. He speaks of truths 
as rendered or due, as if embedded within the surface of the canvas are a multi-
tude of truths that are valuable for their own visual, communicative qualities—all of 
which exist outside of formal, text-based language. 

The paintings from the Unstable Object series hold strong ties to language 
and words; we can leap back and forth between reading (navigating) the paintings, 
reading ideas that connect and enrich the research, and viewing the paintings also 
as thoughts, propositions, ideas and processes in themselves. This proposition of 
a mirroring of ideas between the mediums that are active within this research is 
something that has also been discussed in the previous chapters. When art crit-
ic Dan Rule (2015, para. 1) writes of the Unstable Object series that ‘these works 
begin to read like propositions and phrases, reworded and refined’, he touches on 
this same observation: that the ways in which the paintings are functioning is to-
ward a specific kind of communication—one that hinges on the abstract. However, 
this communication also allows abstract languages to form as propositional, both 
in relation to the other works in the series and  to the viewer.

In 2015, artist and writer Andrew McQualter (2015, para. 6) wrote of the 
Unstable Object series:  
 
 We can interpret a line painted in that specific place on the surface of that

painting, or a scumble of paint in that position on the painting, or two lines
forming an ‘x’ as constituting a private language invented by the painter and 
intelligible only to her. 

McQualter may have written this in an essay that accompanied my solo exhibition 
Forms Of Life at Daine Singer, but it speaks to a larger discussion around the ways 
in which both abstraction and art hold layers of private subjectivity within them. 
There is a persistent, communicative aspect to the symbols which have emerged 
out of the Unstable Object series, that can be seen to be unfolding in the direction 
of an alphabet of sorts, despite any sense of a ‘private language’ (McQualter 2015, 
para. 6). Even if these works seem to be at once both private and ambiguous, yet 
persistently specific, it is this dichotomy that holds the viewer’s engagement and is 
therefore a key by-product of the series. In Philosophical Investigations, Wittgen-
stein (2009, p. 97) uses sensation as an example of a private language, when he 
writes that ‘another person can’t have my pains’. Perhaps it is true that our sen-
sations are ours alone. However, the products of expression that we put into the 
world can never be completely private—they will always connect and disconnect 
to other people and their own ways of viewing. 
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I do not intend for works from the Unstable Object series to be impenetra-
ble, rather, quite the opposite is true. Through a process of grappling—of unfolding 
and cognitive de-coding—as well as through engaging in the act of reading the 
blurriness and subjectivity within the iterative marks present in the paintings, we 
can begin to position them as containing an abstract and communicative language 
of sorts. This is the climate of logic that we find ourselves surrounded by now; we 
grapple with the combination of intention and placement behind the Unstable 
Object series, in moving toward the goal of reading the paintings. As we stay open 
to subjectivities, we also dance around the topic of intent; we shut our eyes, or 
perhaps squint indirectly—in doing so we fumble toward a recognition of unfold-
ing, abstract languages.

This process of navigation is forever entangled with issues of spatial cog-
nition. This is activated in the sense that the paintings generate questions around 
how we comprehend, and thus organise, space. Previously in Chapter Three it was 
argued that we are well primed to read in abstraction or through the abstract; we 
know this because we make and respond to complex spatial judgments in our dai-
ly lives. In 1970, Arakawa, who was also heavily influenced by Wittgenstein’s Philo-
sophical Investigations, included in his artwork Shape (shown below in Figure #30) 
the written provocations to ‘forget about any place not marked place’ and then 
‘forget about only those places marked place’. Through this, a sense of navigation-
al self-consciousness is incited. Arakawa engages the viewer into grappling with 
the tensions between the marking or labelling of a place (through the use of words 
and diagrams), and the potential of abstract or empty space itself to be differen-
tiated or revealed by its own means. Amidst the neat, diagrammatic arrows and 
textual indications of place in this work by Arakawa, is a playful reckoning of how 
we might situate text and the concept of place within realms of communication. 

 

 
          Figure #30: Shape, Shusaku Arakawa, 1970
          Source: Reversible Destiny Foundation, 2019
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However, Arakawa’s work Shape is about more than this: he instructs us to first for-
get about the places not marked place and then the places that are marked place. 
In doing so, we become implicated in a heightened sense of navigation through 
which we are invited to hold specific, abstract differentiations in our mind’s eye. 
As a result, we must concentrate very carefully to conceptually include or exclude 
zones of his work through our own imaginings. While the key that Arakawa uses 
here is text—which is the form that his explicit instruction is written in—this text 
relates back to open space and the field of the image. Arakawa’s work leads us to-
ward an exploration of the links between text and image, between this space and 
that, and to the subject matter of inclusion and exclusion, where zone and place 
are readable forms alongside diagram and text. 

In the work of Leslie Roberts, the artist uses fragments of linguistic infor-
mation and data from everyday life as a base for a systematic deconstruction 
and subsequent re-construction of text into abstract symbol. In Roberts’ (2019) 
work Directions, the artist collates a series of navigational directions in text that 
she deconstructs and re-forms into one coded image, that contains ‘directions to 
various places, which taken together lead absolutely nowhere’. Roberts’ work is 
a bit like an absurdist exercise, where a proposition (the translation of useful text 
into symbol) is taken to the nth degree. As these directions were diagrammed 
into symbols, the artist reported that the images also started to resemble ‘arrows 
pointing every which way’ (Leslie Jane Roberts). Roberts’ system revealed a visual 
reflection of the textual subject matter she chose to deconstruct and reconfigure, 
exploring the boundaries of text and the potentialities of geometry and symbol to 
fill these boundaries.
 Philosophical thought often turns to the textual relation of an idea as able 
to be explained by a diagram; it often turns to useful symbols such as lines, arrows 
and physical axes such as verticals, horizontals, diagonals, parallels, adjunctions, 
crossovers, and intersections. Sometimes these are in symbol/diagram form; other 
times they are visual concepts. Qualities such as depth of field and surface, and 
of variegations—of clarity and lucidity, opacity and blurriness—are also used as 
conceptual metaphors. These kinds of visual, spatial analogies and descriptions—
whether they be diagrams or concepts that recall the visual (or both)—are often 
used within the philosophical texts referenced here, as well as having emerged 
as the lexicon or visual vernacular of the Unstable Object series. When in Differ-
ence and Repetition, Gilles Deleuze (1994, p. 188) engages with the philosophi-
cal question ‘what is X?’, he is perhaps treating the symbol ‘X’ in a similar way to 
Wittgenstein’s interest in words like this or that. Both are used to hold space, as an 
acknowledgment that there is usefulness imbedded in even the most unrevealing 
or enigmatic of symbolic placeholders.
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In Mark Rothko’s (2004, p. 97) The Artist’s Reality: Philosophies of Art, the 
artist observes that the letter x in algebra is ‘an abstraction in relationship to the 
numbers with which it can intermingle’. Rothko (2004, pp. 97-98) continues to 
explain that:  

Our faith in the system is so great […] that we can affirm this symbol of the un-
known as a definite, real and calculable element [and yet] the substitution of the 
letter x by real objects, would immediately remove the whole relationship from the 
sphere of generality and place it into the particular [...] and consequently confuse 
the absoluteness of our equations.

By writing this, Rothko touches on our ability to not only read abstractly—that is, to 
read abstract symbols—he also highlights the philosophical conundrum that it is 
through their combination of non-specificity and potentiality that they become so 
useful. In Logical Conclusions: 40 Years of Rule-Based Art, Glimcher (2005, p. 159) 
writes that Rothko ‘makes the case for abstraction by demonstrating the power 
and usefulness of the variable, x, and how it loses its general applicability once 
replaced by any individual number’. In light of this, he goes on to ask: ‘how much 
more does the abstract say than the concrete?’ (Glimcher 2005, p. 159). 

With this usage of symbol in mind, an interesting territory opens up. On 
the one hand, the paintings from the Unstable Object series use symbols that 
have been devised from a system of limitation and repetition that was quite in-
stinctively set up and undertaken. However, on the other hand, these symbols can 
be retrospectively seen to reference many of the symbolic devices that are used 
again and again throughout philosophical texts, to convey complex thoughts and 
ideas. We read philosophical texts that use these kinds of geometric and spatial 
analogies and are forced not only to think in symbol (to think symbolically) but also 
to think in abstraction. We often need to use abstract containers of space for a 
variety of things; we also use abstract gaps—combined with geometric lines, fields 
and courses—to navigate the visual and conceptual territory of various ideas and 
concepts. It seems, at first, like a happy coincidence that my work mimics this lan-
guage—that now we also find ourselves navigating the painting by the very same 
spatial means as might be used to navigate or dissect a philosophical idea.

The term diagram—from French diagramme, Latin and Greek diagramma 
is defined as a ‘geometric figure, that which is marked out by lines, from (dia-) 
across and (graphein) write, mark, draw’ (Etymonline, 2019). This definition be-
comes a useful framework from which the works from the Unstable Object series 
can draw, begging the question: if these works visually resemble a diagram, do 
they function as one also? The idea that diagrams take the place of ‘experiments 
upon real things’ can assist us here (Pierce 1991, p. 11). Perhaps the diagrammatic 
space that is opened up by the paintings within the Unstable Object series is a 
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kind of ‘testing ground’: the middle space between thought and the afterthought 
of amendment (Rule 2015, para. 1). It is in the shift in medium from thinking to think-
ing through painting, and in turn the abstract, that this experimentation can be 
seen to occur. Yet these paintings are not representations of philosophical ideas; 
they are not secondary illustrations, nor are they blueprints. Rather, they are the re-
sult of the emergent, serial processes through which they were created—connect-
ed to the serial processes of thinking and making. These paintings are selections 
and fragments of a gradual—but repetitively and instinctively-formed and chosen—
language, that can be used to explore a multiplicity of abstract (and other) ideas 
that are unique to their own medium, form and matter. Wittgenstein (2009, p. 106) 
referred to things like plans, diagrams and blueprints as ‘word pictures’, as distinct 
from the kinds of pictures you might display on a wall as decoration. He explained 
that: ‘[w]hat we call “descriptions” are instruments for particular uses. Think of 
a machine-drawing, a cross section, an elevation with measurements, which an 
engineer has put before him’ (Wittgenstein 2009, p. 106). Wittgenstein then refers 
to the difference in his mind between a diagram and the type of picture that he 
might have on the wall. Both diagrams and pictures are descriptions of something, 
however he referred to the type of picture you might put on your wall as ‘idle’—a 
description that leads us to view the diagram as a more activated, interesting and 
useful image, beyond that of the simple picture. The diagram, in this sense, picks 
up where words might fail.

The relationship that the idea of the diagram has to the Unstable Object 
series is unique: while the paintings are not representations of direct concepts, 
they are representations of a space between conscious and unconscious thought 
processes, tacit states, states of making, of forming and deforming, and emergent 
states of becoming. These states are highly connected to the ways in which we 
think, the processes by which we make and the ways in which we record and 
articulate ideas. 

In this way, the Unstable Object series can be seen as operating through 
a diagrammatic field, as a way to communicate ideas that are not yet fully formed 
and are rather revealed through repetition and process. Together, Deleuze and 
Félix Guattari (1980, p. 142) describe diagrams as being ‘abstract machines’ that 
play a ‘piloting role’. These machines do not ‘function to represent even something 
real, but rather construct a real that is yet to come, a new type of reality’ (Deleuze 
& Guattari 1980, p. 142). The paintings from the Unstable Object series come to 
resemble and recall diagrams in the ways they offer a sense of elucidation that is 
always operating towards the explanation of something, rather than a retrospec-
tive illustration. From this perspective, we can truly begin to view the paintings as 
a series of propositions—of works that nudge toward a multitude of readings, that 
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are reaching always towards something which remains abstract and just out of 
grasp.

Embedded in the language of the paintings from the Unstable Object se-
ries are the questions: what is this?, what is that?, does it repeat?, does it end?, is it 
open?, is it closed?, does it connect?, does it differ? (and if so, how?), is it in front?, 
is it behind? If we begin to read a language into the paintings—and with it, a lim-
ited palette of words used to refer to the spatial content of readings we are mak-
ing—these might be: here, there, this, that, what, where, inside, outside, left, right, 
top, bottom, across, positive, negative, beam, gap (navigation), yes, no, maybe, 
connect, disconnect (process), before, during, becoming, and after (chronology). 
These word lists also begin to resemble Wittgenstein’s language games (which we 
have learned also feature strings of words treated almost like propositional build-
ing blocks rather than fully formed directions or sentences).  
 Words and text always intervene; they are tools of description. Howev-
er, they also unlock the fallibility—the instability—of the ways in which language 
falls short and therefore is also reliant on the image, the diagram and the symbol. 
Words also rely on the blurry qualities of the spatial generalisation: the building 
blocks, the zones and areas, boxes and containers, ‘brackets’ (Kotlarczyk 2019, p. 
1), frames with their borders and boundaries, empty sections, intervals and gaps. 
These elements all contain qualities which, through their abstract specificity, 
can be read. Rather than pushing aside the middle ground, the unknowable, the 
vague, the blurry, the abstract as not yet clear enough, we need to adjust our ways 
of reading to include these elements. In order to read in abstraction and to read an 
abstract emergent form of language through the Unstable Object series, we need 
to recall again Wittgenstein’s (2009, p. 38) incitements on clarity and blurriness: ‘is 
it even always an advantage to replace a picture that is not sharp by one that is? 
Isn’t the one that isn’t sharp just what we need?’.

We can now view the Unstable Object series as containing an emergent 
form of a diagrammatic alphabet: one that has been formed through a process of 
limitation that allowed for intuitive thought to guide and intervene. With this  
recognition in place, we might then ask: what does this language tell us? and what 
abstract, nonsensical (or otherwise) utterances does it make? These questions are 
indeed also subjective and we must acknowledge that they always have a multi-
tude of answers in return. 
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Chapter Five
 

Abstract Entanglements  

This chapter seeks to do two things. Firstly, it explores the projects that exist 
outside of the medium, materials and constraints of the Unstable Object series, 
which are nonetheless a direct product of its thematic trajectory. The rationale for 
this organisation of additional projects—being situated as almost annexed within 
this section—pertains to Derrida’s notion of the parergon or remainder. Secondly, 
this chapter revisits the Unstable Object series, this time with the other projects 
in mind, to seek to illustrate a form of communicative abstraction that is deeply 
embedded within our daily lives—one which is communicative, social and, at times, 
political.

This chapter focuses on the ability of things that are abstract (meaning 
things existing and originating as abstract, including all applicable moments in-be-
tween) to speak—to be tools and by-products of speech; to help us say things that 
other mediums cannot say. This agency shifts the way we view abstraction, where 
it becomes not only useful to us in new and unexpected ways, but also implicated 
within areas that it has largely and historically withdrawn from—areas of the social 
and political, and of everyday life. This chapter will explore the ways in which ab-
straction is intrinsically linked to, and entangled with, elements such as the every-
day and the social; through these elements we can arrive at a sort of figuration or 
worldly narrative. Rather than view these connections as corruptions, I view them 
as useful toward a greater understanding of how abstraction can function. 

Looking at abstraction in this way connects us to themes explored earlier 
within this PhD: those ideas of abstraction as action, verb and temporal state(s). 
Chapter Three asked: if abstraction is a temporal state, what is the order of events 
and qualities within this action? What lies between clarity (figuration) and blurriness 
(the abstract), and in what trajectories or orders does this action of becoming con-
struct or deconstruct? In other words, it was asked then and it is necessary to ask 
again now: in what ways and forms do abstraction and figuration become mutually 
reliant? We will explore these themes in two ways: i) through examples of work by 
a selection of other artists working in the field, whose use of abstraction is in some 
way connected to the everyday, and ii) through an exploration of a series of my 
own projects that occurred simultaneously alongside the Unstable Object series, 
across a variety of alternate mediums. These projects are the entanglements, the 
remainders that intervene within this research. 
 In The Truth in Painting, Derrida (1987) discusses the idea of the parergon 
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(remainder) as the part which is separate to the ergon: that part which identifies 
itself in order to differentiate from the main body of work (or more substantial oth-
er). In this way, the parergon is often the secondary part connected to what came 
before—a product of it, but not directly the same category. Whilst Derrida largely 
applies this concept to the relationship between a painting (ergon) and the space 
around it (parergon), I will borrow it to elucidate the functioning role of this chapter. 
The idea of the parergon (remainder) is a useful concept to borrow here, where we 
turn to a discussion of a series of projects that came directly out of ideas from the 
Unstable Object series, despite their material forms being outside of the apparent 
limitations and restrictions of the series (namely its rules, materials and mediums). 
These projects are like remainders (or entanglements) in that they are equally im-
portant, yet they sit outside the frameworks that propel the Unstable Object series. 
Of this, Derrida (1987, p. 54) writes:  
 

A parergon comes against, beside, and in addition to the ergon, the work done 
[fait], the fact [le fait], the work, but it does not fall to one side, it touches and co-
operates within the operation, from a certain outside. Neither simply outside nor 
simply inside. Like an accessory that one is obliged to welcome on the border, on 
board [au bard, a bard]. 

    
That Derrida acknowledges and aligns this idea of the parergon (remainder) with 
a philosophical usefulness and importance—because it is welcomed rather than 
pushed aside— also makes it a worthy analogy for this section. These are not the 
scrapings or the crumbs, they are research trajectories that exist outside of the 
medium and material limitations of the Unstable Object series. What they have to 
say in terms of the research as a whole, however, helps the research towards a 
fuller understanding of the communicative agency of abstraction.  

The projects discussed in this section are: 

—Part and Piece: A small exhibition of game boards designed to be ar-
ranged and rearranged by the viewer. Melbourne, 2013.

—Abstract Communicative Device: A series of wooden blocks designed as 
communicative and creative thinking aids, constructed between 2013-2019, 
shown in Melbourne Modern: European Art and Design at RMIT from 1945, 
RMIT University Gallery, Melbourne, 2019.

—Colour Play: A series of two children’s workshops exploring the painting 
and organisation of 3D abstract beams, Heide Museum of Modern Art, 
Bulleen, 2016-2017. (Note: images of this workshop have not been included 
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as documentation, but the broad outcomes of the workshop as related to 
this research trajectory are discussed below).

—Unstable Object as Facade: A public art project, whereby print outs of 
the Unstable Object series were pasted onto a billboard outside Bake-
house Studios, Melbourne, 2017.

—The Letter Scores: A series of visual scores created through the process 
of redacting text, performed at the Percy Grainger Museum, Melbourne, 
2017.

—Subject / Object: A performance piece which explored the connection 
between communication, tactility and abstraction, held at the Heide Muse-
um of Modern Art, Bulleen, 2017.

—Geo Forms: A workshop that explored elements of productive limitation 
in a group setting, including chance arrangement and the repetition and 
modularity of form, National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne, 2018.

Part and Piece: Mr Kitly, Melbourne, 2013

At the start point of this PhD I held an exhibition of initial exploratory work entitled 
Part and Piece, shown below in Figure #31. I constructed geometric game boards 
out of metal, wood and magnets that were placed on a table in the center of the 
exhibition space. I allowed the viewer to arrange the magnetic, wooden piec-
es into a variety of different combinations. Two walls were lined with a series of 
works entitled Yellow Wall Reliefs, that consisted of slatted beams running on the 
horizontal in varying shades of yellow, attached to modular, rectangular frames. 
The third wall displayed a modular work called Part and Piece that was made up 
of seven separate multi-coloured slatted beams in the shape of rectangles and 
squares, arranged to create a large, segmented rectangle. 
 The wall reliefs and their separate parts were arranged to cover and wrap 
around the walls of the space. In this way the work was enveloping, as if activating 
the space toward it being a propositional environment or game space. This ac-
tion of arranging modules to cover space also mirrored those actions that viewers 
were invited to take part in within the space: they too were arranging, rearranging, 
covering and tessellating objects. These pieces were the first iterations of what 
would go on to become the Unstable Object series. 
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Figure #31: Part and Piece, installation image 
 
This exhibition revealed some important research markers: firstly, that the slatted 
beams were harder to work with than I had expected. It was difficult and time con-
suming to create the kinds of structures I had in mind, which spurred a diversion to 
the plan—an exploration of these themes through painting on canvas, rather than 
sculptural wall relief. This highlighted some of the issues connected with positive 
and negative space: rather than rely on those dynamics created by the natural 
associations between wall and object (wall relief), these frictions and relationships 
needed to be painted in to the works themselves. Secondly, the exhibition pro-
cess revealed a game-like element and a continuation of methods of modularity, 
arrangement and rearrangement that had been employed in previous works, very 
early on in the PhD. This working methodology started to link to Wittgenstein’s 
concepts of language games, and to his text Philosophical Investigations. This 
exhibition was particularly useful in setting these two crucial observations in play. 

Abstract Communicative Device series, Melbourne, 2013-2019

In 2014 I began constructing a series of geometric, wooden block sculptures. 
Using the dimensions and colours of worn children’s blocks, I constructed sets of 
sculptural forms that used the block shapes as their component parts. This series 
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unfolded and sustained itself as another stream of my practice throughout this 
research. Where the dimensions of the blocks did not reference the 4cm beam 
mark, I saw this project as both related to the Unstable Object series but also sep-
arate to it. 

The Abstract Communicative Device series started out of an observation, 
after I made an initial set of L-shaped, T-shaped, and I-shaped blocks that sat, for 
a time, on my kitchen table. I noticed during conversations with visitors that they 
would often naturally reach out for these objects. As the conversation reached a 
new facet or level of complexity, people would often physically turn the blocks. 
This observation fascinated me: it brought with it the knowledge that in order to 
communicate—to reflect and reach the essence of what we feel is truly what we 
want to say—we reach out to abstract objects, the type that seem to offer a sense 
of both potential and unknowability. Whatever the function of these objects might 
be—aesthetic objects, pedagogical objects, play objects etcetera—they seemed 
to have an emerging, new function that was interesting to me. That we might rely 
on their handleability, form and tactile nature to assist us to communicate, began 
an interesting trajectory of the research, further bolstering some of the links being 
made through the Unstable Object series in relation to painting, thought, language 
and abstraction. 

 

          Figure #32: Abstract Communicative Device #1, Image courtesy of  RMIT Gallery

 
The wooden blocks were designed to be handled and played with. They were 
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installed flat onto the wall as objects in varying configurations and on tables and 
floors as rearrangeable sculptures. They segued effortlessly from being in a do-
mestic setting (lived around, sitting on a table) to the more austere public site of 
the gallery. These blocks were explored in a variety of gallery settings, iterations 
and configurations throughout this PhD. In 2019 they were exhibited in Melbourne 
Modern: European Art and Design at RMIT since 1945, in a room alongside the 
work of Emily Floyd and Fleur Summers—artists whose works explore similar ab-
stract and communicative themes. The exhibition explored the impacts of Europe-
an emigration on the institution of RMIT via its practitioners. This included the work 
of my father, Udo Sellbach, who emigrated to Australia in the 1950s and whose 
work was inspired by Bauhaus pedagogy and methods as an art student at the 
Kölner Werkschulen in Cologne, Germany. 

Colour Play: Children’s workshops, Heide Museum of Modern Art, 
Bulleen, 2016-2017 

In 2016 I was invited to exhibit works from the Unstable Object series at Heide 
Museum of Modern Art. The exhibition ran for six months, during which time I was 
also invited to hold two workshops for children, in the Sidney Myer Education Cen-
ter on the museum grounds. The workshops were based on colour, play, process 
and function. In these workshops, participants were invited to explore processes 
of painting sticks—the same dimensions as the beams represented throughout the 
Unstable Object series. (Important to note here is that these workshops occurred 
at a point in the research where I was oscillating between referring to them as 
beams, sticks and/or rods and had not yet settled on a definitive point of refer-
ence for them. For historical accuracy I am therefore referring to them here as 
sticks, which is consistent with how I referred to them in the workshop). In these 
workshops, participants were encouraged to explore the function of these sticks/
beams: what were they for? and what would they do with them? Once dry, the 
work was taken outside, where the participants led an exploration of the usages of 
the sticks in space.  

Workshop participants explored various uses of these painted sticks. Were 
the sticks swords? Wands? Beams for building? Were they stick-shaped paintings, 
or elements that could be used to make a greater design or pattern? Participants 
experimented with the functions of the sticks in the natural setting of the Heide 
Museum sculpture garden. Could the sticks be thrown up a tree as decoration—
staying up or falling back down, depending on chance? Participants began to 
negotiate their usage on social terms—‘Here, you, put yours in front of mine’. 
Soon patterns and symbols were being built, with many of the participants work-
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ing together to create collaborative usages. Some of the patterns laid out on the 
grass looked like zig-zagging pathways that the children soon used as markers for 
imaginative games, jumping over boundaries, following them like directive path-
ways. Shapes were built around people— ‘Look! Now you’re in a box!’—and 3D 
structures were also formed, with the sticks placed together to create teepee-like 
formations.

This workshop was not a direct activity of the PhD per se; rather, it was 
held at a museum and organised to their stipulations, with the documentation from 
it also belonging directly to that institution rather than to this research. However, 
observational outcomes from this project certainly went on to influence the direc-
tion of this research. These two workshops were an important point of learning for 
the PhD, where they allowed an environment through which to explore the playful 
unfolding of the function of a simple object—the sticks (later beams) which are 
central to the Unstable Object series. Importantly, these workshops highlighted 
the ways in which the sticks could be seen and interacted with—as improvised and 
social objects, and as playful spatial provocations and markings that demarcate 
and provide new readings and orderings of space.  

Unstable Object as Facade: A public art project, Bakehouse Studios, 
Melbourne, 2017

Figure #33: Unstable Object as Facade, Bakehouse Studios (Hoddle St billboard)

In 2016, I was invited to exhibit my work side-by-side on two public billboards 
on Hoddle Street in Melbourne, as part of Bakehouse Studio’s artist billboard 
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program. For this project, I printed copies of my work (which were to scale) and 
pasted them together to fit the two panels. The billboards were situated on the 
facade of an old building—the historic Bakehouse Music Studios. The significance 
of pasting these replications of my works in a modular context—pasted together 
as they were in a modular combination—onto the surface of a building facade, was 
not lost on me. The works from the Unstable Object series often reflect a tension 
between the internal and external, asking the question: is this an internally-built 
structure, or a decorative or structural facade? Placing these images in context to 
an exterior, public setting—that is, on the facade of a busy urban street—boosted 
the flux of this function between internal and/or external structure.

The Letter Scores, Percy Grainger Museum, Melbourne, 2017

In July 2017, I devised a series of visual scores exploring redaction and abstracted 
forms of reading. I was invited because the curator, Australian musician and writer 
Mino Peric, was specifically interested in how my research into abstraction and 
language might relate in context of a re-working of some of the letters from the 
Percy Grainger archive. 

I took as the starting point a pile of letters written from afar by Percy 
Grainger—who was, at that point, based in the UK—to his mother in Australia. I re-
dacted the text by placing coloured pen lines through the words, using categories 
of grammar in the following ways: nouns were blue, pronouns were pale green, 
adjectives were red and verbs were purple. As the score progressed through this 
series of letters, I altered the system to selectively redact different grammatical 
groupings of words. Musicians Julie Burleigh and Alison Bolger were then invited 
to interpret this score and perform it at the event (a copy of these recordings can 
be found at the link here. I suggested to the musicians one possible way of inter-
preting the score: to pick notes that would correspond with the colours, to have 
the duration of notes correspond to the lengths of these coloured bars/words/
redactions, and to allow spaces in-between to be gaps or temporal breaks in the 
music. This approach also resonated with the idea behind Grainger’s Free Music 
Machines—inventions that took the form of colour-coded strings and keyboard 
instruments.
 The looped piece of music that was the product of the selected score was 
performed on keyboard and flute; it was quite beautiful, sometimes halting or 
haphazard and interestingly—but perhaps only by chance—seemed to evoke the 
sentiment of the original content of the letters, despite the fact that the musicians 
had not read the original letters, but worked only from the redacted text.
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               Figure #34: The Letter Scores, Score #1—A Letter
         to my Mother

 
This series helped to solidify a number of key factors within this research. Firstly, it 
provided other mediums through which to explore the same ideas I was interested 
in exploring within the paintings from the Unstable Object series—those of syntax, 
pattern, redaction, language and abstraction. Secondly, it linked actual, concrete 
language to the research, which was interesting  where the paintings had only 
dealt with implied, emerging language. Thirdly, the process of redacting the texts 
allowed me to learn more about their inner workings—their Wittgensteinian (2009, 
p. 109) forms of ‘private language’. For example, the score ran through a number 
of letters and as the systematic approach evolved from letter to letter, they got to 
a point where dominant elements were highlighted in order to dissect the text via 
the means of grammar and colour. It was interesting to see the visual data spread 
out on the page. In one letter, the pronouns became visually dominant. In this 
instant, the pale green that was dotted throughout the text reflected a letter that 
was very much hinged on the I and the me, the they and the you. This revealed 
something about the nature of that specific letter—that what Grainger was saying 
was filled not with flowery descriptions (although others were), but with direct ref-
erences and social constellations. This letter contained a batting back and forth of 
social subjects. By viewing the letter through this isolative, grammatical framework 
we were able to see something very abstract in the data of its text.
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Subject / Object: A performance piece, Heide Museum of Modern Art, 
Bulleen, 2017

Subject / Object took the form of a private performance, which occurred within the 
space where the Unstable Object paintings were being exhibited at Heide Muse-
um of Modern Art.

Within the gallery space, surrounded by the works from my concurrent 
exhibition Open Fields, a table and two chairs were set up. I had invited two partic-
ipants—artists Tai Snaith and Eleanor Butt—to join me for two one-on-one conver-
sations, during which we would handle tactile materials (plasticine) on a perspex 
gameboard. The aim was to explore the ways in which abstraction is entangled 
with modes of communication, in order to expand on the findings from the Ab-
stract Communicative Device series, towards the observation that abstract objects 
might also function as communicative aids. 

In this project, the two participants and I each held a forty-five minute one-
on-one conversation. The topic of the conversation was the choice of the partici-
pants’, with the only caveat being that the theme needed to be sustaining in order 
to hold a level of complexity that would warrant the focus of a forty-five minute 
timeframe. On the table was a square perspex sheet reminiscent of a gameboard, 
and sticks of blue and red plasticine. The aim was to conduct a conversation 
whilst forming, handling and placing these plasticine forms onto the board. The 
first conversation undertaken was about feminism, motherhood and art making, 
the politics of labour and production. The second was around the meaning and 
emergence of abstraction within both of our practices. Both conversations were 
archived and recorded for future use. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

         Figure #35: Subject / Object (durational performance image) 
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As the conversations progressed, blobs of plasticine became markers for con-
cepts and ideas. There was a spatialisation at play; a loose, abstract diagramming 
or mapping of the conversation terrain. When a concept needed to be revisit-
ed, there was a visual cue, or marker there on the board between us to refer to 
(through the actions of pointing, touching and manipulation). When an initial idea 
was becoming altered it was noted that the shape or area that was associated with 
that idea would be returned to and also addressed in some way or form.
 It is useful to point out that neither the participant or I saw the same im-
age, map or design, but rather only as it appeared from our physical aspect and 
perspective. When the conversation was finished, we lifted the board and realised 
that the clear perspex offered a further perspective through which to view the con-
versation by-product from underneath or behind. However, like the conversation, 
the perspex board was created with two perspectives; it was interesting to explore 
the manifestation of emerging perspectives and facets as they related not only to 
concepts, but also to materiality.

The result of both sessions was a sort of abstract record of the process of 
the conversation. One of the rules—taken from the parameters set by the Unstable 
Object series—was that forms must not resemble figurative objects from the world. 
The action of forming the plasticine was implicitly linked to the action of thinking 
and formulating an utterance—an idea. The action of placing the plasticine pieces 
felt more linked to the context and modularity of the conversation and its zones or 
elements. The outcome was that the process of handling and placing these ab-
stract objects was conducive to the conversation—it felt like these actions were an 
aid to the conversation itself. 

Later, well after the performance, participating artist Tai Snaith recalled that 
the french word fingere—meaning to handle or form—is also the etymological ori-
gin for the word fiction. This connection was interesting to me: it led to a solidifica-
tion of the thought that, through the formings of a conversation and the formings 
of tactile material forms, there is a kind of fiction at play. Perhaps this fiction takes 
the form of subjectivity, in turn leading us back to Wittgenstein and the endur-
ing obsession with subjectivity and the power of words present in Philosophical 
Investigations. Within the space of all dialogue, we trade in fictions that lead us 
toward forms of truth—again we can turn to Wittgenstein and his phrase forms of 
life through which he attributes the multiplicities of meaning. Within acts of speak-
ing, we can explore the moldings of truths. It was interesting to have come across 
this link between fiction—another term for story, which we can loosely categorise 
as a conversation—and this origin of the word that lies in the action of handling or 
forming. 

This project highlighted the ways in which we might lean on elements that 
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do not fall into the traditional category of language—such as the turning of facet-
ed objects, and the tactile forming and handling of materials within our linguistic 
communication. A logical extension of this observation—one that was applied to 
this research—was that language and speech are consciously and unconsciously 
connected to tactile movements, sensations and actions.  

Geo Forms workshop: National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne, 2018

In 2018 I was invited to lead a workshop at the National Gallery of Victoria (NGV) 
informed by my own research into modularity and connective forms. This was 
in connection with the recreation of the 1969 exhibition The Field, which was a 
historical survey of geometric and hard-edge abstraction in Australia. Geo Forms 
explored elements of productive limitation (including limiting process, form, materi-
als etcetera), anomaly, imperfection, repetition, chance arrangement and modular-
ity of form. 

At the beginning of the workshop I raised an important observation with 
participants: that the way in which the works from The Field (1969) had originally 
been documented—in black and white, with their later capture in colour—gave 
many of them the illusion of being predominantly hard-edge geometric abstrac-
tion, in turn making them appear quite austere. In reality, many of these works 
do not belong to this category. For example, many works when viewed up close 
have rough edges and/or wobbly and bleeding lines. Workshop participants were 
invited to think about using these elements—the messy or rough edges, as well 
as the clear, precise edges—as points of difference that provided syntactic and/
or grammatical tension. Throughout the workshop, participants painted geometric 
forms onto a set of nine square balsa wood pieces. Once they had done this, they 
explored the various orders they could create, looking for an ideal order or bal-
ance. 

The workshop concluded with an activity in which the whole group brought 
their pieces together on the floor to create a giant, collective work, assembled 
piece-by-piece. Making the larger piece was a turning point for the workshop. Par-
ticipants reported that seeing their works arranged in unexpected combinations 
and creating new relationships between works changed their approach—in partic-
ular, the idea of how to tell if a work is finished and which combinations of qualities 
and elements worked. The idea of each move being an addition or subtraction 
was also covered, which linked the activity of each move to that of a larger, social-
ly-interactive game, as well as to processes of enacted decision-making within a 
collaborative setting.  
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Abstraction speaks

This section seeks to solidify the connections between some of these discrete 
projects and the Unstable Object series, in terms of exploring the ability the ab-
stract medium has to speak. Within the projects Abstract Communicative Device, 
Subject / Object and The Letter Scores, the ways abstraction is connected to how 
we communicate via language was directly explored.

The Abstract Communicative Device series—consisting of wooden block 
shapes—was first developed because I was drawn to the handleability, colour, 
texture and agency of wooden children’s blocks. It was only through the process 
of living with and around these objects that I began to observe that they had an 
innate function that was inherently connected to communication. While Einstein 
related playing with children’s blocks as a metaphor for how we build thoughts 
and create new ideas—as discussed previously in Chapter Two, A Process of 
Productive Limitation—I began to see modularity, across these two series of work 
as a means to  explore communication, traced from its origins in thought and into 
dialogue.

Subject / Object tested what would happen when a visual- and ob-
ject-based intermediary was placed between two people talking. A series of ques-
tions arose, such as: is the conversation bolstered by this process of incorporating 
tactile forms?, in what ways will these forms (abstraction) now embody the con-
versation (figuration)? and in what ways will the conversation (figuration) become 
entangled with the forms (abstraction)? 

The Subject / Object performances highlighted the very real ways in which 
we naturally gravitate towards the handling, examining, configuring and re-config-
uring of objects, as well as doodling and/or other semi-conscious or unconscious 
actions as we speak. The observation that the act of thinking and speaking might 
be assisted by these actions is interesting: it allows us to see the connections 
between communication and elements that are gestural and abstract, rendering 
abstract forms as familiar, useful, having agency that speaks and exists beyond the 
clichés of being merely decorative, baffling or conceptually unreacheable. While 
The Letter Scores took development one step further—looping back to ideas with-
in the Unstable Object series related to connections between redaction and ab-
straction—it did so in a way that ultimately led to the fabrication of a composition 
that had travelled through systems of translation, to reach a point where it once 
again spoke—this time from a place within a very different medium, that of sound.

The Unstable Object series connects to themes of abstraction’s ability to 
speak in an unfolding way. This research uses process—specifically processes of 
implementing limitations—to generate its meaning. The paintings from the Unsta-
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ble Object series have, over time, tentatively built their own dialect and sets of ab-
stract propositions, whilst also providing a frame by and through which to navigate 
how language intervenes within our descriptions of place and space. The three 
projects Abstract Communicative Device, Subject / Object and The Letter Scores 
have continued this exploration via an investigation into how abstraction might 
loop back, and be implicated within, any manner of dialogue across mediums.

Aside from the layered cultural histories and associations that are often 
untapped within abstraction, the abstract image holds within it another power. 
Part of this power lies within its subtlety, its reductive boldness, its subjectivity, its 
blurriness, its elusiveness, its complexity, its puzzlingness and its imperfection—in 
its ability to stutter, and therefore also, to speak. Herein lies a potentiality for the 
abstract image to both encompass and defy simultaneously. 

Through her conceptual performance works, the Finnish artist Pilvi Takala 
deals in similar abstractions. In her work The Trainee (2008), Takala pretended to 
be a staff member in an office of a multinational professional services firm. Her 
time spent in the office was always spent overtly doing nothing, so that when 
colleagues repeatedly asked her what it was she was doing, she would reply that 
she was doing ‘brain work’—an activity that involved just sitting or standing. (2008, 
p. 64). Fellow staff members became increasingly concerned about her behaviour 
over the duration of the performance. In relation to The Trainee, a writer from Pum-
phouse Gallery (2017, para. 4) observed that:

Appearing as if you’re doing nothing is seen as a threat to the general working 
order of the company, creating a sense of the unknown, the potential of nothing is 
everything. 

Although Takala’s work is a conceptual performance piece and not wholly abstract, 
it activates this same sense that there is a power we can attribute to nothing. 
 The abstract image can also become a powerful wildcard. When some-
thing is not clearly defined, it holds a whirring potentiality that is unwieldy and 
rebellious. If we do not know what it is, or what it says, we cannot contain it, and 
therefore we cannot ban it. The blurry image—the one that is not clear, the image 
that is loading, or in flux or has become unstable, the one that is about to speak 
or takes pause between two concepts when placed in the context of the cognition 
and dissemination of art and its forms—becomes just as Wittgenstein recognised 
it: useful. 

Non-specificity is useful, precisely because of its power within the relation-
al syntax of meaning. To make work that is abstract is never to make work in a vac-
uum, nor is it to create work that can only be seen from one perspective. To make 
work that is abstract—as much as we see it aesthetically appreciated as decora-
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tion and used to create cultural capital—is also to make work that makes people 
uncomfortable, where it destabilises and defers meaning. In its non-specificity, 
what might appear on one hand as simplistic, repetitive, elusive, hollow or empty, 
might also allow new, rich layers of meaning to resonate. Perhaps this leads us to-
ward the idea that we need to become more attuned viewers; we need an attitude 
of openness; we need to listen and to prick up our ears as abstraction speaks.

The larger question of (the definition of) abstraction—that is, where it sits 
on the spectrum with regards to figuration—is a riddle. As much as the purpose of 
abstraction seems to be about getting away from things, it tends to get very much 
to the core of things. Abstraction is often classified as an other space, but it is very 
much of the world. Perhaps it is through this focus on framing—of qualities and 
their agency, and via extension, the innate power of something that holds agency 
to speak—that we get a real sense of what an abstract image is. Abstraction offers 
a dialectical reading of signs and qualities, in a situation where the depiction of 
figurative objects from the world (pictures) have been minimised and reduced to 
a point where we can notice, for a moment, something less figuratively descrip-
tive. As this research suggests, abstraction is a concept that is related to thought, 
thinking and all forms of process. Abstraction orders and connects in ways that are 
social and therefore, also political. Abstraction offers powerful spaces of nothing-
ness, divergence and becoming—even deviance—which are all integral elements 
to the preservation and freedom of creative thought. If we view abstraction in this 
way, then we can also speak of it as not only a process, a temporal state, an ac-
tion or a verb, but also as a space in which seriality comes to the fore. In order to 
achieve this we must read space in a multiplicity of ways outside of the traditional 
Euclidean view. What we notice within this space of abstraction and the abstract, 
then, are forms that are actively forming, folding, unfolding, clearing, layering, 
flattening, expanding and contracting. Within this space we see certain qualities 
emerging, connections made, suggestions...a reaching toward…an utterance...a 
form of speaking…and again we ask: is it ever more beneficial to replace a blurry 
image with one that is clear? 

At this point, this project becomes about not only our ability to speak—and 
by speak what is really meant is a cognitive chain of reading, thinking, speaking 
and communicating through the abstract—but also the ability for abstraction and 
the abstract to speak for itself. Abstraction is a powerful social and political tool—
there is agency in form, but also in the gap, the interval and the pause, in silence 
and in noise. Through this collecting of disparate elements, a type of language 
forms. The Unstable Object series and the projects that traject out beyond it into 
other mediums and forms, all reference an expanding alphabet: a way of com-
municating whereby, just as with words, forms become modular building blocks 
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toward new structures.  

Abstraction is not a pure state

As was outlined in Chapter Two, A Process of Productive Limitation, one of the 
governing rules of the Unstable Object series was that the arrangement of beams 
should not too closely resemble objects from the figurative world, the logic 
being that this might distract from the emergent narrative. Instead, the focus was 
placed on the visualisation of an abstract serial process, a sort of grappling with 
the abstract matter of space, interval, line and object—that which culminates, also, 
in a form of language with its own associations. However, this is never completely 
possible as a proposition, because as this chapter argues, abstraction is always 
entangled within elements of life. These elements might not always be clear or 
precise—rather, they might be ambiguous—but they hold within them a specificity, 
even in their potential non-specificity, that makes them categorically of the world 
and of the everyday. 

In 2013, at the start of this research, I became interested in the work of 
German conceptual artists Bernd and Hilla Becher. In particular, it was their serial 
and systematic photographic depictions of framework houses from 1959-73 that 
drew my attention. The artists travelled throughout Europe capturing black and 
white photographs of these framework building structures. What struck me about 
the documentation was its relentless serial nature. The photographs revealed 
many iterations on a theme, but each were revealed through processes of limita-
tion, commitment and structure. 
 Another point of interest was less in the documentation and more in the 
ways in which the Becher’s captured an idea of the facade. These buildings re-
vealed what appeared to be the internal beams and structures of their facades, so 
as to make them visible—showing their interior as exterior. There was an economy 
to them. Unlike mock Tudor (a housing style invented to mimic the look of Tu-
dor-period buildings, for which the facade of wooden beams were merely dec-
orative), the framework houses displayed an architectural method and style that 
revealed the internal building structure, using materials in a way that was practical, 
affordable and sparing.
 Early paintings from the Unstable Object series had been reaching toward 
a similar aesthetic—that of bold, straight verticals, horizontals and diagonals, some 
of which met up, others of which did not. There was an interest in the idea of the
facade: is it decorative, functional or both? This aesthetic influence has stayed with
the series throughout, like an imprint. In some ways, the paintings from the Unsta-
ble Object series can be seen as cropped depictions of imagined building facades 
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and/or a building’s internal structure(s). They are closer to the built world—to archi-
tecture and design—than one might think.

Figure #36: Framework Houses, 1959-73, Bernd and Hilla Becher 
Source: Museum of Modern Art, 2019

 

          Figure #37: Unstable Object #2
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It is through their serial collectivity as an unfolding set, that the documentation 
of the Becher series Framework Houses (and others), gain their specific agency. 
The question, what is to be revealed by embarking on a serial journey?, is asked 
through this project. This was particularly the case where, in Chapter Two, em-
phasis was placed on seriality, emergence and process as structurally productive, 
however the question is asked again here, where part of what is gained through 
building up these geometric dialectics—this ‘typographical procedure’ within the 
work of the Bechers—is also of a social nature (Stimson 2003, p. 1). Even within the 
systematic process of documentation that they used—one which sought to es-
cape subjectivity and sentimentality—the Bechers (in Stimson 2003, p. 1) write that 
‘the idea is to make families of objects’ and ‘to create families of motifs’. This also 
strikes me as a very Wittgensteinian concept, where Wittgenstein viewed group-
ings as families—a metaphor with pointedly social associations. 

Rather than use the photographic medium to isolate individual form, the 
Bechers sought to create connections in their serial work, or as they put it, ‘a pat-
tern of sequential experiences’. Blake Stimson (2003, p. 1) writes that:  

It is only in viewing these structures in the serial form given by the Bechers that 
both the ‘all-too-human’ character, or the particularity of each, and the ‘ridiculously 
social’ conformity to their archival schema is revealed.

It is as if the social readings of similar objects and their groupings always inter-
vene. It seems then, that the natural impulse within creating a serial set is for con-
nections to be made. However, what is perhaps surprising is that these connec-
tions often relate back to issues of human experience, the social and the political.

The American artist Mary Miss (in Stoops 1996, p. 64) constructed sculptur-
al works that referenced ‘vernacular images, common to everyday surroundings’, 
and drew inspiration from infrastructure such as windows, fences, walls, bound-
aries, vents, grates, wells and towers etcetera. Her content, albeit abstract, was 
also the infrastructure of human designed and purpose-built invention, which we 
negotiate in our daily lives in order to navigate space. Miss deals in the kinds of 
infrastructures that, like the painted works in the Unstable Object series, suggest 
boundaries or openings (a fence or a window) as the demarcations of space. In 
this way, Miss’s abstraction, her work, is deeply linked to a sort of structural figura-
tion—a set of dialectical signs that we also see within the built world. Even in the 
1970s, Miss was less interested in the theoretical path of Krauss’ grid, and more 
interested in the architectural significations of structures that signify openings and 
closures, or directions. This spatial and architectural infrastructure became a lan-
guage that Miss unfolded over time, throughout her practice. 

A good example of work that pulls the data of everyday life into its vortex 
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to create new hybrid forms of abstract image/text is that of American artist Leslie 
Roberts (discussed briefly in Chapter Four, Navigation: A Visual Reading of Space 
and Form). Roberts’ system-led artistic practice connects language, everyday data 
and translatory code. These elements form her elaborate and detailed geometric 
paintings and drawings. Her works begin as lists of words, for example, transcripts 
taken ‘from the relentless flow of information surrounding us’ (Leslie Roberts para. 

2). These lists then go through a process of codification whereby letters of the al-
phabet get assigned colours and directional lines which create in the artists words, 
‘a personal, abstract vernacular’ (Leslie Roberts para. 2). This ongoing series of 
works—spanning more than a decade—feature panels that include texts alongside 
accompanying, abstract structures which Roberts (para. 1) has called ‘illuminated 
manuscripts of the everyday’. The works become gridded patchworks that explore 
the micro detail (of life) via language and abstraction. Their connections to the 
theme of language also remain intact: although the works go through a process 
of transformation, the patterns inherent within her works read like unique visual 
dialectics or data. Figure #38 below by Roberts is entitled Conditions and uses the 
rhetoric of legal conditions as the basis for its text-to-image process. 

     Figure #38: Conditions, Leslie Roberts
     Source: Leslie Roberts, 2015
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The stuff of everyday life—the ways in which we move through space, navigate 
it and feel included or excluded by space—connects back to earlier connections 
made between this research and the writings of Grosz in Architecture from the 
Outside. Grosz (2001) links our visioning of space—the ways in which it is demar-
cated through architecture and town planning, and the ways in which we interact 
with built environments—to a sort of spatial reading of hierarchy, exclusion and 
inclusion. Within the binaries that often prevail, Grosz finds space for all bodies, 
especially those traditionally excluded from that space by its very binary nature. 
Grosz builds a case for the spaces in-between where she gives these liminal 
spaces (both built and conceptual) a radical freedom; by its very nature of existing 
as part of and around structures, the in-between becomes a new and important 
space of becoming. That Grosz also looks at the spatial area of the margin within 
constructed space—and equates this with marginalised populations from within 
society—highlights the ways in which the ordering and building of spaces has tra-
ditionally also been largely political and controlling, adhering to binary principals 
and logics that are often exclusionary. Grosz connects space—something that we 
can also read as quite amorphous and abstract—with power. It is reasonable, then, 
to suggest that space and the action of dividing it connects to a sort of dialect of 
actions: rather than existing in a vacuum, these actions have political and social 
associations. 

In her exhibition Not feeling too cheerful: reclining figures, facades and 
more, artist Asta Groting created silicone casts of walls and facades from around 
Berlin, complete with bullet and shrapnel holes. The facades are cast as reliefs, 
with the holes appearing like bubbles. While there is a sense of disconnection to 
their original form, the works—whilst they seem to be anchored in the abstract—
have obvious connections to the built environment and its political history. That 
they are facades and walls is also interesting; although a wall is a clear depiction 
of something, it is also the structure and support for (many) artworks, making it the 
other— the negative to the positive. In this way, the space of the wall, the facade, 
and other structures that demarcate our spaces also become part of the fabric of 
the abstract world.

The 1996 exhibition More Than Minimal: Feminism and Abstraction in the 
‘70s, showed work by artists who explored the more tactile, humanist and sub-
jective approaches to abstraction, such as Eva Hesse, Mary Miss and Hannah 
Wilke. The exhibition’s curator Susan L. Stoops (1996, p. 11) wrote in 1996 that a 
‘content-oriented abstraction of a subsequent generation of artists’ (one that was 
also not exclusive with regards to gender) was the aim and intended legacy of the 
exhibition. There was an apparent current running throughout this exhibition: the 
energy spent was not towards a depiction of the perceived masculine qualities of 
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a pure process as object that were de rigueur, but rather towards an entanglement 
of qualities, and indeed of abstraction, politics, identity and human experience.   
 Abstraction is often shelved as an otherworldly or pure state—as devoid 
of grounded meanings. Yet this reading is more entangled with the ways abstrac-
tion within art is marketed, presented, historically documented and geographically 
placed. Abstraction has always had political capabilities and functions, and yet 
often this is easily forgotten. The question of whether abstraction can be social 
and/or political, should perhaps be worded: can abstraction still be social and/or 
political? The origins of abstraction contain solid relationships with politics, where 
Linda Bessemer (2005, para. 3) writes that:

Abstraction has a long history of social and political critique. At the turn of the 
previous century, abstraction was synonymous with a vision of a new world order. 
Russian Constructivism became the symbol of communist revolution and utopian 
society. European Expressionism sought to dismantle bourgeois society and the 
capitalist order. Futurism celebrated the industrial revolution in both benign and 
not so benign ways: it was an aesthetic expression of the beauty of the machine 
and it embraced Fascism, war and ethnic cleansing. By the mid-twentieth century, 
the revolutionary politic of abstraction had lost its momentum under the 
tremendous weight of post-war capitalism, cold war politics and McCarthyism.

Even the motive to create a pure art—one that was separated from the politics of 
the time—was in essence political in its very desire to do that. We can see an ex-
ample of this in Malevich (1959, p. 4) who, in his Suprematist text The Non-Objec-
tive World: The Manifesto of Suprematism, wrote: ‘in the year 1913, trying desper-
ately to free art from the dead weight of the real world, I took refuge in the form of 
the square’. From this we can gather that to get away from ‘the real world’ and to 
take refuge, are also inherently political acts. 
 As previously discussed in chapters two and four, Pica’s 2011 work Venn 
Diagrams (under the Spotlight), revisits the political power that a simple analogous 
image or symbol can hold. In this work, Pica presents a Venn diagram manifested 
by way of two spotlights directed onto the gallery wall. Rather than a static work, 
the lights are projected onto the wall only when groups of people congregate 
together in the gallery space around it. Venn diagrams were not taught in Argen-
tinian schools during the war (1976-1983). During this time, these forms of diagram 
were banned due to a suspicion that the connective visual nature of their symbolic 
and reductive appearance might influence people to cooperate in the forming of 
communities and rebellions. While at first glance the works’ message may seem 
purely geometric and benign, it is both political and social—despite our similarities 
and differences, we as people overlap (like Venn diagrams); when we do, we join 
forces and hence gain collective power. 
 The origins of abstraction—traceable to the Russian Constructivists, the 
Futurists, the Dada movement et al.—are deeply implicated within both a desire to
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escape the political, and the oxymoronic reality that to do this is, in itself, a radical 
and political act. The larger question of whether abstraction can be seen to be 
entangled within areas that are social and political now, is to ask whether we have 
historically managed to strip (or reduce) abstraction to a few selected, well-trodden 
fictions, or whether it continues to have a connective agency of its own. There is a 
good example to be found in Linda Besemer’s (2005, para. 7) essay Abstraction: 
Politics and Possibilities, where she discusses the use of grid structures within the 
paintings of Denyse Thomasos. Besemer describes the paintings as not only being 
read through the lens of modernism and ‘within the platonic historical trajectory of 
abstraction’ but also ‘of the histories of African quilts and colonial slavery’. Howev-
er, according to Besemer (2005, para. 9) it is also ‘Thomasos’ personal history and 
the sexual, racial, ethnic, national and geopolitical histories that “herstory” engen-
ders’ that we find embedded within the works. Besemer further writes that: 

Thomasos’ abstract grids “speak” of the tools of an oppressive regime: the archi-
tectural diagrams for slave transport, the beams and riggers of detention docks, 
the jails and bars of incarceration, the cubicles and spaces of torture. 

 

           Figure #39: Whistle, Denyse Thomasos, 1994
           Source: Denyse Thomasos, 2019
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For abstraction to be social and political, it requires not only a few selected voices 
of subjective appropriation, but multiple voices from multiple areas of life, in order 
to create and dissect an art work. This kind of diversity of making and reading that
is spread out, dispersed via its multiplicity and subjectivity, is what allows many 
voices to participate in areas that often rely on the reproduction of a few voices 
toward similar ends. Art theorist John Rajchman (1997, p. 71) writes in relation to 
abstraction that:  

 Forms of singular histories can become ‘contaminated’ with multiple and 
 conflicting histories of individual and collective cultural or political specificity and 
 in turn ‘mutate’ into new forms and new signification of forms. 

Perhaps this ‘contamination’ is also what we need to cultivate and interrogate 
when dealing with abstraction. 
 Rajchman (1997, p. 71) refers to a Deleuzian ‘stammering of ‘ands’…and…
and…and’ to suggest that an approach of endless additions might be a useful pro-
cess by which to grapple with abstraction. Besemer (2005, para. 20) also argues 
for a layered ‘Delueuzian approach’, whereby production and writing about ab-
straction is viewed from all angles and subjectivities—from all geopolitical areas, 
always stretching, like a rhizome, outwards towards what it might say next within 
abstraction. Here she writes that we need an:

Intensification of all those differences within ever branching “rhizomatic” multipli-
cations, utilizing a theoretical paradigm that replaces the negative theology of the 
binary (woman is not man, black is not white, abstraction is not political). (Besemer 
2005, para. 20)

For abstraction to become impure—for it to exist outside the vacuum of the oth-
erworldly or sublime—is for it to become contaminated and to connect outwards 
to new possibilities. The communicative power of abstraction is perhaps one way 
that this contamination can occur, where it is also entangled within the diverse el-
ements and experiences of life. Multiple views, different strategies of viewing and 
varied curatorial and cultural voices are integral forces within abstraction, allowing 
it to both function and speak in all its multiplicity.

Both reaching away from representation towards something other—per-
haps it is a blank space or another simple form—and engaging with abstractions in 
any form, are each highly communicative acts. While we need abstraction to con-
nect with the unknown—to communicate complexities—we also need it to commu-
nicate simple aspects of living. 

The act of engaging with abstraction is also a potential form of dissent; in 
looking closely [at something] we can recognise notions and visual propositions of 
logic. This process of looking closely can begin to deconstruct the logic of binary 
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power systems toward a greater philosophical understanding of becoming and 
emergence, whereby the importance of deference and attribution of meaning is 
made visible.
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Chapter Six: Conclusion
 

A Summing of Parts and Outcomes 

This project started with a structural mission: to repeatedly paint the rectilinear, 
4cm beam mark throughout a modular series, with the aim of revealing associative 
information through the combination of limitation and repetition. One major aspect 
that the paintings from the Unstable Object series have revealed, is a visualisation 
of process (that of thinking and making); not an overarching image of process in 
general, but a subjective image of process which is unique to this project. What, 
then, does looking in towards this visualisation of a specific artistic process do for 
the wider sphere in which it is situated? 

As this research developed, the writing became part of a process of se-
rial unfolding which occurred in tandem with the development of the paintings; 
the abstract paintings from the Unstable Object series became propositional. 
By falling into a dialogue with the ideas of a range of theorists—but in particular 
those of Derrida, Grosz and Wittgenstein—the paintings were treated as filtering 
frameworks for sending ideas and concepts related to mark, trace and space back 
through a process of painting and writing. This activity proved productive; the 
limitations placed on the project allowed the simple, repetitive form of the beam 
mark to be an engine for meaning. While this element proved successful in leading 
the project, there was always the intervening caveat of human subjectivity. Human 
subjectivity was subsequently drawn into the system, and the project became an 
exercise in exploring not only visual processes, but some of the more subtle, ab-
stract and quiet parts of the creative process of decision-making and building—the 
tacit forming of ideas, indecision, vacillation and doubt. In this way, the research 
connects to artists and researchers interested in both process and rule-following 
in artistic and design practice, as well as the ways in which subjectivity can inter-
vene within these structural processes of making.

In the 1996 exhibition More Than Minimal: Feminism and Abstraction in 
the ‘70s (also referred to in Chapters One, Two and Five), Stoops, the exhibition’s 
curator set to address some perceived imbalances regarding attitude and content 
within postminimalism and abstraction. She argued that ‘the project of humanis-
ing abstraction is the legacy of this generation of women artists’ and that ‘in their 
hands the isolated, authoritative, impenetrable ‘object’ devoted only to itself has 
yielded to a subjectivity’ (Stoops 1996, p. 11). This project speaks to similar subjec-
tivities, those which—even now more than twenty years on (and it is worth noting 
here that the exhibition was held approximately twenty years after the works 
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were initially created in the 1970s)—still remain the lesser explored. Stoops (1996, 
p. 11) proposed that a subsequent generation of artists (of which I am a part) will 
find an acknowledgement of a space within art and abstraction that can allow for 
subjectivity for all female-identifying artists—this was the exhibition’s ‘promise’. 
Continuing to revisit and explore subjectivities and multiplicities within abstraction 
becomes the necessary work we must do for abstraction into the future—an aim to 
which this research contributes. 

Making and rendering connections

This thesis questions what emergent thematics could be drawn out through a 
process of productive limitation. I was not particularly sure at the beginning of this 
project whether repeating the usage of the beam mark in non-figurative visual 
compositions, would result in revealing information that, rather than being random 
or disparate, could connect thematically throughout a project of such breadth 
and length. Yet as the research progressed, many connections and observations 
emerged that led the research onward towards emerging areas of enquiry. Look-
ing for and following these emergent connections was a major activity within this 
project. This section will now spend some time unpacking these connections. 
Firstly, the two ways in which connection is discussed must be delineated. This 
section explores both the theme of connection itself—as in the ways in which the 
theme of connectivity was activated visually by the project—as well as the func-
tions of connection as to how the emergent qualities were made visible, and how 
they connected or related to the overall research.

While there is a visual connectivity occurring within the depiction of the 
beam marks and across the modular panels of the paintings from the Unstable 
Object series, there is also a temporal connectivity occurring. The latter form of 
connectivity has emerged from the ongoing nature of the series over a number of 
years, as something that is drawn out through both its limited serial and emergent 
nature. The usage of the beams as the building tools for both image and concep-
tual frameworks, allows for further connections between the paintings’ built forms 
and their potential conceptual associations and analogies. The development of 
the paintings from the Unstable Object series was also connected to the process 
of writing; the ideas that started to structure the exegesis were often folded back 
into the emergent structures of the paintings in a temporal loop (as discussed in 
Chapter Three, Painting Compressions: A Chronology of Form). The very process 
of building is connective; this project engages with this idea as both a visual and 
theoretical concept, between which there is slippage, entanglement and a con-
stant back and forth of reciprocity. Once applied, this movement between the 
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visual and the theoretical—through abstract means—opened up a space for the 
wider discussion of mark, trace and space within the expanded fields of painting, 
abstraction, art, philosophy, design and architecture.

What are the concrete ways in which connections have been functional 
between emergent research markers and towards thematic content? Initially I was 
instinctively drawn to the beam marks and the framework structures that might 
be built from them; however, at this point I did not know what I was trying to say 
or what these forms would reveal through their own agency. While this was not 
an exercise in Object-Oriented Ontology—the forms are always in dialogue with a 
subjective, human narrator—this project leaned heavily on the associative qualities 
of structures made possible through the repeated usage of the 4cm painted beam 
mark. 

Seeing the works from the Unstable Object series as containing certain el-
ements—in particular the formation of types of games—became an early research 
marker. This led not only to the concrete connections between a serial action (for 
example, painting a beam mark and viewing this as akin to a move) but also to a 
thought (yes, no, maybe). These two components—i) the action of painting serially 
and ii) the process of decision-making—were research markers that became con-
nected, and indeed noticed, only through the limitations of the present system. 

My interest in the formulation of games and of how my work might relate to 
them, led my attention to Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations in which he 
explores the concept of language games. Although the paintings from the Unsta-
ble Object series seemed, at first, to bear very little resemblance to any form of 
language game, I was held by the text—through Wittgenstein’s discussion of how 
to define a game—because it was so experimental, so intriguing. The discussion 
indicated that there are many types of possible games, and that not all of them 
stand up to normal modes of definition. Looking in more depth at Wittgenstein led 
this research toward a questioning of the methods we use to communicate com-
plexity. Wittgenstein’s questioning of language through his language games (such 
as those examples given in Chapters Two to Four), also connected the research 
with word and text, and subsequently to larger areas of language. 

Before long, the paintings from the Unstable Object series were enmeshed 
in an unfolding relationship with language and abstraction. Language, it seems, is 
also a string of modular objects; both abstraction and language can be misunder-
stood; both abstraction and language have a lot to say. Encouraging the connec-
tions between the areas of image, thought, word, text and abstraction has had a 
productive influence in terms of the ways in which this project has been thought 
through, with and also, about. Another aspect of this image-text connection in 
relation to the research came via concepts such as the translatory potential of text, 
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trace, erasure and différance, as illuminated by Derrida’s text Of Grammatology. 
This also led to Derrida’s writing on the frame and parergon (remainder) in The 
Truth in Painting, which, alongside his ideas of trace and erasure, folded back 
towards the content of the paintings from the Unstable Object series through a 
questioning of the roles and effects of the painted beam mark. 

Another key research marker—the observation of visual and conceptual 
repetitions and mirrorings throughout the project—also warrants a discussion. 
These connective mirrorings were first observed in the ways that the Unstable 
Object series—through its specific processes of limitation—featured repetitions 
of images, patterns and visual mirrorings of structures, from one canvas to the 
next. These mirrorings, however, did not stop there. Very early on in the process, 
I began to notice the ways in which elements that were applied through process, 
would then begin to apply to the depiction of abstract images. For example, 
through the depiction of the beam mark came the emergence of the theme of the 
border/boundary; from this, a visual depiction of the qualities of limitation itself 
began to form. As has been suggested in Chapter Two, A Process of Productive 
Limitation, this was also, perhaps, one side effect of this practice-led research. 
These mirrorings continued to a point where I was painting (depicting) frame-
works, and then using the associations of these frameworks to provide ways of 
viewing—they became additional frameworks through which to view the works 
that themselves contained depicted frameworks. Shifting through these analogies 
of viewing through multiple conceptual frameworks began to liberate the works. 
This process of viewing—through the aforementioned, multiple frameworks—ac-
tivated the whirring deferment that is present within the works from the Unstable 
Object series (and indeed, within abstraction itself). The mirrorings between image 
and research made possible by the implementation of a process of limitation was 
an interesting terrain to move through. Through the exegesis, shifts and slippag-
es between visual and conceptual content occurred through a translatory, back-
and-forth process of looking, making, reading and thinking. This project, through 
its conscious use of systems, has made visible some of the components that are 
integral to practice-led research of this kind. This outcome renders the exegesis 
a useful document for anyone interested more broadly in theories of emergence, 
space, form and process as they relate to philosophy, art, architecture, design and 
practice-led artistic research. 

Such processes of productive limitation brought the issue of limits more 
broadly to the fore; it seemed that these forms of limitation were also highly 
connective. One of the common denominators for this project has been the way 
in which the theme of the limit has been ever-present: whether it be through the 
examination of a border/boundary; through the activation of frames and modular 
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processes; or through the structural processes of limitation as a guiding principle. 
This attention towards limits—through both process and the depiction of forms 
that come to resemble them—ultimately led to an examination of the visual and 
conceptual ways in which those limits can melt, degrade or break down. This 
came to its crux within Chapter Four, Navigation: A Visual Reading of Space and 
Form, where the edge of the borders/boundaries of the beam marks became less 
contained, more wobbly and soft. This visual quality—while explored in tandem 
both with the paintings and conceptually within the theory—was first noticed as a 
quality in the paintings, through the process of limitation applied to the series. As 
the project progressed, I noticed other connecting and emerging research mark-
ers coming out of the paintings from the Unstable Object series—namely through 
an apprehension of emergent qualities made visible by its systems. For example, 
this could be found in an accidental drip, a bleeding line, or in the breadth of 
visual variety that the estimate allowed for; here we might also find that something 
projects, recedes, opens up or closes off, flows through to continue or discontinue. 
While the edges of beam marks seem to physically degrade, the perceptual shim-
mer of strong colour applied onto white can also make a boundary line begin to 
dissolve; here, my attention is drawn to the wavering wobble of an imperfect edge 
or a connection point. 

There were two main visual processes of framing that were active through-
out this project: the first was that modular paintings, each containing separate 
frames, were placed into a variety of configurations; the second was when the 
paintings also depicted painted frames as content itself. Both processes of framing 
deal in tensions which Derrida described as border effects. These border effects, 
explored in Chapter Four, involve holding our attention within the spaces at and 
around the border, in order to follow possible connections and activations of 
space. To explore these effects, a questioning of what is inside or outside the fo-
cus of a frame—and what conceptual and cognitive activities occur within, outside, 
and around its visual boundaries—was required. By the time I came to write Chap-
ter Four, I was absorbed in a process of looking at the paintings from the Unstable 
Object series; it was as though they were topographical maps, blueprints, plans or 
networks of borderings that brought my attention to the effects that occurred in 
and around their marks. 

Many of the markers which were observed throughout this process of lim-
itation could be seen to fall into a greater category of blurriness. While I have not 
created blurry paintings, I have found that the more I looked into the paintings and 
the structures they depict, the more I noticed elements that seemed to contain a 
sense of ambiguity. While there are many bold elements that appear visually clear 
within the Unstable Object series, within that initial boldness is often a sufficient 
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degradation of the edge or boundary of beams; if we look carefully, these areas 
show an element of blurriness or degradation throughout nearly all research mark-
ers. 

Another question that this research raises, is that of productivity: how can 
limitation function as productive, and how do these productivities manifest with-
in the project? As has been discussed above, limitation as a frame has allowed 
information to be noticed and observed, in order for certain thematics to have 
emerged and/or connected. While limitation has proved to be a productive pro-
cess, there are other outcomes of additional productivity that bear mentioning. 
The limitation of the 4cm beam mark form—a simple, reductive and communicative 
building element—has built greater structures and syntaxes within the series. For 
reasons that can be attributed to both the sameness and the difference of the lim-
ited forms depicted in the Unstable Object series, certain practical and productive 
outcomes have been achieved. For instance, a stack of paintings would suddenly 
read as the compositional influence for an entire new work, or the placing of the 
3D beams back in front of the paintings would give way to new compositional 
ideas. The modular configuration of the canvases expanded their breadth towards 
new possibilities, in the ways they could connect and disconnect across the series. 
An observation of their unique potential and the ways they function as part of a 
series became a significant development along the way. Each example of forms of 
productivity above were realised through the channelling of a process of limitation. 

A note on the research process 

Within the concluding statements of this exegesis, the conceptual scaffolding that 
was central to the making and discussion of themes from within the Unstable Ob-
ject series (and the discrete and entangled projects that were its offshoots), is be-
ing dismantled. As this occurs, piece-by-piece the removal of the scaffolding that 
surrounds the paintings opens up a space for new trajectories to become possi-
ble. This also provides the opportunity to be able to look afresh at the works from 
the Unstable Object series and ask what this process of reading has achieved. 

Despite the Unstable Object series being in processes of development at 
both the start and end points of the written exegesis, the paintings look different 
to me now than they did before the writing was under way. As a result of the writ-
ing process, there is a new level of conceptual significance across the series than 
there was prior. This significance is placed in particular on mark, trace and space—
elements which were once quite tacit; that is, I knew these things were important 
to my research for some reason, but I was not precisely sure how or why. Within 
this investigation I am also drawn to the areas (visual and conceptual) that defy 
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articulation; perhaps it is that they areas might be articulated, but only if I include 
their qualities of blankness, empty space and their unknowability of emptiness as 
valid descriptors. I return again and again to these areas of emptiness, because 
they seem so related to the language of abstraction—to the ways in which we not 
only create tangible things like art works, but also to the ways in which we think 
and read such things.

Throughout this project there were various trajectories of association 
placed onto the 4cm beam mark. The chosen name for that mark as beam is in 
itself also a trajectory: before this point, the mark was unlabelled and free from 
the underpinnings of that particular association. As the project progressed, the 
exegesis moved back and forth through a series of subjective associations around 
the beam mark and the greater structures and frameworks that it formed. Also 
observed were the surrounding, emergent qualities of the beam marks: not only 
those that their marks contained, but others that were present throughout the can-
vases. This process was not particularly ordered or linear, rather it was a process 
of trying this, now this, now this in painting—of dotting back and forth between 
associations and ideas and then writing about them. To form an argument too 
early or to rush things, was to miss the productive process of a slowly-built emer-
gence which was occurring via the process of limitation. The necessity to form a 
secondary argument (one that built thematically on the initial set of questions that 
guided the project, which were in place since the start) was not taken lightly. The 
elements that were made visible through the process of productive limitation were 
considered, and allowed space and room for connections to be made. This pro-
cess felt, at times, precarious; with many unknowns, and considering the aim was 
to search for outcomes and specificity, there was a danger to leaving this process 
to naturally unfold. Despite this, the approach of an open emergence (referred to 
in Chapter Two, A Process of Productive Limitation) was crucial. Rather than force 
connections, there was a process underway of watching and waiting, of observing 
emergent connections within the limited field created by the process of limitation 
that ultimately proved productive. It was also an exciting experience to navigate 
this process: to bring the findings of the exegesis together, to see that there was 
indeed philosophical sense to be made out of this methodological process of pro-
ductive limitation with regard to these emergent, abstract forms.  

The remainder        

It is helpful now, at the end point of the exegesis, to return to Derrida’s concept of 
the remainder (otherwise referred to as parergon and discussed in Chapter Five, 
Abstract Entanglements), where it assists us in taking stock of the scope of the 
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research. Wittgenstein would perhaps view the remainder as a blurry potentiali-
ty—a form of life that remains unknown. Through a Groszian (2001, p. 116) lens, the 
remainder could perhaps be viewed via the emergence of other spaces at ‘the 
edges of any identity’s limits’. Derrida’s (1986) concept of the remainder comes 
into play through his reckoning of the frame as an activated structure that includes 
and excludes. 

A more traditional means of conclusion might focus on the positive attri-
butes and outcomes of the research—that is, the information that has been posi-
tively gained, rather than the negative, as that which might defy clarity or remain 
hidden behind. However, a familiar approach within this project is to question the 
positive and the negative—to once again open up to Derrida’s border effects, as a 
way of looking to what is outside, next to and in-between. The activity inherent to 
these forms of questioning breaks down the boundaries which help us to explore 
ways of grappling with areas of conceptual blurriness. We must now look, for the 
last time, at what abstract forms and structures have emerged from a conceptual 
viewpoint of relief; of what we might also not be seeing; what we might be leaving 
behind. Within the context of painting, Derrida (1987, p. 12) touches on the im-
portance of an activity of ‘working the frame’ when he looks at the philosophical 
terrain of what is left behind, unsaid or unknowable (ideas of which relate to that 
of the remainder). In The Truth in Painting he writes:  

And what if the remainder could never, in its structure as remainder, be deter-
mined ‘properly,’ what if we must no longer even expect or question anything 
within that horizon. (Derrida 1987, p. 301) 

What, then, of the remainder here? What of those stones that remain unturned—
the aspects that are unexplored or unthought? Both within the Unstable Object 
series and through this exegesis, a selection of theoretical and conceptual frame-
works have been applied in propositional dialogue with the work. The potential 
here is for more to be gained from this series. To return to an issue raised in Chap-
ter Two, the work does not have exhaustive or pre-generative intentions: where it 
does not aim to cover all iterations, a gap is therefore revealed.

A turn toward the remainder—to what is unsaid or unsayable—is one log-
ical conclusion to this project. The meaning that the processes of productive lim-
itation have provided do not stop generating; these continue in order to elaborate 
on both sides of a boundary—to what is unsaid and invisible, in an endless game 
of division and elaboration. In this way, the project can only be halted or brought 
to a conclusion through a process of accepting these elements as unsaid, and as 
therefore also useful. Where we allow a caveat for the unsaid, we allow it to exist 
as a philosophically important aspect of the project’s emergent forms. These ele-
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ments that are not clear, are also able to be read despite their lack of clarity, where 
we simply need to read our way through these qualities of unknowing. 

Wittgenstein’s (2009, p. 11) concept of ‘forms of life’ is also worth repeating 
again at this point, as there are perhaps also other forms of life for this research. 
Can what is written and visually explored create space for a further creative aggre-
gate (a framework) that acts as a precursor for future imaginings and visionings? 
Are remainders that which remain untranslatable? Are remainders simply over-
looked forms and/or ideas, or are they also deeply subjective—forever deferring 
description through their multiplicity? How does this relate to the abstract, linguis-
tic, serial forms throughout the Unstable Object series? Perhaps all of this leads us 
to the knowledge that it is important to not know, however, the question remains: 
is the process of trying to make visible a language of abstract forms problematic? 
Perhaps, but only if we require things to be made completely clear. For example, if 
we allow the blurry, the abstract and the unsaid to lie dormant within the Unstable 
Object series (and within the greater idea of tracing emergent forms), then we also 
allow these unknown areas to function as symbolic, productive, even linguistic, 
forms. 

We must also remember the importance of multiplicity. Where there is a 
question of what something depicts—a question that is commonly asked in rela-
tion to image and content within abstract art movements—keen, collective eyes 
must be placed towards supporting and allowing for diverse readings. It is in look-
ing at what has not been said, and who has not been included, that we find equal-
ly important information. This information may be deemed productive towards a 
larger and broader aim: that of enabling a multiplicity and diversity within artistic 
practice, curatorship and writing as a productive searching for new voices. 

Gathering the philosophical usefulness of the blurry image

Within and through the Unstable Object series, emergent qualities such as blurri-
ness (where the spaces between things break down), bleeding, degraded edges, 
empty spaces, gaps in content and misty spatial fields have become conceptually 
important and revealing. It is through their existence as a useful part of an emer-
gent language of serial forms, that this research can situate these ambiguous 
forms as useful. These forms are of functional use where areas of blankness work 
in tandem, reciprocally, alongside the other more positive, definitive and overtly 
communicative readings of form from within the series—such as the beam mark 
read as border, the diagrammatic markings, and greater constructions and built 
forms. Had I not embarked on the process of limitation that is central to this series, 
I would not have noticed the use and latent productivity of these emergent qual-
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ities. Wittgenstein’s (2009, p. 38) incitement that an image that is not clear might 
be ‘just what we need’, is one that I have returned to instinctively and repetitively 
throughout the writing of this exegesis. Where Wittgenstein recognised the use-
fulness in areas of blurriness, it was only through an investigation of the Unstable 
Object series and its emergent qualities made within Chapter Four, Navigation: 
A Visual Reading of Space and Form that I began to fully come to the crux of the 
importance of the blurry image. This articulation occurred with assistance from the 
theoretical explorations of border effects and the space in-between offered by 
Derrida and Grosz respectively. 

The usefulness of the blurry, the abstract and the unsaid within this series 
(and indeed within anything we read, make, think about or look at) exists in allow-
ing these elements to also function as linguistic forms. Derrida’s concept of dif-
férance allows for a symbolic whirring, or a difference of meaning to occur within a 
system of text as a space for the other—that which is just out of reach. The activity 
of tracing and following the emergence of forms and their spatial associations 
within this project—that is, allowing for the blurry or unformed to exist simply as 
they are, as useful in their unformed-ness—has been paramount. 

The relationships and tensions between areas of positive or definitive 
marks, and areas of necessary blankness (full of their own non-specific specificity), 
as well as the whirring sense of becoming found within the areas of the in-be-
tween and middle ground, all provide a visual syntax—an emergent language of 
abstract, reciprocal forms. This research suggests that in order to have the ability 
to truly read an emergent, abstract language—or for that matter, to read in ab-
straction—we need to recognise the importance of gaps, empty spaces and blurri-
ness in our knowledge as productive, connective and useful. 

Looking at the visual and conceptual structures and frameworks within the 
Unstable Object series now, at the end point of this project, I see a self-reflexive 
investigation that relies on equal measures of knowledge gained through my own 
artistic practice, as well as other thinkers and artists. A sort of willing blindness 
(an openness to the interventions of tacit, intuitive thought) has been necessarily 
applied to the unfolding system over time. Also apparent, is the communicative 
drive that abstract forms hold, and the reciprocal nature between our cognition of 
these forms and what they might represent. The forms from the Unstable Object 
series have also gained linguistic capabilities in their ability to be used like a lan-
guage—albeit an abstract language. Just as words and language in general rely 
on modularity to exist, so does this series, whereby each separate element and 
idea came into its own due to a relational placement within a larger structure and 
configuration. The Unstable Objects speak: as a series, they speak to the emer-
gent processes of making and thinking, and they speak in relation to an expanded 
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understanding of ways in which abstraction can function—forwards, backwards, 
inwards and outwards, around, inside, outside and in-between subjects. In each 
case, the series exists within a reciprocal relationship with both figuration and 
the experience of everyday life. There is also a tacit, conceptual blurriness that is 
channeled through the action of painting something that is intuitively led, but that 
has also been carried out through a systematic, repeated and worn process of 
limited mark making that relates back to a formal set of constraints.

Look! One last way: productive instabilities and volatile reciprocal 
energies

The layered frameworks and perspectives—the ways of looking—that have been 
presented throughout this exegesis, spurred on a series of questions: are we look-
ing at a built structure?, a decorative facade?, a blueprint?, a topography?, a plan?, 
a diagram?, a language? What of the marks and gaps between, how might they 
be read? Is there a game within the process of reading these marks? What are the 
temporal measures? And do the structures within the works represent a process 
of construction or deconstruction in relation to building, making and thinking? All 
of these questions, once articulated and asked, work to activate the paintings from 
the Unstable Object series and this research, but to what effect, exactly? Perhaps 
this flicking back and forth creates a conceptual blur of friction and movement that 
ultimately lends itself to the unstable qualities of these works in the first place. The 
back and forth between multiple frameworks of viewing—first ‘this way, now this 
way’ that was observed initially within Wittgenstein’s (2009, p. 211) Philosophical 
Investigations—pushes our argument towards a conclusion. 

If we now bring to mind this blur—created as it is by the observed rattle 
and volatility inherent in the process of looking ‘this way, now this way’—and if we 
try to track this back and forth energy—this activity—we begin to inhabit its middle 
ground. Within this blurred in-between, this middle ground of subjectivity—Is it 
this? Is it this? Is it this? Or this?—we get to something that resembles a crux. When 
we do not know exactly how to pin something down due to its blur, there is a 
power and a thrill in the potentiality that the image that is unclear can also contain. 
Within this tension of ambiguity and containment, we come to recognise a certain 
usefulness pertaining to the abstract, the blurry and imprecise. Within processes of 
decision-making and indecision—as well as within building, thinking and making—
there is a productive and functioning abstract element: a whirring simultaneity of 
becoming that is also a deferment of possibility. 

The multiplicity of using frameworks and systems in order to paint—of 
painting and depicting abstract frameworks, and also, of looking through frame-
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works ‘this way, now this’, as well as the movement of traversing these activities—
creates its own overall blur that has proven itself to be productive. This conceptual 
blur leads back to Wittgenstein’s philosophical usefulness of an image that is not 
clear—a reminder that has surfaced on numerous occasions within this project in 
relation to abstraction. The useful quality of the image that defies definition is that 
it serves to remind us that there is legitimacy in the middle ground, as well as in 
areas of not knowing. To return to the hierarchical logic of Kant, Hegel and early 
Wittgenstein explored in Chapter Two, the view that we require a definitive yes or 
no—that any hypothesis (mathematical, scientific, philosophical or otherwise) must 
be proven one way or another—reminds us of what this way of looking leaves be-
hind. As explored in Chapter Five, there is an additional power in inhabiting multi-
plicity and subjectivity where it can be political and/or philosophical; it can also be 
connective and social as we lean towards others to communicate and share mean-
ing. Through these activities of sharing and attempting to understand as related to 
abstraction, we join at some kind of shared, non-precise meeting point—an estima-
tion. 

The philosophical usefulness of blurriness, as well as the recognition of 
other related abstract forms of not knowing—such as the middle ground, emer-
gence and becoming—are functioning aspects of a larger systematic framework 
of creative productivity. We use these elements of not knowing to connect to the 
abstract ways in which we think, create and communicate, but it is through more 
tacit and subconscious modes of reading and viewing that we find the full produc-
tive potential of this usefulness. The connective power of processes of productive 
limitation from within this exegesis have brought to bear many arguments en-
tangled within abstraction and processes of making. Yet the most encompassing 
argument—that we might be well tuned to read abstraction and abstract forms 
through a sort of reductive balance between content and non-content—pushes us 
toward a particular knowledge: that empty space, gaps, intervals and other blurry 
elements are connective, useful and productive, both in the ways we build and 
create, as well as the ways we read form and space. 

The next step in this emergent process is analogous to the logic of the ob-
servation above, where we can imagine that the paintings from the Unstable Ob-
ject series are in a state of folding flux, rattling back and forth between (these and 
other) readings. In this imagining, the frameworks utilised and depicted within the 
paintings seem to contain more information than perhaps they even should—they 
merge and fold, connect and disconnect, always in flux. These layerings teach us 
about the ways abstraction is embedded within processes of looking, reading and 
meaning making. In this way, through this particular volatility, we leave this series. 
Not as static iterations of moments captured through a series of paintings, but as 
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a series that contains a productive and self-referential volatility. These are useful 
forms, unstable objects in a shifting terrain of abstraction, reading, knowledge 
forming, philosophy and making. 



Unstable
Object Series
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     Rotations:

Unstable Object #4 
150 x 150cm
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Unstable Object #5 
155 x 182cm

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object #8 
150 x 150cm

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object #9 
137 x 111cm

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object #3 
137 x 111cm

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object #2 
137 x 111cm

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object #17 
137 x 111cm

     Rotations: 
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     Rotations: 

Unstable Object #6 
137 x 111cm
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     Rotations: 

Unstable Object #7 
137 x 111cm
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     Rotations: 

Unstable Object #10 
137 x 111cm
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Unstable Object #12 
150 x 150cm

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object #13 
150 x 150cm

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object #11 
150 x 150cm

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object #20 
150 x 150cm

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object #21 
150 x 150cm

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object #32 
150 x 150cm

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object #18 
150 x 150cm

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object #15  
150 x 150cm

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object #31 
150 x 150cm

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object #34 
150 x 150cm

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object #33 
150 x 150cm

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object #26 
150 x 150cm

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object #35 
137 x 111cm

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object #37 
137 x 111cm

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object #30 
150 x 150cm

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object #36 
150 x 150cm

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object #25 
150 x 150cm

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object #27 
150 x 150cm

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object #29 
137 x 111cm 

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object #28 
137 x 111cm

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object #38 
150 x 150cm

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object #14 
137 x 111cm

     Rotations: 
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Unstable Object # 16 
137 x 111cm

     Rotations: 
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Frame Works, Nicholas Thompson Gallery, 2019

 
Frame Works (installation view)
Photography by Tim Gresham
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Frame Works, Nicholas Thompson Gallery, 2019

 
Frame Works (installation view)
Photography by Tim Gresham
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Frame Works, Nicholas Thompson Gallery, 2019

 
Frame Works (installation view)
Photography by Tim Gresham
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Frame Works, Nicholas Thompson Gallery, 2019

 
Frame Works (installation view)
Photography by Tim Gresham
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Frame Works, Nicholas Thompson Gallery, 2019

 
Frame Works (installation view)
Photography by Tim Gresham
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Frame Works, Nicholas Thompson Gallery, 2019

 
Frame Works (installation view)
Photography by Tim Gresham
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Frame Works, Nicholas Thompson Gallery, 2019

 
Frame Works (installation view)
Photography by Tim Gresham
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Frame Works, Nicholas Thompson Gallery, 2019

 
Frame Works (installation view)
Photography by Tim Gresham
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Frame Works, Nicholas Thompson Gallery, 2019

 
Frame Works (installation view)
Photography by Tim Gresham
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Frame Works, Nicholas Thompson Gallery, 2019

 
Frame Works (installation view)
Photography by Tim Gresham
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New Works (installation view) 

New Works, NKN/Blockprojects, 2018
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'New Works', Blockprojects, 2018

New Works, NKN/Blockprojects, 2018

 
New Works (installation view) 
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'New Works', Blockprojects, 2018

New Works, NKN/Blockprojects, 2018

 
New Works (installation view) 
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'New Works', Blockprojects, 2018

New Works, NKN/Blockprojects, 2018

 
New Works (installation view) 
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'Group Formalism, Bundoora Homestead, 2017

 
Stick Works #5 
acrylic on timber 
dimensions variable  
2017

Group Formalism, Bundoora Homsestead, 2017
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'Group Formalism, Bundoora Homestead, 2017

Group Formalism, Bundoora Homsestead, 2017

 
Stick Works #5 (installation view) 
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'Group Formalism, Bundoora Homestead, 2017

Group Formalism, Bundoora Homsestead, 2017

 
Stick Works #5 (image crop) 
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Group Formalism, Bundoora Homsestead, 2017

 
 
Group Formalism (installation view) 
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Group Formalism (installation view) 

Group Formalism, Bundoora Homsestead, 2017
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Group Formalism, Bundoora Homsestead, 2017

 
Group Formalism (installation view) 
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Modular Wall Piece #4 (installation view) 

Grammar of Glitch, LaTrobe Art Institute Gallery, 2017
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Grammar of Glitch, LaTrobe Art Institute Gallery, 2017

 
Modular Wall Piece #4 (installation view)
Photography by Clare Rae
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Grammar of Glitch, LaTrobe Art Institute Gallery, 2017

 
Modular Wall Piece #4 (installation view)
Photography by Clare Rae
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Project 2017, Anna Pappas Gallery, 2017

 
Modular Wall Piece #33 (2 parts), 2016
acrylic polymer on linen
150 x 200cm 
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'Open Fields', Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017

Open Fields, Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017

 
Open Fields (installation view)
Photography by Christian Capurro 
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'Open Fields', Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017

Open Fields, Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017

 
Open Fields (installation view)
Photography by Christian Capurro 
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'Open Fields', Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017

Open Fields, Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017

 
Open Fields (installation view)
Photography by Christian Capurro 
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'Open Fields', Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017

 
Open Fields (installation view)
Photography by Christian Capurro

Open Fields, Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017
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'Open Fields', Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017

Open Fields, Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017

 
Open Fields (installation view)
Photography by Christian Capurro 
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'Open Fields', Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017

 
Open Fields (installation view)
Photography by Christian Capurro

Open Fields, Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017
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'Open Fields', Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017

Open Fields, Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017

 
Open Fields (installation view)
Photography by Christian Capurro 
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'Open Fields', Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017

Open Fields, Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017

 
Stick Works #4 (installation view)
Photography by Christian Capurro 
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'Open Fields', Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017

 
Stick Works #4 (installation view)
Photography by Christian Capurro

Open Fields, Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017
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'Open Fields', Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017

Open Fields, Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017

 
Stick Works #4 (installation view)
Photography by Christian Capurro 
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'Open Fields', Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017

Open Fields, Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017

 
Stick Works #4 (installation view)
Photography by Christian Capurro 
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'Open Fields', Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017

 
Stick Works #4 (installation view)
Photography by Christian Capurro

Open Fields, Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017
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'Open Fields', Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017

 
Stick Works #4 (installation view)
Photography by Christian Capurro

Open Fields, Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017
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'Open Fields', Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017

Open Fields, Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016-2017

 
Stick Works #4 (installation view)
Photography by Christian Capurro 
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'This, That, Here, There, Yes, No, Maybe', BUS, 2015

This, That, Here, There, Yes, No, Maybe, Bus Projects, 2015

 
This, That, Here, There, Yes, No, Maybe (installation view) 
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'This, That, Here, There, Yes, No, Maybe', BUS, 2015

This, That, Here, There, Yes, No, Maybe, Bus Projects, 2015

 
This, That, Here, There, Yes, No, Maybe (installation view with artist) 
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'This, That, Here, There, Yes, No, Maybe', BUS, 2015

This, That, Here, There, Yes, No, Maybe, Bus Projects, 2015

 
This, That, Here, There, Yes, No, Maybe (installation view) 
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'Forms of Life', Diane Singer, 2015

Forms of Life, Daine Singer, 2015

 
Forms of Life (installation view) 
Photography by Clare Rae
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'Forms of Life', Diane Singer, 2015

Forms of Life, Daine Singer, 2015

 
Forms of Life (installation view) 
Photography by Clare Rae
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'Forms of Life', Diane Singer, 2015

Forms of Life, Daine Singer, 2015

 
Forms of Life (installation view) 
Photography by Clare Rae
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'Forms of Life', Diane Singer, 2015

Forms of Life, Daine Singer, 2015

 
Forms of Life (installation view) 
Photography by Clare Rae
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'Forms of Life', Diane Singer, 2015

Forms of Life, Daine Singer, 2015

 
Forms of Life (installation view) 
Photography by Clare Rae
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'Forms of Life', Diane Singer, 2015

Forms of Life, Daine Singer, 2015

 
Stick Works #1 (installation view)
Photography by Clare Rae
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'Forms of Life', Diane Singer, 2015

Forms of Life, Daine Singer, 2015

 
Forms of Life (installation view) 
Photography by Clare Rae
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'Unstable objects and other paintings', C3, 2014

Unstable Objects and Other Paintings, c3 Contemporary, 2014

 
Unstable Objects and Other Paintings (installation view) 
Photography by Lauren Bamford
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'Unstable objects and other paintings', C3, 2014

Unstable Objects and Other Paintings, c3 Contemporary, 2014

 
Unstable Objects and Other Paintings (installation view) 
Photography by Lauren Bamford
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'Unstable objects and other paintings', C3, 2014

Unstable Objects and Other Paintings, c3 Contemporary, 2014

 
Unstable Objects and Other Paintings (installation view) 
Photography by Lauren Bamford
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'Antonia Sellbach', Sawtooth ARI, Launceston, 2014

Antonia Sellbach, Sawtooth ARI, Launceston, 2014

 
Antonia Sellbach (installation view)
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Antonia Sellbach, Sawtooth ARI, Launceston, 2014

 
Antonia Sellbach (installation view)
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